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ABSTRACT 

This thesis introduces the Mobile Munipulutor Analyzer (MMA), a mobile 

manipulator user tool, that creates complete mobile manipulator simulation models that 

are solved using DADS Solverrn. 

A simulation model of MR-1, a red mobile manipulator designed and 

manufactured by Engineering Services Incorporated, was created using MMA and 

DADS". A thorough modeling and anaiysis procedure is perfonned on MMA, DADFh[, 

and the MR-1 model. The procedure involves performing simulations for validation. 

sensitivity anaiysis, output analysis, static, quasi-static, and dynarnic experiments. 

followed by applying a tuning procedure. Finally, a procedure to optimize the system 

panmeters is presented. 

Multi-body dynamic simulations require accurate mass propeny values. A 

procedure and test apparatus that measures the centre of gravity and moment of inertia for 

a range of complex components was developed for this purpose. The apparatus was 

designed and calibrated to produce moment of inertia results with a higher xcuracy than 

hand or cornputer calculations. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MOTIVATION 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) packages have increased in popularity to the 

point where almost every engineering design fm uses CAD packa.ges to support their 

design process. Computer anaiysis techniques such as Multi-Body Dynamic Simulation 

(MBS), Finite Element Analysis (FEA), and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are 

the sister products of the CAD revolution. Computer analysis packages provide nurnerous 

advantages over traditionai analysis methods such as anaiytical hand calculations and 

prototypelexperiment design schemes. A univead advantage of analysis packages is that 

they allow designers to analyze complicated systems that would be improbable if not 

impossible to fully analyze by hand. Furthermore, designers can dso investigate the 

performance of many proposed systems, and incorporate the results into a more completr 

final design. Due to these benefits, the use of software packages for every type of 

engineering anaiysis has exploded. The major issue facing computer analysis is that as 

the complexity of the systems increase. verification and validation become more difficult. 

Furthermore. the possibility of errors within the package and mode1 increase with the 

complexity. Simulation results that have not been verified and validated should not be 

used as a basis for critical decisions. 

As an application, this thesis focuses on the dynamic simulation of mobile 

manipulators. Mobile Manipulators lend themselves well to multi-body dynamic 

simulations. A basic definition of a mobile manipulator, for this thesis, is a robotic 

manipulator attached to a wheeled or tracked mobile platform. Research into the control, 

stability, motion tracking, and generai design of mobile manipulators has dramatically 

increased over the past decade as technology has improved and greater potential benefits 

have been realwd. As the use for various mobile manipulators grows, so does the need 
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for a practicai and vaiid mobile manipulator simulation package. The package must have 

the capability of generating and solving mobile manipulator models quickly, in order to 

produce valid dynamic responses required for verifjhg stability and satisfactory system 

performance. 

Mobile manipulators combine two weii-defined areas of dynamic simulation, 

namely simulation of mobile platforms and simulation of robotic manipulators. Current 

cornmercially available MBS packages claim to have the capabilities of modeling the 

essential components of mobile manipulators. However. due to the high complexity 

associated with potential rnodels of mobile manipulators it is not clear if cornmerciai 

packages are capable of creating and solving a wide range of mobile manipulator models. 

Furthemore. though there is a need for a mobile manipulator interface module that will 

quickly develop mobile rnanipulator models, there is none developed for cornmerciai 

MBS packages. Hence, current development of the simulation models is time consuming 

and prone to human and machine errors. 

There is a M e r  need to simulate a "real" robot. The use of an existing robot is 

the best and oniy tnie way to fidly validate a simulation model, or user interface. An 

existing robot allows the user to predict systern behaviour using the simulation and verify 

the results on the real system. If inaccurate predictions are obtained the model must be 

reviewed and any discrepancies corrected. Without an existing system to verify the 

simulation method and validate the models the results are not as relevant. 

The intention of this research is to develop a mobile manipulator module that is 

capable of creating valid mobile rnanipulator dynamic simulations. Once a module has 

been developed a step-by-step procedure of modeling and analyzing a real complex 

mobile manipulator will be performed. The module and simulation models will be fully 

verîfied and validated using an existing robot and known methods. 

1.2 QUALIFICATION OF DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS 

Multi-body dynamic simulations involve ei ther commercial1 y available or 

independentiy developed software packages to mode1 and solve various dynamic 
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systems. The main advantages of computer simulations over traditional experiments and 

simulations are: 

4 fast and low-cost investigations; and 

safe alternative to experimenting with the mal system. 

Another advantage of computer simulations is that the models do not have to be fully 

developed advanced models to produce relevant results. The greater the amount of 

complexity and detaii, the greater the effort require to develop and validate the model. 

Rough models cm be created and solved with less time and effort. Some relevant uses for 

various models are: 

+ Rough Models: 
for early stage basic design considerations such as estimation of the 
approximate dynamic behavior of alternative concepts; 

+ Medium Complexity Models: 
for design and optimization of system performance; 

+ High Complexity Models: 
for performance evaluation of the final design, e.g. running stability. 
criticd velocities, turning ability, rode comfort, force levels; 
for prediction of experimental and field-test results to assist in the design 
of test schedules; 

+ Validated High Complexity Models: 
for monitoring, diagnostics, and failure prediction of operational systems; 

In the past, researchers have been restrained from simulating complex, highly 

non-linear multi-body dynamic systems due to the limited capabilities of computers. The 

increasing power of personai computers and workstations has removed the restm.int 

providing researches with the means to solve these complex relations. The traditional 

method of analyzing dynamic systems involves developing analyticd models and their 

equations of motion manuaily. The process of analyzing complex systems by hand, 

transfonning hem into computer codes and integrating them numerically has proven to 

be tedious, difficult, time consuming, and error prone. 

Current researchers are ushg special simulation software to simulate their 

models. The most popular ones are CSSL-types (Continous System Simulation 

Language) such as CSMP and ACSL (Kheir, 1988), and CACSD-types (Cornputer Aided 
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control S ystem Design) such as: MATLABTM, S I M U L J N P ,  MATRIXxrnf , 

CONTROL-P and ANDECP (Cellier, 1988). Despite a user-ffiendly environment, 

these codes require the equations of motion in the form of first-order differential 

equations or as control-system-oriented block diagrams. To aid in the setup work, multi- 

body system (MBS) methods and software have been developed which allow automatic 

formulation of the equations of motion by the computer for many types of mechanical 

systems. These programs require the user to define only the mass and inertîal properties 

of the rigid bodies in the system, as well as the type of the joints and force elements for 

simulating springs. dampers and actuators. 

Multi-body dynamic programs have recentl y become quite popular (Schiehlen. 

199n), and since they are, theoretically, applicable to any mechanical system, they have 

been used for problems in spacecraft (Lowe, 1995), terrestrial vehicles (Konuim. 1985). 

and robotics (Vukobratovic, 1982). Wittenber (1977), Robeaon (1988), Hang (1989). 

and Huston (1996, 1990) provide further information on multi-body system simulation. 

The main advantages of using MBS packages to develop and solve dynamic 

systems are as follows: 

+ Modeling of systems bat contain a number of kinematically constrained 
members is straightforward. 

+ Intemal interactions such as joint forces that are difficult to calculate for 
complex linkage structures cm be readily obtained from rnulti-body codes. 

+ Capable of creating models gradually with easy to modify model components 
and parameters. Additional components cm be included or chmged in the 
model at each design phase with minor effort. 

+ Developers of MBS packages have put a substantiai amount of effort in the 
selection of numerical computation schemes (solven). Sorne have even 
adapted solvers to the special situation of MBS and acquired vduable 
expertise in selecting appropriate numerical algorithm. 

On the other hand, some drawbacks for multi-body codes are listed in the following: 

+ The generality inherent in MBS programs may result in less computationally 
efficient simulations compared to models developed for a specific task. 

+ Handling of multi-body software may be more complicated and more 
elaborate than a specific code, due to its generality. 
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+ Complex mechanicd models may require a large amount of detailed 
geometric physical data, where possible gains due to increased model 
complexity can be lost because of a lack of accurate input data. 

+ The purchase price may be greater than the development cost of a specidized 
code. 

In summary, a specific code may be more efficient and easier to handle, if the 

developer of the code is still available and the problem under consideration does not 

violate the limits of the specific model assumptions. However. MBS packages can be 

used for a large variety of applications and investigations. 

1.2.1 Modeling Capabilities 

A mobile manipulator system generally consists of a number of bodies 

representing the chassis, batteries, drive train, wheels, m s ,  joint motors, end effectors. 

etc. In many situations these elements are considered rigid bodies. However, for some 

elements such as tires and tracks, elasticity is essential and should be modeled. 

Furthemore, analyses of load, stress, material fatigue, vibration and noise may require 

elasticity to be taken into account. 

Force elements and constraints such as actuators, gears, and springs may have to 

be modeled by complex relations including nonlinear characteristics or additional 

differential equations. The multi-body code should have an "open environment" for 

creating appropnate modeling scripts of the above effects. 

Effective tire or track force modeling is crucial in mobile robot dynamics and 

stability problems. If the extemal forces are not accurately represented, previous effort in 

ensuring the accuracy of the other measured parameters may be lost. The two main 

approaches to calcuiating tire forces in cornputer simulations involve empiricai or semi- 

empirical functions, or tabulated data with interpolation. The former is gaining popularity 

as methods improve (Grubel, 1992). Formula-based tire models are currently being 

encoded in several multi-body software systems. The usual function of these being to 

convert a wheel load, a side-slip angle, a longitudinal slip and a carnber angle into a 

vertical deflection, a shear force vector and an aligning moment. Anaiytic track models 

are also king developed with at least one MBS package incorporahg a track module. 
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The track equations generally convert the track load, dimensions, style, and soi1 

properties into tractive performance. 

1.2.2 Modes of Analysis 

The analysis of mechanicd multi-body systems can be performed in various 

ways. The most popular, and in many software the only type of analysis, is time 

integration of the equations of motion, or dynamic analysis. However, robot analysis is 

also concemed with other non-standard methods of analysis briefly explained in the 

following (CADSi, 1995): 

Kinematic Analysis: Kinematic analysis solves a system with zero degrees of 
freedom to determine the position, velocity, and acceleration of al1 bodies at a 
sequence of user-specified time steps. 

Inverse Dynamic Analysis: Inverse dynamic analysis solves the same equations as 
a kinematic analysis but uses the calculated acceleration to find joint reaction 
forces. The calculated forces depend on the mass and extemal forces acting on 
the bodies. 

Static Analysis: Static analysis solves a system with non-negative number of 
degrees of freedom to find the position that minimizes al1 body accelerations 
subject to extemal forces and gravity. The resulting position is a local 
equilibrium position for the system. This process can dso be performed over a 
sequence of time steps, not just the initial position. 

Dynamic Analysis: Dynamic andysis solves a system with a positive number of 
degrees of freedom and numefically integrates the equations of motion to 
determine the position, velocity, acceleration of dl bodies, and joint reaction 
forces. 

Assembly Analysis: Assembly andysis solves a set of nonlinear algebraic 
equations to find a position that minimizes the constraint error in the model, 
while attempting to minirnize the movements of parts from the initial 
specification. 

Linear Analysis: Linear analysis reports a "linear" set of ordinary differential 
equations that approximate the independent coordinates at a sequence of steps. 
The linear equations represent a simplified and condensed Corn of the 
nonlinear differentiai dgebraic equations of motion. This smailer, simpler 
system is often useful for studying the special properties such as the naturd 
frequencies of the mechanism. The linear equations can be written out and 
passed to other popular hear  system analysis programs. 
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1.2.3 Review of MuUI-body Cornputer Codes 

Mobile manipulators are complex, highly non-linear systems that require the 

capabilities of advanced packages to be fully analyzed. Table 1.1 (Emami, 1997) outlines 

the various MBS packages on the market and their capabilities. A D A M P  and D A D P c  

are the most comprehensive MBS packages available. Working ModeP is not as 

complete but is weii known for its superior user friendliness. 

Program 

1 ADAMS 

1 AGEM 

] ALASKA 

1 CMSP 

lf 

4 4 4  

J  

4 

J J J  

J J J  

J  J  

lf lf 

4 4 

J J  

J J J  

J J J  1 LMS 

1 MEDYNA 

1 NEWEUL 

1 SIMPACK 

Tpbtc 1.1: A cornparison of muhi-body dynamic codes 
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1.3 MOBILE MANIPULATOR FUNDAMENTALS 

Mobile manipulators combine traditional robotic manipulator amis with a mobile 

platform, thus greatiy increasing the working area of the robotic ami. Mobile 

manipulators are currently in use in areas such as bomb detection and disposal, handling 

of hazardous waste, and material handling (Jamshidi, 1993), (Katib, 1995). 

Traditional mobile manipulators are compnsed of a running rnechanism (i.e. tires 

or tracks, suspension, and drive train), a chassis or base. and one or more manipulators. 

The mobile platform portion of the robot can be any style of vehicle that interacts with 

the ground via tires or tracks. Similar to other vehicles, the number, style, and 

configuration of the tires or tracks vary depending on the application. Robots intended for 

use in factones cm have simple two wheel dnve motors and basic tires without a 

suspension systern, while dl-terrain vehicles require more complex drive trains and softer 

tires with better grip and may include a suspension to dampen the forces transmitied to 

the manipulator m. 

The chassis of the manipulator generally contains the drive train, including the 

rnoton, gearboxes, and drive shafts, axles, system electronics, and power unit. The 

chassis also bas mounts to attach the manipulators. The size and configuration of the 

chassis is only iimited by the application of the mobile rnanipulator and the components 

that the chassis must house. 

Over the years many different styles of robotic manipulators have been 

developed, most of which c m  be potentiaily placed on some fonn of a mobile platform. 

Manipulator arms can have serial or parailel links with many different types of joints, the 

majority of which are revolute or translational. 

Dynamic simulations require detailed knowledge of the system to be modeled. To 

develop a complete advanced mode1 of a mobile manipulator the kinematic and dynamic 

parameten of the system must ai i  be known. The required parameters include: 

r Kinematic and dynamic characteristics of the bodies: 
Mass 

P Moments of inertia 
P Location of the center of mass 
i Location of the joints and motors 
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Tire properties: 
Location of the a les  
Radius and width 
Mass and moment of inertia 
Rolling resistance 
Friction 

P Vertical stiffness and damping 
P Longitudinal stiffbess 
P Lateral stiffhess 
Track propetîies: 
i Length, width, and thickness 
P S tiffness and damping of Track 
+ Location of sprocket, idler, and road wheels 
P Radii of sprocket, idier, and road wheels 
3 Mass of track, road wheels, and road arms 

Moments of inertia of road m s ,  and road wheels 
;. Number of rollers 

Initial angle of road arm 
3 Free angle 
3 Stiffness of torsion bar 
Extemal forces and torque on the bodies 
Torque or velocity pararneters for the motors 
Kinematic configuration (dejined by D- H pararneters) for the man iprilntor 
arms and grippers 
Simulation parameters: 

Type of analysis (Dynamic. Inverse Dynamic, Kinematic, Static) 
> Length of simulation 

Print frequency 
Maximum step size 
Solution and integration tolerances 

Roud profie 
Initial configuration of the mobile man ipulato r and initial position und 
orientation of the entire system 

The specific nurnber of pararneters will Vary with each application. However, the 

accuracy of the parameters directly influences the accuracy of the simulation results. 
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1.4 LITERATURE REVIEW: 

1.4.1 Mobile Manipukrtor Shuhtion 

Mobile manipulator research involves a wide area of study. Whether the research 

is investigating control, design, or system analysis most researchen attempt to simulate 

their systerns. The majority of researchers choose the traditional method of deriving 

system equations of motion and either developing their own code for solving the 

equations or inputting the equations into a commercial solver. The benefit of this 

approach is that the system has k e n  created for the individual problem and will 

efficiently determine a solution. However, modeis are generally simplified in order to 

satisfy some specific tasks. 

Yamamoto (1994) investigated various control schemes to coordinate the 

manipulation and mobility of wheeled mobile manipulators. To investigate the various 

control schemes, Yamamoto (1994) developed a dynamic model of the manipulator and 

mobile base separately, and then combined the two systems. In order to develop the 

equations of motion on the moving base non-redistic constraints were placed on the 

system. The mobile platfom was not able to move in the lateral direction, and the driving 

wheels roll and do not slip. Furthemore, the dynamic properties of the tires are ignored 

and the tires are assumed to be rigid. These assumptions and constraints were valid for 

the control research, but limits the model to its original purpose. 

Sukhatme et al. (1997) developed a simulation model for a wheeled microrover 

using S D / F A S F ,  a tool that is used to generate codes representing the dynarnics of a set 

of interacting rigid bodies. S M A S P  generates C code that must integrate with user 

written C code to enforce constraint, contact geomeuy, and control. The tires are modeled 

as rigid bodies and the chassis is attached to the ground using a 6 degree of freedom 

(D.O.F.) joint. The mode1 produces accurate resuits for the energy consumed and distance 

traveled, but would not produce accurate results for other output panmeters, such as 

stability or vibrations of the system. 
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Ghasempoor and Sepehn (1995) and Sepehri et al. (1994) simulate the stability 

region of moving base manipulators. However, the simulation only models motion of the 

manipulator, with a stationary base. Papadopoulos and Rey ( 1996) also study the stability 

of mobile manipulators and also use a simulation model that does not move. 

There is a great deal of difficulty associated with developing and solving full 

mobile manipulator models. Different research topics require various simulation models 

that produce valid results for the given situation. However, the models are often limited 

to their intended research area and cannot be extended to other problems. Hence, a 

complete analysis of a mobile robot would likely require a number of different simulation 

models, if the models are created and analyzed by analytical methods. 

1.4.2 Tracked Vehicles 

Modeling of tracked vehicles has ken  studied for more than three decades. 

Modeling of tracked vehicles illustrates a number of problems that are not present in the 

modeling of vehicles with tires. Tracks are generdly required for off-road travel where 

the terrain can have vastly changing conditions. Furthemore, the behaviour of the tracks 

in terms of grip, shearing forces, floatation, and pressure distribution is more difficult to 

model than that of tires. The increased complexity of tracks and variable terrain, and 

relatively smdl market of this application, have prevented tracked vehicles from 

receiving the same magnitude of research as vehicles with tires. 

The study of the interaction between vehicles and their terrain is called 

terramechanics. The study of terramechanics did not receive much attention until Bekker 

(1957, 1960) investigated the effects of vehicle and terrain characteristics on the tractive 

performance of tracked vehicles in the 1950's and 1960's. Bekker is considered as the 

pioneer of terramechanics because he was the fust to develop empirical relations for a 

tracked vehicle's pressure distribution and tractive performance. His books on 

terramechanics are still valuable reference materials. 

Tracked vehicle research focuses on the interaction between the track and ground. 

Karafaith and Nowatzki (1978) performed research into the different behaviour of ngid 

and flexible tcacks. They show that flexible tracks affect the rigid track relationships 

primarily in that the upward displacernent of the track aliows the development of passive 
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faüure zones in the soil that is not possible undemeath a rigid track. Thus, the stûte of 

stresses in the soil is significantly influenced by the flexibility of the tnck, and a 

completely plastic state of stress may be produced in the soil by loads that are less than 

the bearing capacity of the track area as a whole. 

The weight distribution produced by the track and hence the amount of pressure 

the track exens on the ground is a large area of research. Traditionally nominal ground 

pressure (NGP), which is determined by vehicle weight divided by its irack area. has 

k e n  used as an indication of vehicle mobility. This works well for vehicles with uniform 

ground pressure distribution such as agricultural vehicles with rigid tracks and small 

closely spaced rollers. However, for tracks with fewer, and larger diameter rollers the 

ground pressure distribution is non-uniforni and the NGP does not give a good indication 

of mobility. Rowland (1972, 1975) suggests that the mean maximum pressure (MMP), 

which is defined as the meaa value of the maxima occt.uring under al1 the wheel stations, 

be used as a basic criterion for evaiuating the rnobility of tracked vehicles. 

Wong (1994) investigates the accuracy of Rowland's empirical formula for 

calculating MMP versus a computer simulation program NTVPM-8tF and real 

experimental data. The computer program N T V P M - 8 P  is based on Wong's previous 

results (Garber and Wong, 198 1, 198 la),(Wong et al. 1984),(WongT 1989, 1992, 1993). 

NTYPM-86r"( is a simulation program for tracked vehicle interaction with various terrain. 

The program incorporates al1 major design parameters and produces results that closely 

match experimental results. NTVPM-86TM and experiments reveal that Rowland's 

empirical method of calculating MMP often produces inaccurate results. 

The mean maximum pressure as proposed by Rowland has played a useful role in 

the past in replacing the nominal ground pressure as an indicator of cross-country 

mobility. However, with the advent of comprehensive and reaiistic computer-aided 

methods, such as N T V P M M 8 P ,  the role of empirical methods in the future development 

of off-road vehicles has diminished. 

N T V P M - 8 W  is used to help in the design of tracked vehicles allowing the user to 

simulate various loads, track sizes, number of supports, and many other design 

parameters. The mode1 is suited for the evaluation of competing designs and for the 

examination of the effects of design modifications and changes to the operating 
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environment. lVTVPMM8@ is a third generation computer program with each generation 

improving upon the previous release. The program currently accounts for individual 

wheel suspensions, and extension of the track under load. These are two assumptions that 

the previous releases did not account for, and have not k e n  accounted for in the 

previously described relationships. NTVPM-8W has k e n  thoroughly tested and the 

results compare close1 y with experimental values. 

Van Wyk et al. (1996) also developed a mathematical computer simulation mode1 

to expand on some of the assumptions used previously by Wong. The model produced 

results that closely matched their experiments, but has not received the vast amount of 

testing that NTVPM-86Thf has received. 

Muro (1995, 1994, 1992, 1991. 1989) has also made significant contributions to 

the modeling of tracked vehicles. He has recently developed separate mathematical 

relationships that cm be adopted to accurately predict the tractive behaviour of both 

flexible tracked or rigid tracked vehicles. The flexible track relationships are valid for 

rubber-belt-type tracks, as weli as link tracks with short tnck pitches. The flexible track 

relationships require numerical solutions and generally use iterative procedures to 

determine the results. 

D A D P  dynamic simulation software also includes a uack super elernent 

intended to model the interaction between of a tracked vehicle and the terrain. The track 

super element in DADSTM is used to simulate the tracks of the mobile manipulator studied 

in this thesis. The track element is based on the work from McCullough (1985). The track 

is looped around a variable number of road wheels that are attached to a rigid chassis. 

The element is meant to study the handling characteristics of a tracked vehicle and 

requires definitions for the road wheels that support the track. The element allows the 

user to defme stiffness and darnping in the torsion bar, as well as road wheel and track 

properties such as mass, inertia, stiffness, and size. 
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1.5 SIMULATION STUDY PROCEDURE 

The 1960's saw the beginning of research into the development and vaiidation of 

computer simulation models. Various techniques have been outlined, however most of 

the techniques follow a general procedure for fomulating simulation models. The 

majority of these procedures peaain to discrete event simulations such as bank queues 

and manufacniring Lines, however the general principles behind the procedures remain 

the same for every style of simulation. The simulation study performed in this thesis is a 

hybrid of the methods laid out by Law and Kelton (1982, 1992), iUeijnen(l996), and 

Biles (1995), as they relate to multi-body dynamic simulations. 

Problem Formulation and Mode1 Definition: A generai description of the model is 

introduced, including an outline of the questions to be answered by the simulation 

study. The capability and purpose of the mode1 are clearly defined, and the 

input/output properties of the model are determined. The essentiai features of a 

systern are captured in terms of its entities, the charactenstics of each entity, the 

activities in which these entities engage, and the set of possible States in which the 

system can be found. 

The problem formulation for MBS packages and models is described in 

Chapter 1. MMA and the simuiation models have k e n  fully defined in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter S. Indicating the elements of a simulation model, the types of analysis 

available, and the simulation output available. 

Input Data Collection: Gathenng data and information that will dlow the modeler to 

develop the essential description of each of the system entities. The data required to 

model mobile manipulators is described in Section 1.3: Mobile Manipulator 

Fundarnentals. 

Internul Vertjication: The process of ascertainhg that the computer program 

performs properly. This is generdy performed in conjunction with developing the 

computer code. It is ideal to veriw the software as it is written to ensure that errors 
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are not hidden or compounded The venfication of the software was performed as the 

code was written and is described in more detail in Chapter 4. 

Validation: The process of ascertaining that the model mimics the real system by 

comparing the behaviour of the model to that of a reai system. Criteria for extemal 

validation involve assessrnent of the accuracy and suitability of a model with respect 

to the intended application. Some authors bave lumped the validation, sensitivity 

analysis, and output analysis sections together into validation, but 1 have chosen to 

keep the sections independent for cldty. The k s t  step of validation is to ensure the 

model appears reasonable on its face to prospective model usen. The ultimate test of 

the model is its abiiity to predict future behaviour of a reai system. including 

conditions that may be merely proposed. To accomplish this, it is necessary to 

compare the behaviour of the model to that of the system, under conditions at which 

the system cm be observed. 

Some vaiidation of the model c m  also be performed without the use of 

statistical tools. The model cm be tested using different inputs and studying the 

outputs based on intuition and physical Iaws. Using simple configurations and 

checking to ensure that reasonable results are obtained will also help to funher 

validate the model. The combined steps of verifkation and validation are crucial to 

establishing the credibility of the model, so that decisions reached about the system 

on the bais of the simulation study cari be supported with confidence. 

Sensitivity Analysis: The important inputs are analyzed in more detail, including 

interactions between inputs. Sensitivity analysis is the investigation of the reaction of 

the simulation response to changes in the system parameters. 

Output Analysis: Once a simulation model is ascertaineci to be valid, the next step in 

the simulation study is to use the model to predict the performance of the system. An 

important part of the output-analysis phase of a simulation study is the design of 

simulation expenments. Some of the techniques used for this purpose include Design 

of Experiments, regression analysis, and statisticai test of hypothesis. 

The most applicable method of output anaiysis for muiti-body dynamic 

simulations deds with simple experiments performed on the reai system, and their 

corresponding simulations. The experimeats can be divided into Static and Dynamic 
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experiments. Stability boundaries are good static tests when they cm be determined. 

Stability boundaries for the simulation mode1 should correspond to the stability Limits 

for the real physical system. This may not be possible for all systems and d l  stability 

boundaries, but whenever possible it wiii provide valuable insight into the simulation. 

Other valuable static tests involve recording the deflections in the system under 

known loads. 

Dynamic experiments are also important in determining if the simulation 

mimics the behaviour of the real system. Dynamic experiments are more difficult to 

measure, as a result the complexity of the experiments is limited. Potential dynamic 

experiments include measuring the dynamic deflection of the system under applied 

loads, as well as the response once the load is removed. Dnving the system's motors 

at velocities and accelerations and measuring the response will also provide insight 

into the system. Bosse1 (1994) States that the mode1 system must produce 

(qualitatively) the sarne dynamic behaviour as the original system under the sarne 

initial conditions and exogenous influences as the original system. For example, if the 

onginal shows damped oscillations under certain conditions, the mode1 should also 

show them. 

1.6 THESIS CONTENT 

This thesis covers two main topics, the development and exmination of a mobile 

manipulator user interface module, and a step-by-step process of modeling and mode1 

validation of a real mobile manipulator. The mobile manipulator is an explosive disposal 

robot called MR-1, and is designed and manufactured by Engineering Services inc. 

Chapter 2 covers the theoretical foundation of the mobile robot modeling. It goes 

into the details behind MBS modeling and also evaiuates three potential MBS packages. 

Chapter 3 introâuces experiments that determine the mass properties (CG.  and 

inertia) of a complex mobile manipulator subsysterns. A trifdar pendulurn, moment of 

inertia apparatus was designed installed, and calibrated. The experiment was used to 
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determine the inertia properties for the sub-systems of MR-1. Accurate mass properties 

are required to properly model and simulate mechanical systems. 

The mobile manipulator analyzer (MM) software package is described in 

Chapter 4. M U  is a complete window-driven mobile manipulator user interface 

developed in conjunction with DADSolverY The process followed during the 

development of the package and the package details are included. 

Chapter 5 describes the simulation verification and validation procedure 

performed on MMA and a model of MR-1. 

Chapter 6 presents the static, quasi-static, and dynamic experiments that were 

performed on the real MR-1 system. The experiments are simulated using DADPi  and 

the results are compared. In addition to the experiments, a tuning algorithm is applied to 

determine the system parameters, and a design optimization is performed on the MR-1 

model to determine how the current design could be enhanced. 

Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and the proposed future research of 

the work. 

1.7 CONTRIBUTIONS 

This research has resulted in two significant contributions to the area of multi- 

body dynamic simulation. The first is the step-by-step modeling and analysis of a real 

complex mobile manipulator using cunent commercial MBS packages. This is a 

realization of the fact that commercial MBS packages have the capabilities required to 

fully model and analyze complex mobile manipulators. This removes the need for 

individual projects to develop, verify, and validate independent mobile manipulator 

simulations that are specific to one group of problerns, i.e. stability, control, behaviour, or 

others. It has been shown that commercial packages can produce valid results for 

complex models of mobile manipulators. The models produce full 3D results for the 

system and can be used to investigate any dynamic property. 

The second significant contribution with respect to multi-body dynamic 

simulations is the development of a window based mobile manipulator user interface 
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module for the D A D P  soiver. The module has been named Mobile Manipulator 

Analyzer (MMA). MMA quickly develops complete mobile manipulator models ihat are 

used in the DAL)P  environment. MMA removes the tedious task of manually 

developing a simulation model. The user interfaces of commercial MBS packages are 

developed with the intention of providing the usen with the ability to model any 

mechanical system. Hence, each component of the mode1 must be created individually. 

MU4 has removed some of the generality of the user interface and presents the users 

with an interface specifically designed for mobile manipulators. This results in an 

interface that develops mobile manipulator models much faster and more convenient. If 

the user requires additional features the model c m  be modified in the D A D P  

environment. 

The development and validation of an experiment that measures the moment of 

inectia properties for complex parts and subsystems is an additionai contribution of this 

research. The expriment was developed to measure the moments of inertia for the 

subsystems of a real mobile rnanipulator that was used to validate the MMA progrm. 

Accuracy of the moment of inenia is essential in ensuring the accuracy of the model 

results. 



THEORY AND MODELING 

This chapter covers three aspects of dynamic modeling with respect to mobile 

manipulators. The fist section develops and solves a simplified model of a mobile 

manipulator. The second and third sections investigate the theory behind modeling tires 

and tracks respectively. Finally a capability study of two popular MBS packages is 

conduc ted. 

2.1 SIMPLIFIED MODEL 

The system shown in Figure 2.1 represents a simplified model of a mobile 

manipulator. The chassis and manipulator are assumed to be ngid resulting in a single 

body with both mass and moment of inertia characteristics. The tires are modeled as three 

independent sets of springs and dampers. and an extemal force is applied to excite the 

system. The simplified model c m  be used to quickly determine the response of the 

system to changes in the stiffness, damping, mus, centre of gravity, and extemd forces. 

model ofa mobile manipulator 
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The system in Figure 2.1 is solved as follows: 

1. Develop the Characteristic Equations 

F, = -k, x, - clX, x, =PL, sin(6) 

il =x-4 COS(@) e 
FI = -k,x+k,L,  sin(@)-c,x+c,L, COS(@) 8 

F, = -k2x, -c,x2 x, = x -  4 sin(6) 

i2 = x - r, COS(@) B 
F, = -k2x + k2& sin(@)- c,x + c i 4  COS(@) 6 

F3 = -k3 x3 - c3 i3 x, = x + L, sin(6 ) 
i3 = i + L, COS(@) ë 

F, = -k,x- k3L, sin(@-c,x-c3L, cos(@) 8 
F* =mg 

# 

d 2. Apply Newton's 2 "  Law and develop the Kinematic Equations 

3. Substitute for FI, F2, Fj, Fg and solve for the equations of motion in the state 

space form. Assume small angles (COS(@) = 1, sin(@= 8) 

3. t Determine the S tate Variables 

3.2 Determine the Equations of Motion 
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where M is a 4x1 matrix of state variables, and F and g are the force and gravity inputs 

to the system. 

Simulhk MATLAB Mwere used to model and solve the equaiions of motion 

(Figure 2.2). Figure 2.3 shows four plots of x (upwards) displacement of the centre of 

gavity. The parameter values for Figure 2.3 are shown in Table 2.1. The mode1 has been 

set up with parameters that resemble the MR-I robot. The mass is set to 300 kg, moment 

of inertia to 5 kgm2, tire stiffness to 40000 N/m, tire damping to 7000 kg/s, and the 

extemal force to 1 0  N. The extemd force is applied direcdy above tire 1 and the 

distance between the tires is 40 cm. 

Figure 2.2: SimulinkTM model of simplijied sysrern 

- 
Force 

-, 
Mux Mobile Demux - Manipulator 

.O 

Gravity + 0 Thets 

x' t Ax+Bu 
y = CXIOU Mux + 
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Figure 2.3: Simplijied mode1 outp~tt 
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Table 2.1: Simpl~jied mode2 variables 
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2.2 RUNNING GEAR MODELING 

The behaviour of mobile robots is greatly influenced by the drive train and 

running gear of the system. A vehicle's running gear has three essential roles: 

performance, handling, and ride. Performance characteristics include a vehicle's ability to 

accelerate and overcome obstacles. Handling is the ability to steer and maneuver, and 

ride is the ability to dampen the extemal influences caused by the ground. The majority 

of extemal influences on a mobile manipulator in non-contact mode are transferred 

through the ninning gear. Hence, the ability to properly model the running gear of mobile 

manipulators is essential. 

The ground contact of most running gear for mobile manipulators consists of 

either pneumatic tires or uacks. 

2.2.1 Tire Modeling 

To properly model pneumatic tires it is necessary to define a coordinate system that 

serves as a reference for the definition of various parameters. The Society of Automotive 

Engineers (SAE) suggests the system shown in Figure 2.4 (SAE 1978). The following 

definitions are also provided by SAE (SAE, 1978). 

a Slip Angle; The angle fomed between the direction of travel of the tire contact 

patch center and the x'-axis. a is positive if the wheel travel direction has a 

component in the +y'-direction. This produces a negative Lateral force (Fy). 

y Inclination Angle; The angle formed between the x'-z' plane and the wheel plane. 

inclination angle is positive if the wheel plane has a component lying in the +y'- 

direction. 

F. Longitudinal Force; The x'-component of the resultant force acting on the tire by 

the road. 

Fy Laterai Force; The f-component of the resultant force acting on the tire by the 

road. Laterai Force may be produced by slip angle, inclination angle, conicity, 

piysteer, or any combination of the above. 
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Fz Normai Force; The z'-cornponent of the resultant fore acting on the tire by the 

road. The direction of this force is up, but this nomenclanire requires that Fz be 

negative whenever the tire is in contact with the road. as the positive 2'-axis is 

directed downward. 

Mx Overturning Moment; The moment of the forces at the contact patch acting on 

the tire by the road with respect of the y'-axis. 

My Rolling Resistance Moment; The moment of the forces at the contact patch 

acting on the tire by the road with respect to the y'-mis. 

Mz Aligning Torque; The moment of the forces at the contact patch acting on the tire 

by the road with respect to the 2'-axis. 

Spin Axis; The mis about which the wheel rotates. Perpendicular to the Wheel Plane, 

not necessmily about the y'-mis (oniy if inclination angle is zero). 

R Spin Velwity; The angular velocity of the wheel on which the tire is mounted. 

about its spin a i s .  

T Wheel Torque; The extemal torque applied from the vehicle about the spin axis of 

the wheel. 

Vehicle Load; The nomai reaction of the tire on the road which is equd to the 

negative of Normal Force. This is always a positive quantity when the tire is in 

contact with the road, otherwise it is zero. 

Wheel Plane; The centrai plane of the tire and wheel, normal to the wheel spin mis. 

+x' Direction of wheel heading dong ground. The intersection of the wheel plane and 

the road plane in the neighborhood of the Tire Axis System ongin. This is not the 

sarne as the direction in which the wheel is traveling. If the tire reverses its 

direction, the mis system flips 180" about the 2'-ais. 

+y' To the right dong the ground, as viewed from behind a forwwd rolling tire. 

Chosen to be Righi-Hand Orthogonal to the definitions of x' and z'. 

+z' Perpendicular to the road in the neighborhood of the Tire Axis System origin with 

positive direction down. 

Once a complete definition of the tire coordinate system has been determined, 

methods of modeling tins can be developed. The two main approaches to calculating tire 
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Figure 2.1: SAE Tire coordinate system 

forces in cornputer simulations involve empiricd or semi-empirical functions, and 

tabulated data with interpolation. Formula-based tire models are cunently being encoded 

in several multi-body software systems. The usual function of these codes is to convert a 

wheei load, a side-slip angle, a longitudinal slip and a camber angle into a vertical 

deflection, a shear force vector and an aligning moment. 

2.2.1.1 Analvüc Tire Models 

Analytical methods represent the tire-terrain interaction as a set of forces that may be 

written as analytical functions of the deformation parameters. Analytical models have the 

advantage of aliowing a wide choice of terrain profiles, tire properties, and vehicle 

maneuvers. 

In general, the forces and torque on a tire are not independent. The tangentid 

reactions at the tire/ground interface are dependent upon normal force, which is assumed 
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to be a hinction of deformation and deformation rate of the tire. The torque response of 

the tire consists of the aligning and overtuming moments as weli as the torque about the 

spinde axis due to tractive forces. In the lateral and longitudinal directions, empincal 

relations are used to relate the force in these directions to the normal force and kinematic 

definitions of steering and rotational slip, respectively. These two kinernatic effects are 

not independent because their resultant is the net force acting tangent to the ground 

surface on the tire. The fiction ellipse concept developed by Gilespie (1992) is used to 

limit the magnitude of the net tangentid force. 

2a2.1.1al Contact 

Tire forces are generated in response to tire deformation that occurs when a tire is 

in physical contact with its terrain. The centre of the point of contact is used as the origin 

of the SAE coordinate frame. The most cornmon method is to assume a point contact. 

This is done in a variety of ways. The MDI package ADAMS" uses triangular patches to 

define the road profile. The perpendicular distance between the contact patch and the tire 

centre is detennined. If the distance is less then the radius of the tire than contact exists. 

The point closest to the tire center is chosen as the contact point. If the wheel plane is not 

perpendicular to the road surface, the intersection of the wheel plane to the road is not the 

same as the contact point. This effect is shown in Figure 2.5. (MDI, 1997) 

The CADSi package DADS" uses a wheel-ground interaction mode1 that assumes 

a ground profile that has the shape of a locus of points traced by the wheel center of a 

Figun 2.5: Intersection of wheel plane to ruad su~ace  
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Figure 2. 6: Dejinition of wheel center locus terrain profle 

rigid wheel rolling over the acnial terrain profile. The point of contact is the point on the 

wheel that intersects the direction normal to this terrain profiie, as shown in Figure 2.6. 

(CADSi, 1995b) 

The tire kinematics can be determined once the point of contact between the tire 

and terrain has been found. 

2.2,1.1,2 Tire Kinematics 

The configuration and motion of a tire relative to the terrain surface, and friction 

between the tire and terrain give rise to tire deformation, orientation and slip properties. 

These properties eventually produce tire forces and moments at the contact point. 

In D A D P  the normal deflection and velocity are computed based upon the 

intersection of the undeformed tire circle and the terrain profile as shown in Figure 2.7. 

The tire circle is divided into vertical slices. For each slice, the vertical position of the 

two points at the corners of the slice are compared with the terrain height at the sarne 

horizontai positions. If the points on the tire circle lie below the terrain, the area of 

intersection, Ai, is found using a simple trapezoidal rule. Once the total intersected area is 

Figure 2. 7: DADS Penetration Diugram 
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found, an equivalent normal deflection, 6, is found by equating the intersected area with 

that for the tire on a flat surface. 

8 is then 

d =r-rcos6 (2.10) 

The point of application of the tire force, C,, is found through a weighted average of the 

centroids of the partial intersected areas: 

Likewise, the direction for the force is found through a weighted average of the terrain 

gradient vectors associated with the partial intersected areas: 

Normal penetration of the tire is simply the difference between the current radius 

and the original radius. The normal force on the tire due to the tire stiffness is a simple 

application of Hooke's Law. The normal velocity penetration of the contact point is 

required to calculate the normal force due to damping in the tire, and is derived in the 

following section. (MDI, 1997) 

The velocity of the tire contact point B, with respect to the ground is: 

Where Y is the linear velocity of the tire centre, a7 is the angular velocity of the tire and 

p' is the vector from the tire centre to the point of contact. 

From Equation (2.13) the laterai slip velocity of the contact point B. V ,  is defined 

as: 
- 

V, = V, Ysat (2.14) 

Finally, the tune rate of change of the vertical deflection V,, is defined as: 
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Equations (2.131, (2.14), and (2.15) determine the tire velocity in the fonvûrd, 

sideways, and upward direction respectively. The tire kinematics are required to 

determine the longinidinal and lateral forces experienced by the tires. 

2.2.1.1.3 Tractive Effort and Slip 

When a driving torque is applied to a pneumatic tire, a tractive force is developed 

at the tire-ground contact patch, as shown in Figure 2.8 (van Eldick Thieme and Pacejka, 

197 1). At the same ùme. the tire tread in front of and within the contact patch is subjected 

to compression. A corresponding shear deformation of the sidewall of the tire is dso 

developed. 

As tread elements are compressed before entering the contact region. the distance 

the tire travels when subject to a driving torque will be less than in free rolling. This 

phenomenon is usually referred to as longitudinal slip. The longitudinal slip of the 

vehicle mnning gear, when a dnving torque is applied, is usually defined by: 

where V is the linear speed of the tire centre, w is the angular speed of the tire, r is the 

rolling radius of the free-rolling tire. and r, is the effective rolling radius of the tire. 

Normal 
Pressure 1 

Longitudinal 
stress 

Figum 2.8: Behavior of a tire under the action of driving torque. 
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which is the ratio of the linear speed of the tire centre to the anguiar speed of the tire. 

When a driving torque is applied, the tire rotates without the equivdent 

tramlatory progression; therefore, KO > V and a positive value for slip results. If a tire is 

rotating at a certain a n N u  speed but the Linear speed of the tire centre is zero, then in 

accordance with Equation 2.16, the longitudinal slip of the th will be 100%. This is 

often observed on an icy surface, where the driven tires are spinning at high angular 

speeds. while the vehicle does not move fonvard. 

A definition of longitudinal slip different fmm that given by Equation 2.16 

appears in some publications. For instance, in the SAE Handbook Supplement, Vehick 

Dynamics Tenninology J670e (SAET 1978), longitudinal slip is defined as "the ratio of 

the longitudinal slip velocity to the spin velocity of the straight free-rolling tire expressed 

as a percentage". The longitudinal slip velocity is taken as "the difference between the 

spin velocity of the driven or braked tire and the spin velocity of the straight free-rolling 

tire". Both spin velocities are measured at the same linear velocity at the wheel centre in 

the X direction. A positive value of süp results from a driving torque. in essence, the 

definition of longitudinal slip s suggested by the SAE can be expressed by: 

where V,  r, and r, are defined in the same way as that for equation 2.16. 

It should be noted that in accordance with the definition suggested by the SAE. 

when a tire is rotating at a certain angular speed but the linear speed of the tire centre is 

zero, the longitudinal slip s of the tire wili be denoted as infinite. 

The lateral slip also affects the forces experienced by the tire. The lateral slip ntio 

is a function of both the slip angle a, and the inclination angle y. The slip angle a, is 

defined as: 

The lateral slip ratio due to slip angle Sa is: 
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The lateral slip for the inclination angle is: 
A. 

S,, +sin 4 
A combined lateral slip ratio due to slip and inclination mgles is: 

. 
during braking 

during traction 
a 

during braking 

during traction t 

> 

where 1 = ,/8r(pen) is the length of the contact patch. 

A comprehensive slip ratio due to slip ratio, slip angle, and inclination angle c m  

then be defined as: 

S., "w (2.22) 

A slip velocity directional angle P can now be defined as: 

A 

a = t ; l n - ' ( ~ , , ~ )  (2.23) 

Slip properties and slip ratio relationships are shown in Figure 2.9. (MDI, 1997) 

The resuitant friction coefficient between the tire tread base and the terrain 

surface can be determined as a hinction of the resultant slip ratio (S,,) and friction 

parameters (UO and Ul). A Linear relationship between S, and p, the corresponding 

Braking Traction Resultant Slip Ratio 

Figute 2.9: Siip properties between a rire and terrain 
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road-tire friction coefficient is often used. Figure 2.10 demonstrates this relationship. 

Ofien only longitudinal slip is used to determine the effect of fnction. Depending 

upon the type of surface interaction, the longitudinal fiction coefficient is caiculated one 

of three ways. If the type of surface is ignored pi,, is a piece-wise linear hnction of slip. 

based upon the nominal fnction coefficient, p. as shown in the top plot of Figure 2.1 1. In 

a more comprehensive model of fnction, pi, is an asyrnptotic exponential function of 

slip, as in the bottom plot of Figure 2.1 1. (CADSi, 1995b) For a solid surface the friction 

coefficient for the comprehensive model is: 

For a soil surface the fnction coefficient is (Brixius, 1987): 

pl,, = p(i - P B n  )(1 -ë7.")+ Cr 

where B, the mobility number is defined as 

where CI is the cone index of the soil, 6 is the tire normal deflection, and h is the tire 

section height. Typical values of CI range from 350 kN/m2 for soft or sandy soils to 1750 

kN/m2 for hard soils. 

In both longitudinal and lateral directions, the coefficients of proportionality 

between the tangentid force and the normal force rire considered to be fùnctions of a 

Figun 2.10: Linear tire-terrain ficiton model 
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kinernatic representation of slip. The forces in each direction are calculated 

independently. However, it is well known that these two components of force are not 

necessarily independent, and in fact their resultant is limited by the magnitude of the 

fnction force acting between the tire and road. The possible values for this net force are 

represented by the fnction ellipse. The friction ellipse concept allows for different values 

of longitudinal and lateral fnction coefficients (p., and p,) but limits the maximum value 

for both coefficients to p. The fnction circle concept is shown in Figure 2.12 and the 

relationship that defines the fnction circle is (MDI. 1997): 
f i  3 

or px=pcos/J 
and py =,usinp 

where cos p = ss  

s*sw 

The tractive force developed by a tire is proportional to the applied wheel torque 

under steady-state conditions, slip is a function of tractive effort. Generdly speaking, at 
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Figure 2. 12: Friction circle concept 

fint the wheel torque and tractive force increase linearly with slip because, initially, slip 

is mainiy due to elastic deformation of the tire tread. This corresponds to section OA of 

the cuve shown in Figure 2.13. A further increase of wheel torque and tractive force 

results in part of the tire tread sliding on the ground. Under these circumstances, the 

relationship between the tractive force and the slip is nonlinear. This corresponds to 

section AB of the curve shown in Figure 2.13. Based on available experimental data, the 

maximum tractive force of a pneumatic tire on hard surfaces is usually reached 

somewhere between 15 and 20% slip. Any further increase of slip beyond that results in 

an unstable condition, with the tractive effort falling rapidly from the peak value ppW to 

the pure sliding value p,W, as shown in Figure 2.13, where W is the normal load on the 

tire and pp and ps are the peak and sliding values of the coefficient of road adhesion. 

A simplified theory for predicting the driving force of tires has been developed 

(Wong, 1993). The relationship between the total tractive force and the slip when part of 

the tread is sliding on the ground (i.e., s > s, or Fx > F,) is given by: 

where Ci is the dope of the tractive effort-slip curve at the orîgin as shown in Figure 2.13, 

that is: 
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Figure 2. 13: Variation of tractive effort with longitudinal slip of a rire 

The simplified theory described above requires only three parameters, y ,  W, and 

to define the tractive effort-longitudinal slip relationship. The value of C, c m  easily be 

identified from the initial slope of the measured tractive effort-slip curve. 

ADAMP uses another method of determining the tire forces. The Fiala mode1 

models the tire as a beam on an eiastic foundation, and assumes a rectangular contact 

patch and a uniform pressure distribution across the contact patch. The force experienced 

by the tire is calculated as follows (MDI, 1997): 

F, = -(c: b e n )  

Fx = - 2 ( 4  p:IY25vw, 

w here: 

Fz is the net normal force in SAE - Z direction 
FLX is the normal force due to tire stiffness 
Fx is the normal force due to tire damping 
b& is the mass of the tires 
5 is the radial damping ratio 
V,, is the tirne denvative of the penetration @en) 

A critical value for longitudinal slip ratio may be calculated from: 
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This is the value of longitudinal slip beyond which the tire is sliding. The iongitudinal 

force can be calculated as follows: 

Case 1: Elastic Deformation State Isl SS* 

FI = -C,S 

Case 2: Complete Sliding State Isl > s' 

Fr = -skn(sX~,, - F,, 
w here 

Fr, = PIF: I 

The lateral force is determined from the lateral slip coefficient. A critical value for slip 

angle a' may be calculated, beyond which the tire is sliding. 

The lateral force cm be calcutated as follows: 

Case 1. Elastic Deformation State: Ial 5 a* 

The roliing resistance experienced by the tire is determined by: 

TV = -Cr Fz 

The aligning moment is caiculated by: 

Case 1. EIastic Deformation State Ial I a* 

Case 2.Complete sliding state: ta1 > a* 

T 4 . O  
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2.2.1.2 Exmrmental Tire Models 

The traditional method of modeling the tire-tenain interaction involves using 

experimental models that attempt to interpolate raw tire data for a given set of tire States. 

This method requises extensive raw tire data, but accurately models the tire behaviour for 

any situation that is covered by the test data. A major consequence of relying on 

experimental data is the dependence of these data on the teaain profile, the tire choice, 

and the vehicle maneuver. if any of these three factors change, new experimental data 

must be obtained. 

Many of the current MBS packages allow users to enter expenmental data for the 

tire models. The experimental data is often used in combination with analytic methods to 

mode1 the tires. "Magic Formula" is a popular technique to mode1 tire forces that 

combines experimental and analyticd techniques. The Magic Formula generates the 

longitudinal and lateral forces, plus aligning torque. In the Magic Formula tire 

formulation any output quantity (Y) is described as a function of an input quantity (XI. 

where the function Y(X) is found as follows (Bakker et al. l987),(S huring e t . d  1993): 

x = X + S ,  

  sin tan-'[~x- E(&- tan-' ( B X ) ) ~  

Y(x)= )(x)+s, 

w here 

B is the stiffness factor 
C is the shape factor 
D is the peak factor 
E is the curvature factor 
& is the horizontal shift 
Sv is the vertical shift 

An example curve, for the following parameter values B=L, C= 1, D=l, E=O. 

Sh=û, and Sv=O is shown in Figure 2.14. Investigating the effects of the parameters 

reveals that D represents the maximum value of the curve and will carry the siune units as 

the hinction output value. The quantity BCD represents the slope of the curve at the 

ocigin (assuming no Sv or Sh offsets). For the lateral force equation, this quantity is 

equivalent to the cornering stiffriess. If the value of E is greater than one, the curve will 
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Magic Formula Cuw 

Figure 2. 14: Example Magic Forniula curve. 

never reach the maximum value D. From experimentation, typical values of C have been 

identified as 1.3 for lateral force, 2.4 for aligning torque, and 1.65 for longitudinal force. 

The quantities B, C, D, E, SI,, and Sv are in tum functions of other parameters. 

These functions depend upon the output quantity. For lateral force, the functions are: 

C =ao 

D = ( a , ~ ,  +a, &a, , lA)~:  

E = (a, F: +a, 11 -(a,, y+a,, )si&)] 

S, =(u,F: +a, +a,,y+a,, y F: +a,, y 3 ) 5  

Sv = a , , ~ ~ + a , , + ~ , , ~ : ~ + a , , ~ : ) ~  

The input quantity (X )  is the steerslip angle. The output quantity (Y) is the lateral force. 

F: is the tire normal force, while g is the tire camber mgle with respect to the ground. 

For the longitudinal force the functions are: 
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The input quantity (X) is the rolling slip fraction. The output quantity (Y) is the 

longitudinal force. For the aligning torque, the functions are: 

The input quantity (X) is the steerslip angle. The output quantity (Y) is the aligning 

torque. The parameters are dependent on the individual tire properties and are determined 

through experiments. 

2.2.1.3 Pneumatic Tires on Deformable Surfaces 

In addition to the above formulations, mobile manipulators will often be used on 

deformable surfaces. Deformable surfaces introduce resistance that is not encounter when 

travelling on hard surfaces such as roads. 

2.2.1.3.1 Motion Resistance of a Rigid Wheel 

Although pneumatic tires have long replaced rigid wheels in off-road wheeled 

vehicles, the mechanics of a rigid wheel over unprepared terrain is still of interest, as a 

pneumatic tire may behave like a rigid rim in soft terrain. One of the earlier methods for 

predicting the motion resistance of a rigid wheel is that proposed by Bekker (1957, 1960, 

1969). In developing the method, it is assumed that the terrain reaction at all points on the 

contact patch is purely radial, and is equal to the normal pressure beneath a horizontai 
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plate at the same depth in a pressure-sinkage test. The equilibrium equations of a towed 

ngid wheel can be written as (Figure 2.15): 

Where Rc is the motion resistance, W is the vertical load, is the normal pressure. and b 

and D are the width and diameter of the wheel, respectively, and n, k, and kg are soi1 

parameters that are detemiined ihrough experiments. The experiments to determine n, k, 

and are descnbed in Bekker (1960). The sinkage zo c m  also be obtained from the 

following equation: 

It c m  be seen from Equation 2.45 that to reduce the 

seems more effective to increase the wheel diameter D thm 

compaction resistance, it 

the wheel width 6, as D 

enters the equation in higher power than 6. Bekker pointed out that acceptable predictions 

may be obtained using Equation 2.45 for moderate sinkages (i.e., zo 5 D/6), and that the 

larger the wheel diarneter and the srnaller the siokage, the more accurate the predictions 

(Bekker, 1969). 

X 

Figure 2.15: Simplifled wheel-soi1 interaction mode1 
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He also mentioned that predictions based on Equation 3.45 for wheels smaller 

than 50 cm (20 in.) in diameter becomes less accurate. and that predictions of sinkage 

based on equation 2.47 in dry, sandy soi1 are not accurate if there is significant slip 

sinkage (Bekker, 1969). 

2.2.1.3.2 Motion Resistance of a Pneumatic Tire 

The motion resistance of a pneumatic tire on a deformable surface depends on the 

mode of operation. if the ground is suficiently soft and the surn of the inflation pressure 

pi and the pressure produced by the stiffness of the carcass p, is greater than the 

maximum pressure that the terrain can support at the lowest point of the tire 

circumference, the tire will remain round like a rigid rirn, as shown in Figure 2.16. This is 

usually referred to as the rigid mode of operation. On the other hand, if the terrain is firm 

enough. a portion of the circumference of the tire will be flattened. This is referred to as 

the elastic mode of operation. When predicting the motion resistance of a tire. it is 

necessary, first of ail, to determine whether the pneumatic tire behaves like a rigid rim or 

an elastic wheel under a given operating condition. if the tire behaves like a rigid rim. 

using Bekker's pressure-sinkage relationship, the normal pressure at the lowest point of 

contact (bottom-dead-centre) p, is: 

If the sum of the inflation pressure pi and the pressure due to carcass stiffness p, is 

greater than the pressure defined by Equation 2.48. which may be cdled the critical 

pressure p,,, the tire will remain round like a rigid wheel (Wong, 1972). Under this 

Figure 2.16: Behvior of a pneumatic tire in different operuring modes 
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condition, the motion resistance due to compacting the terrain can be predicted using 

Equation 2.45. On the other band, if the sum of pi and p, is less than p,, calculated from 

Equation 2.48, a portion of the circurnfennce of the tire will be flattened, and the contact 

pressure on the Bat portion wiil be equal to pi+ pc. In this case, the sinkage of the tire zo 

can be determined by the following equation if Bekker's pressure sinkage equation is 

used: 

The expression for the motion resistance of an elastic wheel due to cornpacting the terrain 

c m  also be obtained as: 

\ 1 

It should be mentioned that, in practice, the pressure p, exerted on the terrain due 

to carcass stiffness is difficult to determine, as it varies with the inflation pressure and 

normal load of the tire. As an alternative. Bekker proposed to use the average ground 

pressure p,, of a tire on a hard ground to represent the sum of pi and p,. The average 

ground pressure p, for a specific tire at a given normaî load and inflation pressure can be 

denved from the so-cailed "generaüzed deflection chart" normally available from tire 

manufacnuers, as shown in Figure 2.18. The average ground pressure of the tire is 

equal to the load carried by the tire divided by the corresponding ground contact area A 

shown in the Figure 2. L8. As an example, Figure 2.17 shows the relationship between the 

average ground pressure p,, and the inflation pressure pi for a 11.00 Rl6XL tire at 

various normal loads. It appears that for the particulûr tire shown, the pressure p, exerted 

on the ground due to carcass stiffness is not constant, and that its value varies with 

inflation pressure and load. It is interesting to note from Figure 2.17 thût when the tire 

load and inflation pressure are within certain ranges, the average ground pressure pgr is 

lower than the infiation pressure pi. 

A pneumatic tire in the elastic mode of operation defoms. As a result, in addition 

to the compaction resistance, energy is dissipated in the hysteresis of tire material and in 
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Figure 2. 18: Variation of average ground Figure 2. 17: Cenera1i:ed defiecrion 
pressure with inflation pressure urid normal load chart for a rire 

of an off-road tire 

other intemal losses, which appears as a resisting force acting on the tire. The resistance 

due to tire deformation depends on tire design, construction, and material, and on 

operating conditions. The value of this resistance is usually determined experimentally. 

Bekker and Semonin proposed the following equation for predicting the motion 

resistance due to tire deformation (Bekker and Semonin, 1975): 

Rh = 
[3 S8 l b ~ '  p , ~ ( ~ . ~ 3 4 9 ~  - sin 

Where p,, is the average ground pressure, and b, D, and & are the tire width, diameter. 

and deflection, respectively. The parameters a and E are calculated as follows: 

Where a is the contact angle in degrees, h is the tire section height and k, is a parameter 

related to tire construction. The value of k. is 15 for bias-ply tires and 7 for radial-ply 

tires. 
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It should be mentioned that the methods described above are for the prediction of 

a single tire (wheel). In practice, quite often the cear tires of a vehicle travel in the ruts 

formed by the front tires. To predict the overall tractive performance of a multi-axle 

wheeled vehicle, the response of the terrain to repetitive normal and shear loading should 

be taken into account. 

2.2.2 Tracked Vehicle Modeli~g 

Off-road vehicles have been designed for many different tasks; as a result there is 

a huge range of shapes and sizes. The most common are heavily armoured military 

vehicles and agricultural vehicles. Both types of vehicles perfom vastly different rotes 

but rnust perfonn similar cross-country movements. To achieve cross-country 

transportation the vehicles use large pneumatic tires, wheeled tracks, or a combination of 

the two. In general when mobile robots are traversing steep slopes or soft soils their 

running gear will consist of tracked wheels to provide better traction and floatation. The 

next section will address the modeling of tracked vehicles. The objective is to establish 

reliable methods for predicting tractive performance in relation to design parameters and 

terrain characteristics. The motion resistance, and tractive effort usudly chmcterize the 

performance of off-road vehicles. 

One of the earlier methods for parametric analysis of track system performance was 

developed by Bekker (1957, 1960). in this method, it is assumed that the track in contact 

with the terrain is similar to a rigid footing. Making use of the pressure-sinkage 

relationship of the terrain rneasured by experimental techniques, track sinkage and 

motion resistance are predicted. Based on the shear stress-shear displacement relationship 

and the shear strength of the terrain, the thrust-slip relationship and the maximum traction 

of a track are determined. 

2.2.2.1 Resistance of a Track 

The resistance forces acting on off-road vehicles include the intemal resistance of 

the running gear, resistance due to vehicle-terrain interaction, obstacle resistance, grade 

resistance, and aerodynamic drag. The two major sources of resistance are interna1 

resistance and motion resistance of the track. 
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Frictional losses in track pins, dnving sprocket, sprocket hub, and road wheel 

bearings constitute the major portion of the intemal resistance of the track and the 

associated suspension system. Experimental results show that of the total power 

consumed in the track-suspension system, 63-75% is due to losses in the track itself. 

Among the operationai parameters, track tension and vehicle speed have noticeable 

effects on the intemal resistance. Bekker (1969) provides two general estimate of the 

intemal resistance in the track, one for conventionai tracked vehicles and the other for 

lightweight tracked vehicles. 

Ri,, = w (222 + 3 ~ )  (2.55) 

Ri,, = w (133 +. 2 . 5 ~ )  (2.56) 

The intemal resistance Rin is in Newtons, W is the vehicle weight in tonnes, and V is the 

vehicle speed in kilometers per hour. 

The motion resistance of the track contributes to the majority of the vehicle's 

resistance. As mentioned above, in the method developed by Bekker, the track is assumed 

to be sirnilar to a rigid footing. The normal reaction exerted on the track by the terrain can 

then be equated to that beneath a sinkage plate at the same depth in a pressure-sinkage 

test. If the centre of gravity of the vehicle is located at the midpoint of the track contact 

area, the normal pressure distribution may be assumed to be uniform. On the other hand. 

if the centre of gravity of the vehicle is located ahead of or behind the midpoint of the 

track contact area, a sinkage distribution of trapezoidal fom may be assumed. (Bekker. 

1969) 

Using Bekker's theory for a track with uniform contact pressure, the sinkage 3 is 

given by: 

Zo = 

Where p is the normal pressure, W is the normal load on the track, and b and I are the 

width and length of the track in contact with the terrain. (Figure 2.19). 

The work done to compact the terrain and make a rut of width b, length 1, and depth 

a is given by: 
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If the track is pulled a distance 1 in the horizontal direction, the work done by the 

towing force, which is equal to the magninide of the motion resistance due to terrain 

compaction R,, can be equated to the vertical work done in making a rut of length i. 

Therefore, 

This is the equation for caiculating the motion resistance due to terrain compaction 

of a ~ a c k  with uniform pressure distribution, based on Bekker's pressure-sinkage 

relationship. The idealization of a track as a rigid footing may not be unreasonable for 

tracked vehicles with a relatively long track pitch and a large number of small diameter 

road wheels, commonly used in agriculture and construction industry at low speeds. For 

this type of vehicle, the normal pressure usually does not exhibit pronounced peaks under 

the road wheels. However, this idealization is not realistic for tracked vehicles designed 

for high-speed operations, such as military tracked vehicles. To achieve high operating 

speeds, it is necessary to have relatively short track pitch to minimize speed fluctuation 

and the associated vibrations. Furthemore, to have adequate ability to ride over large 

obstacles, large road wheels with sufîicient suspension travel are required. As a result of 

Figute 2.19: A simp fijied mode1 for predicting tracked vehicle performance 
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using a relatively small number (typically 5-7) of large diameter road wheels and a shon 

vack pitch, the nominal pressure distribution under the track is non-uniform, and 

significant pressure peaks are observed under the road wheels. Figure 2.20 shows the 

normal pressure distributions measured at a depth of 0.23 m (9 in.) below the terrain 

surface under tracked vehicles with different design featwes (Wong, 1989). It c m  be seen 

that for military tracked vehicles with a relatively smali number of large diameter road 

wheels and having a short track pitch, the peak pressure is much higher than the average 

ground pressure. For this type of tracked vehicle, Equations 2.56-2.58 will not yield 

realistic predictions of vehicle sinkage and motion resistance. 

The motion resistance, Rt of flexible tracked vehicles cm be determined from the 

horizontal component of the normal pressure acting on the track in contact with the 

gound. For a vehicle with two tracks, Rt can be described by: 

R, = 2bj p sin a dl 

Where b is the width of the track, L, is the length of the track in contact with the terrain, p 

is the normal pressure, and a is the angle of the track element with respect to the 

horizontal. 

2.2.2.2 Tractive Effort and S l i ~  of a Track 

The shearing of the terrain, as shown in Figure 2.21 produces the tractive effort of a. 
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Figute 2.20: Measured n o m l  pressure distributions ut a depth of 23 cm (9 in.) below the soi1 su face 
under various tracked vehicles. 
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track. The shear stress initially increases rapidly with an increase in shear displacement, 

and then approaches a constant value with a fiuther increase in shear displacement. This 

type of shear stress-shear displacement relationship may be described by an exponential 

function of the folIowing form (Wong, 1993): 

where r is the shear stress, j is the shear displacement, c and 41 are the cohesion and the 

angle of intemal shearing of the terrain, respectively, and K is refened to as the shear 

deformation modulus which determines the shape of the shear curve. Based on the 

experimental data collected (Wong, 1989), the value of K varies from 1 cm for firm smdy 

terrain to 2.5 cm for loose sand, and is approxirnately 0.6 cm for clay at maximum 

compaction. For undistributed fiesh snow the value of K varies in the range of 2.45 to 5 

cm (Wong, 1993). 

The maximum tractive effort F,, that can be developed by a track is determined by 

the shear strength of the terrain T,, and the contact area A: 

where A is the contact area of the track, W is the normal load, and c and Q are the 

apparent cohesion and the angle of internai shearing resistance of the terrain. 

respectively. It cm be seen that in fiictional soil, such as dry sand, the cohesion c is 

negligible; the maximum tractive effort, therefore, depends on the vehicle weight. The 

heavier the vehicle, the higher the tractive effort it can develop. The dimensions of the 

vack do not affect the maximum tractive effort. For dry sand, the angle of intemal 

shearing resistance could be as high as 35. The maximum tractive effort of a vehicle on 

dry sand cm therefore be expected to be 

W 

approxirnately 70% of the vehicle weight. In 

W 

SHEARING SURFACE 

Figure 2.21: Shearing action of a track and a wheel 
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cohesive soil, such as saturated clay, the value of @ is low, the maximum tractive effon 

primarily depends on the contact area of the track, and the weight has little effect. Thus, 

the dimensions of the track are crucial in this case, the larger the contact area, the higher 

the thnist the track cm develop. 

It should be noted that Equation 2.61 can only be used for predicting the maximum 

tractive effon of a tracked vehicle. In vehicle performance evaiuation, it is desirable to 

determine the variation of thnist with track slip over the NI operating range. To predict 

the relationship between thrust and slip, it is necessary to examine the development of 

shear displacement beneath a track since shear stress is a hinction of shear displacement. 

The shear displacement at various points beneath a track is shown schematicdly in 

Figure 2.22 (Wong, 1993). At point 1, the grouser is just coming into contact with the 

terrain; it cannot develop the same shear displacement as the other grousers 2, 3.4, and 5 

since they have been shearing the terrain for a certain period of time. The amount of 

horizontal shear displacement j increases dong the contact length, and reaches its 

maximum value at the rear of the contact area. To examine the development of shear 

displacement beneath a track quantitatively, the slip of a track s has to be defined first: 

where V is the actual forward speed of the track, Vt is the theoretical speed which can be 

determined from the angular speed w and the radius r of the pitch circle of the sprocket, 

and 5 is the speed of slip of the track with reference to the ground. When the vehicle is 

slipping, 5 wili be in the direction opposite that of vehicle motion. On the other hand, 

when the vehicle is skidding, y will be in the same direction as 

The shear displacement j at a point located at a distance x from 

that of vehicle motion. 

the front of the contact 

' 4 l&' 2 !  li - -! UNDISTURBED 
DISTURBED SOI1 

Figure 2.22: Dwelopment of shear displacemertt under a track 
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Shear 
Dis placement 

Figure 2.23 : Distribution of shear stress under a track 

area (Figure 2.23) can be determined by: 

j = V , t = U .  

where t is the contact time of the point in question with the terrain and is equal to .rN, . 
This indicates that the shear displacement beneath a flat track increases lineiirly 

from the front to the rear of the contact area, as shown in Figure 2.23. The total tractive 

effort deveioped by a track at a paRicular slip is represented by the area beneath the shear 

stress curve in Figure 2.23. 

In practice, the normal pressure distribution is seldom uniform. The trac tive effon 

of a track with other types of normal pressure distribution cm be evaluated in a sirnilar 

way. In the case of nomal pressure increasing linearly fiom front to rear [i.e., p = 

2(W/bl) (x/l)] as shown in Figure 2.23, the tractive effon of a track in a frictional soi1 is 

given by: 
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Figure 2.23: Various types of idealized normal pressrire distribution rinder cr truck 

In the case of normal pressure increasing linearly from rear to front [i.e.. 

p=Z(W/bl)(l - x)[l, as shown in Figure 2.22, the tractive effort in a frictional soil is 

calculated by: 

In the case of sinusoidal distribution with maximum pressure at the centre and zero 

pressure at the front and rear end [i.e., p = (WM) ( d 2 )  sin (nx/l)J, as shown in Figure 

2.24, the tractive effort in a frictional soil is determined by: 

Figure 2.25 shows the variation of the tractive effort with slip of a ~ a c k  with 

W=l3.1 kN W tan @ 

O 2 4 6 8 kN 
TRACTIVE EFFORT 

Figure 2.24: Efect of normal pressure distribution on the tracrive 
@OH-slip relationship of a truck on sand 
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various types of normal pressure distribution discussed above. It cm be seen that the 

normal pressure distribution has a noticeable effect on the development of tractive effort, 

particularly at low slips. 

This chapter has indicated that formulations exist which cm model the behaviour 

of tracked or wheeled mobile manipulators. However, the development and programming 

of these formulations is a daunting task that is dependent on the application. One of the 

objective of this research is to provide a means to accurately model a wide variety of 

mobile manipulators for a number of different purposes. Due to the complexity of mobile 

manipulators, proper modeling of al1 the tires, tracks, and manipulators would be 

extremely dificult if the code is developed from scratch. Hence, the appiicability of 

already established MBS packages was investigated. 

The survey of current MBS packages in Chapter 1 indicates that DADSçhf and 

A D A M P  are the two most comprehensive packages available. The Robotics and 

Automation Laboratory obtained licenses for both of these software packages and a 

model of the MR-1 robot was developed in each to investigate their capabilities. 

The initiai impression of the packages was that the ADAMSrilf package is more 

user fnendly and has a number of ways of implementing each cornmand. The DADPl 

user interface is not as appealing and is more difficult to initialiy undentand and use. 

Creating simple mechanisms is relatively easy in both packages, however when the user 

strays from the tutonals, the models become much more difficult to create. The main 

explanation for this is that the manuals for both packages are diffïcult to follow and tend 

not to give enough information for inexperienced users. Furthemiore, the packages 

require the user to develop each component separately, which for complex models is a 

long and arduous task. 

M e r  the initial investigations with the packages, construction of the MR-1 model 

in A D A M P  began. During the construction of the model it was determined that u 

number of features that are listed in the manual were not available. Contact with MDI, the 

Company that develops A D A M P ,  was not beneficial. A number of errors in the package 
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were occurring which were unexplained, and unreasoaable. In fact, an error occurs while 

perfomiing a tutorid on tire models. If a velocity is given to the vehicle, the animation of 

the output indicates that the vehicle does not move, giving the impression that the 

velocity has been ignored. Movement of the vehicle is obviously essential to modeling 

mobile manipulators, as a result an explanation had to be determined. A significant 

amouat of effort was required to get a response from MDI, and in the end it was 

concluded that there was a bug in the program for the Windows NT version. The model is 

solved correctiy, but the animation of the results does not work correctly, and there is not 

an adequate work around. Further investigation into the tire models revealed that models 

with tires €ail if they are required to drive down of dope of greater than 0.2". Again. this 

would not be acceptable for investing mobile manipulators. MDI concluded that there 

was another bug in the software. When the vehicle travels from the flat road to the dope 

road this causes force spikes in the tires that cannot be handled by the software. 

The bugs associated with ADAMPi prevent it from being appropriate for mobile 

manipulator modeling. Furthermore, ADAMSM does not have a track element and hence 

cannot model any mobile manipulators with tracks. 

Development of the MR-1 model was started in D A D P  after it was concluded 

that A D A M P  is not appropriate for this application. When issues arose with the 

DALlP package, the customer support at CADSi, the Company that develops DAIXP. 

was far superior to MDI. The customer support staff were much more helpful and willing 

to answer questions with regard to the capabilities of the package. Investigation into the 

MR-1 model revealed that the package was able to solve the complete model and produce 

reasonable results. Furthermore, D A D P  has an option for a tracked vehicle module. The 

txacked vehicle module is an extra cost item, but CADSi agreed to provide a temporary 

license to investigate the applicability. Investigation into the tracked vehicle module 

revealed that the package could mode1 a variety of tracks, over various road profiles. 

The investigation into the D A D P  package concluded that it was possible to 

accurately model the main aspects of mobile manipulators. Furthermore, the package was 

able to model tracked vehicles. an option that is not available with the majority of MBS 

packages. It was concluded that the research for this thesis would be conducted using 

DADSM as the solver for the mobile manipulator models. 



CHAPTER 3: 

MASS PROPERTY EXPERIMENTS 

Analyses performed using MBS packages require accurate values for mass 

properties of the components. Inaccurate values will result in uncertain resuits from the 

analysis. A large number of commercial products are designed using two dimensional or 

three dimensional cirafting packages which either do not calculate the moment of inertia 

or produce inaccurate results for complex parts. The MR-I system consists of numerous 

complex components that have primarily been designed using AutoCADY a two and 

three-dimensionai cirafting package. As a result. the moment of inertia values for the 

majority of the components are not available through the design software. Hand 

calculations are also inaccurate or too dificult to perfom for complex shapes. An 

alternate method of accurately measuring the moment of inertia values for the 

components has been determined in this thesis. 

3.1 DESIGN SELECTION 

The centre of gravity and moments of inertia are mass properties associated with 

every physical object. The centre of gravity and moments of inertia c m  be calculated 

directly from the geornetry and mass distribution of an object. However, if the object has 

a complex shape or non-uniform rnass properties it may be difficult, tirne consuming, and 

inaccurate to calculate these properties. Foctunately, the centre of gravity and moments of 

inectia can be detedned more accurately through some basic experimenis, described in 

Harris (1988), Inman (1996); and Thomson (1993). 

The centre of gravity can be determined by balancing the object on a line support. 

This wiil produce a vertical plane through the point. The intersection of the planes 
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dete-ed at varbus orientations will determine the centre of gravity. Extremely 

accurate results are difficult to determine using this method because the object will be 

difficult to balance on infiitely thin points, and thicker points will produce a degree of 

uncertainty. 

A second method of determinhg the centre of gravity is to position the object on 

three scales as shown in Figure 3.1 from Harris (1988). The position of the C.G. is 

detemined by the weight on each of the scales. 

a, = F2 

Fi + F? + F, a1 

b, = F3 b, 
Fi + F2 + 5 

w here: 

FI, F3, F3 = verticai forces on scaies 
ai, bi = distance between the scales 
a, bo = distance to the vertical line ihrough the centre of gravity 

Another method, which is similar to the second method, involves lifting one side 

of the object using a spring scale. If the mass of the object is known the centre of mass 

c m  be determined through a simple torque equation using the known mass and the mass 

recorded by the spring scale. If this procedure is followed for three separate axes the 

centre of gravity of the object wili be determined. 

Botfi methods 1 and 3 were used to determine the centre of mass for the 

subsystems of the MR-1, as they are easier tests to conduct and still produce accurate 

Figure 3.1: Three scale merhod of derermining the Centre of Graviht 
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results. 

3.1.2 Moment of lnertia 

Most common experimental apparatus for determining moment of inertia involve 

detennining the nanual frequency and corresponding period of oscillation for the 

experimental setup and test specimen. A number of various setups have been 

hplemented successfuiiy, but some are less complex and easier to assemble. 

3.1.2.1 Method 1 

The moment of inertia of an object can be detennined by suspending the object as 

a pendulum so that rotational oscillations can occur about a pre-detemiined axis. The 

period of the free oscillations can be measured, and used with the geometry of the 

pendulum to detennine the moments of inertia. Three types of pendulums are useful for 

this experiment: compound, torsion, and tnfilar. The compound pendulum is shown in 

Figure 3.2 from Harris (1988). 

When using the compound pendulum the body is supponed from two overhead 

points by wires. The distance 1 is measured between the axis of support 0-0 and ü 

parallel axis C-C through the centre of gravity of the body. The moment of inertia about 

C-C is given by: 

w here: 

?O = period of oscillation [s] 
1 = distance between axis of support and axis through the centre of gravity [in] 
g = gravitational acceleration [inls2] 
m = mass [1b*in*s2] 

A direct measurement of 1 may not be possible because the centre of gravity is 

often an inaccessible point. However, a change in 1 is earily measured. If the experiment 

is repeated with a different support axis 0'-O', the length 1 becomes l+Ai and the period 
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w 
Figure 3.2: Compound Perrdulum nlethod of determining nroment of inertia 

of oscillation becomes T& The distance 1 can then be written in terms of AL, and the two 

periods ta, T~': 

This value of 1 c m  be substituted into Equation (3.3). The length of 1 should not 

be greater than the radius of gyration of the body about the C-C mis. For large values of 1 

Equation (3.3) becomes sensitive to small changes in 1 and 70. 

3.1.2.2 Method 2 

The second pendulum method of determining the moment of inertia involves a 

torsional pendulum as shown in Figure 3.3 from Harris (1988). 

The test specimen is attached to the end of a torsion spring. The moment of inertia about 

the desired axis can be determined if the stiffaess of the spring kt is known and the period 

of torsional oscillation 7 is measured. 
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Figure 3.3: Torsional Penduhm method of detemining niornerit of iriertiu 

w here: 

a,, = naniral frequency 

A simpler method of determining the moments of inertia for a number of objects. 

or if the spring coefficient is unknown is to build a platform on the end of a torsion spring 

as shown in Figure 3.4 frorn Harris (1988). 

By repeating the experiment with different bodies placed on the platform. it 

becomes unnecessary to measure the torsional stiffness k, if a body with a known 

moment of inenia II is placed on the platform and an oscillation period q results, the 

moment of inertia i2 of a body which produces a period f?  is given by: 

Figure 3.4: Variation of the torsion pendulum method 
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70 is the period of the pendulum and empty platform. 

3.1,2,3 Method 3 

The third method is similar to the torsion mangement and called a trifiiar 

pendulum and consists of a body suspended by three flexible wires as shown in Figure 

3.5 from Harris (1988). To determine the moment of inertia. the distances of the wires to 

the vertical axis C-C through the centre of gravity of the body are required. The angles 

between wires and the length of each wire are also required. 

nz& R, R, s' RI sin @, + RR, sin #? + R, sin #, 
kc = 4n2i R, R3 sin #! + R, R, sin #? + RI R2 sin g3 

w here: 

RI, R2? R3 = distance from axis through the centre of gnvity to attachment 
point of wires 

#I p &? @3 = angle between attachent points 
m = m a s  of test specimen 
I = lengh of wires 
= period of oscillation 

The trifilar pendulum cm also be adapted for repeated use by installing a light 

platform. on three equally spaced wires. The body under investigation is placed on the 

Figun 3.5: Trififur Pendulum method of determining moment of inertia 
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platform with its centre of gravity equidistant from the wires. Thus RI=R2=R3=R and 

(b1=$=#3=1200. This arrangement is shown in Figure 3.6 from inman ( 1996). When 

substituted into Equation 3.7 the moment of inertia simplifies to: 

where: 

R = radius of platform [ml 
1 = Iength of suspension wires [ml 
rn() = mass of the unloaded platform [kg] 
mi = mass of the body king measured [kg] 
r = period when loaded with unknown mass mi [s] 
b = moment of inenia of platform [kg m'] 
1 = moment of inertia of test specimen [kg mZ] 

3.1.2.4 Method 4 

A fourth method of determinhg the moment of inertia of an object is a pivoted 

beam approach as shown in Figure 3.7 from Thomson ( 1993). A beam is pivoted at a 

point O, in most cases the centre of gravity, with two uniform springs attached, at a 

distance a and b, to each end. The period of oscillation r can be observed and plugged 

into the Equation 3.9 to determine the moment of inenia. This method requires the test 

body to be pivoted and have springs attached, as a result, not al1 objects c m  be tested 

with this method. 

Figure 3.6: Trififur Suspension with un fonn radius and angles 
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k(a2 + b2).f2 k(a2 + b') 
1, = - - 

4n2 O,' 

w here: 

k = stiffness of the springs 
a = natural frequency 

An energy method cm also be used to determine the moment of inertia of test 

bodies. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.8 from Thomson (1993), and 

involves a spring, mas, and pivot. The test specimen is pivoted about the investigaied 

mis, and the moment of inertia is determined through Equation 3.10. 

where: 
1 = Total moment of inertia system 
k = spnng constant 
m = mass of additional weight 
r~ =innerradius 
rz = outer radius 
T = period of oscillation 
w, = naturai frequenc y 

A number of other methods of determining the moment of inertia of an object are 

available. Each method is suited toward specific objects, with sorne methods producing 

more accurate results. The majority of experiments have simple setups and the results are 

Figure 3. 7: Pivoted beam moment of inertia setup 

Iml 
Figure 3.8: Energy method moment of inertia setrrp 
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easy to determine and compare. 

The final revision of the trifdar pendulum in method 3 (Figure 3.6) was used for 

this expenment because of its relatively simple design, and its ability to measure a large 

range of objects. 

3.2 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

The chosen trifilar pendulum consists of three equd wires attached to a stand on 

one end and a rigid plate on the other end. The design of a trifilar pendulum requires the 

gauge and length of the wires, the style of fasteners for the wires, the dimensions and 

material properties of the plate, and a suitable test stand. 

The moment of inertia for the trifilar pendulum is calculated as follows. 

Equation 3.8 indicates that the period of oscillations and the radius of the plate both have 

a squared effect on the moment of inertia, while the mass and length have a direct 

relation to the moment of inertia. The period of oscillations and mass of the specimen are 

the only variables in the experiments, the other parameters remain constant. To reduce 

the effect of error in the time or mass measurements, the mass of the system and radius to 

the attachent points on the pladorm should be at a minimum and the length of the wires 

should be at a maximum. 

The first step in the design process was to determine the diameter of the plate that 

would be used as the test platform. Basic measurernents of the mobile robot subsystems 

concluded that the largest dimension required to fit between the support wires is in the 

range of 50 - 60 cm. As a result, the distance From the centre of plate to the attachment 

points was determined to be 40 cm that would d o w  60 cm of clearance between the 

wires. The radius of the plate was then cbosen to be 42.5 cm to allow room for the wires 

to be attached. 

The thickness of the plate has a direct influence on the mass of the system, 

however, defîections of the plate may introduce error into the moment of inertia 
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experiments. As a result, it is important to ensure that the deflection and weight are both 

kept to a minimum. The material for the plate was chosen to be aluminum for its good 

strength to weight properties and relatively inexpensive material costs. The thickness of 

the plate venus plate deflection for a distnbuted load and point source load of 100 kg is 

shown in Figure 3.9. The values for Figure 3.9 were calculated assuming a hinged 

support around the entire plate (Beitz and Kuttner, 1995),(Baumeister et al., 1978). The 

deflections for the test apparatus will be greater thm predicted in Figure 3.9 because the 

plate will only be supported at three points, and will be free to move horizontally. 

The plate thickness was chosen to be 12.5 mm (112") for ease of availability and 

to ensure that the deflection would remain relatively smail. If the plate deflects slightly. 

prior to the beginning of the experiment it will not have a profound effect on the results 

because the deflection will remain constant during the experiment. A 12.5 mm thick. 42.5 

cm radius plate of aluminum will have a mass of approximately 20 kg. 

It was decided that the system should be hung from the ceiling, in effect using the 

ceiling as the test stand, to allow for long wires to be used. The length of the wires was 

chosen to be 2.5 m, which was the maximum length that could be used to fit into the areü 

provided. It was also decided that a gaivanized steel aircraft cable should be used for 

hanging the system. Aircraft cable is known for its strength and the galvanized steel has 

Deflection of Alurninum Plate vs. Thickness 
Load = 9800 N ( 1  00 kg) 

Thickness (mm) 

- - - - .- . - distributed 

- - - - - -point source ---- 

Figum 3.9: Deflection of aluminuni plate vs. plate thickness 
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1 Mars of Aluminum plate 1 20.0 [kg] 1 

T d l e  3.1: Test rig fial spec@cations 

Radius of Aiuminum plate 
Radius to attachment points 
Length of Wire between rigid attachments 

sirnilar properties to stainless steel for a reduced cost. A 7x19 strand, 4 mm (5/32") 

diameter cable was chosen to ensure a minimal amount of elongation under load and to 

allow for proper fittings to be used. The mass of the 4 mm diameter wires should not have 

an effect on the experiment because the moment of inertia is determined through a 

subtractive process. The moment of inertia of the test specimen is determined by 

subtracting the moment of inertia of the apparatus from the total measured moment of 

inertia. 

To complete the design, the fittings for the wires and test stand had to be 

determined. There is a range of possible fittings for cables. For this experiment a threaded 

plug was chosen for the attachment to the plate. The plate would have a hole drilled 

through it that the plug would fit through. A nut and washer were then used to fasten the 

wire to the plate. This allowed the plate to be leveled by adjusting the nuts, and also 

ensured that the wire is firmly fixed to the plate. The attachment for the wire and test 

stand involved attaching a C-bracket to the ceiling. A rod end was chosen as the 

attachment for the wire. The rod end was attached to the C-bracket using a dowel pin. 

This type of assembly allowed the cable to be firmly fixed to the stand, but still allowed 

the wires to be adjusted horizontally. The final specifications of the test rig are shown in 

Table 3.1. 

3.3 CALIBRATION 

0.425 rm* 

M e r  the plate had been designed and installed, a vigorous calibration procedure 

was conducted to determine the behaviour of the system. It was discovered that the 

perceotage error associated with any test specimen cm be predicted by an inverse 

exponentiai c w e  and the moment of inertia to weight ratio of the part. The calibration 

0.400 
2.25 

:m. 
:m. 
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experiments can be divided into two sets. The fust set of experiments was cooducted 

using a stopwatch for the time measurement device. The second set incorporated the use 

of a proximity sensor to accurately determine the period of oscillations. 

The calibration procedure for the apparatus started with as simple a procedure as 

possible and was adapted with the  to produce accurate results. The initial calibntion 

experiments involved rotating the apparatus about its centre with maximum amplitude of 

6 degrees to ensure that non-linear effects do not influence the period of oscillation. 

Originally larger oscillations were recorded, but these introduced unnecessq erron. 

When the oscillations were reduced to less then 6 degrees the period of oscillation was 

also slightly reduced, indicating that the smaller oscillations coincide with a smaller 

period. 

The time for the apparatus to complete 20 oscillations was recorded with a 

stopwatch, paying careful attention to start and stop at the same point in the cycle. Fifty 

readings were taken of 20 oscillations each, and the mean reading was used to determine 

the period of oscillation for the experiments. The moment of inertia was calculated using 

Equation 3.8. The moment of inertia for the test rig was determined using the mean 

period of oscillation, but was also determined for each individual reading. The standard 

deviation for the individual moments of inertia was found to be 0.0039, which is 

sufficiently small when compared to the moment of inertia value of 1.775 kgm2. The 

moment of inertia for the test cig was calculated using an ernpincal formula for a disk. 

and was determined to be 1.806, indicating a 1.8% error between the measured and 

calculated values. The difference in values could be due to the effect of the wires on the 

moment of inertia, or errors in the time and mass measurement. The measured value for 

the moment of inertia was used for the remaining expeciments to account for the effect of 

the wires. 

The calibration experiments involved a number of objects with known moments 

of inertia. The dimensions of the objects are shown in Table 3.2. The test specimens were 

aU tested 50 times for 20 oscillations. Table 3.3 shows the results of the calibration tests. 

Table 3.3 indicates that ali the tests have a positive bias. The reason for the positive bias 

cm be due to several issues: fiction in the wires, errors in t h e  measurement, erron in 

the mass measwement, and environmental effects. 
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Tub& 3.2: Dimensions of test specimens 

width [ml 
hei g ht [ m ] 

0.5 1 
0.234 0.279 0.059 0.021 

Standard Deviation 0.004 0.006 0.007 
0.0229 0.08 17 2.1 242 

Period [s) 
Measured Inectia [kgrnz] 

Table 3.3: initial montent of ineniu results 

2,053 1 
0.0 123 

Absolute Error -0.0083 -0.0340 -0.0364 
Percent Error 208.0% 148.6% 44.6% 

The friction in the wires and other environmental effects are inherent in the 

1*7903 

-0.0075 
0.35% 

system and cannot be adjusted. However, they should not have a large effect on the bias 

1.6573 1 1.730 1 
0.0568 0.1181 1 

because they remain relatively constant for al1 the experiments. 

2.1317 

The error associated with the weight measurement should be minimal because a 

calibrated digital scale was used to determine the weight. It was observed that the plate. 

which has the largest weight and moment of inertia, had a smaller absolute error than the 

other test specimens. To determine if this observation is consistent a number of additional 

tests were performed in which cylinders 1, 2, and 3 were individudly tested in 

combination with the plate. Table 3.4 displays the results. 

A cornparison of Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 demonstrates that the addition of the 

plate reduced the error associated with the measurement of both cylinders 2 and 3. 

Cylinder 1 did not improve, but cylinder 1 is extremely sensitive to errors, and should not 

be used for detemining the effects of changes to the test setup without better 

measurement devices. The addition of the plate to the test stand resulted in significant 

reductions in the error. The plate is more than twice as heavy as the original test rig, 

resulting in two times the sensitivity to tirne errors as described above. However, the 
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Table 3.4: Moment of inertia results: plate + test specinrens 

CYLINDËR 1 + CYLINDER 2 + CYLINDER 3 + 

Period [SI 1 1.6029 1.6345 
Measured Inertia [kgmz] 2.145045 2.162282 2.2270 19 

error was reduced indicating that the benefits of the additional weight outweigh the 

increased sensitivity to time measurement errors. 

Standard Deviation 
Calculated Inertia [kjqd] 
Absolute Enor 
New Inertia for Cylinders 
Calculated Inertia (cylinders) 
Absolute Error 
Percent Error 

3,3.2 T h e  measutement 

The period of oscillations was determined as the mean of 50 individual time 

measurements. The time for the test rig to complete 20 oscillation was measured; these 

times were then averaged and divided by 20 to determine the period of oscillation. 

Measuring the time for 20 oscillations minimized the time error associated with starting 

and stopping the stopwatch. Tiiking 50 measurements ensured that the mean period of 

oscillation was the true period of oscillation for the system. 

The difficulty associated with the tirne measurement was that the moment of 

inertia value was sensitive to srnall changes in the period of oscillation. An error in the 

period of oscillation of 0.005 s would result in a change to the moment of inertia of 

approximately 0.009 kg m2. For objects with large moments of inenia this is not a 

concem because a small change in the moment of inertia will not significmtly increase 

the error. However for objects with small moments of inertia, a small change will have r 

dramatic effect on the percent enor. For example the moment of inertia for cylinder 1 is 

caiculated to be 0.004 kg m2, and was measured to be 0.0123 kg m2. A change in the 

moment of inertia of 0.009 kg m2 has a profound effect in this case. 

To ensure that the method of time measurement was accurate another experiment 

was implemented in which three separate operators measured the time to complete 20 

oscillations. The three operators determined the tirne for 20 oscillations of the test rig 

0.12 
2.128 146 
-0.0 169 

0.0 13386 
0.003996 
-0.00939 

0.010 
2.147008 
-0.0 1527 
0.030623 
0.022858 
-0,00776 

0.009 
2.205859 
-0.02 1 16 
0.09536 
0.08 1709 
-0.0 1365 

235.0% 34.0% 1 16.7% 
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OPERATOR 1 OPERATOR 2 
Time (20 osc.) 35.8056 35.8333 35.694 

0PEllATOR3 I 

Table 3.5: Efect of operator on results for steel plate 

Standard Deviarion 0.040 0.049 0.056 

with the steel plate. The steel plate was chosen because in the initial experiments, it had 

the smallest amount of bias, indicating that the plate darnped out many of the sources of 

Period 
Measured Inertia 
Calcuiated lnertia 
Absolute Error 
Percentage Error 

error. Thus, any change in the bias between the operators was likely due to the error in 

timing. The results of the three operators are as shown in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 indicates that there is a difference in the average times between the 

operaton, resulting in different moment of inertia values. Operators 1 and 2 used the 

1 .7903 
2.1317 
2.1242 
-0.0075 
0.35% 

s m e  rnethod of timing, and approximately the sarne size oscillations wiihin the linear 

range. Thus the difference in the time between operators 1 and 2 cm be attributed to 

errors in timing, in this case 0.0014 s per penod. Operator 3 generaily had smaller 

1.79 17 
2.1377 
2.1242 
-0.0 136 
0.64% 

oscillation than the other two operators. and used a different stoplstart point for the 

timing. This may account for the difference in the results. Refemng back to Table 3.3 a 

1-7847 
2.1073 
2,1242 
0.0 168 
0.80% 

time measurement error of 0.0014 s in the period of oscillation would result in a 60% 

change in the percent error for cylinder i. 

The moment of inertia results determined using the current apparatus displayed too 

much uncertainty. Altering the test rig in the following ways cm decrease the effect of 

the time measurement error: 

Decreasing the radius to the attachment points will have a one to one effect on 
reducing the effect of the time enor; and 
Decreasing the mass of the test ng or increasing the length of the wires will 
both have a square rwt effect on reducing the effect of the time error. 

Altering the apparatus or installing a new test apparatus are big ordeals and 

should be avoided if possible. The experiments performed using a stopwatch to determine 

the pend of oscillations indicated that adding the steel plate to the apparatus 

significantly reduces the error in the system, as weîi it was also discovered that as the 
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oscillations are reduced in magnitude the pend aiso reduces. To improve the error 

associated with the system, prevent a major design change, and confm the current 

observations, a sensor was introduced to record the period of oscillations. 

3.3.2.1 Sensor 

The sensitivity of the systern to srnail variations in the period of oscillations 

presented the need for more accurate means of determinhg the period. This concern was 

dleviated by incorporating a Honeywell proximity sensor part # 922AB3XM-A9N-L into 

the system. The electcic circuit for the sensor is included in Appendix 1. The output from 

the proximity sensor was routed to an analog sensor interface that interacted with the 

computer. The IRIS Coordinated Arms Red-Time Software Environment developed at 

the Robotics and Automation Laboratory (Kirkanski et al., 1993) was used to interface 

the sensor and the computer. The program sampled the voltage output from the sensor 

every 0.001 seconds, for up to 260 seconds. The results from the program were imported 

into MATLAB TMand the data was manipulated to determine the period of oscillations for 

the systern. The MATLABTM program that was developed to manipulate the data is 

included in Appendix n. The sampling rate of 0.001 seconds produced results that are 

accurate to 0.00001 seconds per period. This degree of accuracy is sufficient for the 

experiments. 

The introduction of the sensor aiiowed a new series of experiments to be 

conducted. The new experiments were intended to confirm the observations seen without 

the sensor and reduce the enor associated with the system to an acceptable level. 

To ensure that the time measurement error was at a minimum with the current 

setup, 120 oscillations were recorded. The large number of oscillations was used to allow 

for the use of the "Central Limit Theorem" of statistics. (Myers and Well, 1991) The 

Central Limit Theorem States that as a sample size increases the distribution approaches a 

normal distribution. By dividing the sample size and randomly filling the data sets with 

the data values a mean value closer to the true mean is achieved. The data set was 

randomly divided into 3 data sets of 30,40, and 50 oscillations each. The mean of each 

set was taken and the period of oscillation for that experiment was determined by the 

mean of the mean for each data set. Twenty experiments were perfomed for each test 
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specimen, and the final period of oscillation for the test setup was the mean of al1 the 

experiments. This ensured that any variability in the system was eliminated. 

Initial tests conducted with the sensor indicated that the sensor did not provide 

any improvement to the system. This prompted an investigation into the observations 

made without the sensor. A number of experiments were performed with and without the 

presence of the steel plate. The previous results that indicated that the error damping 

effect of the steel plate outweighed the additional mass were confirmed. However, the 

m e  weight of the steel plate was still in question because the available scale did not have 

the capacity required to measure the plate. The plate was taken to an outside source, and 

the weight was determined to be 48.39 kg. Once the plate was accurately weighed, it was 

incorporated into the apparatus. 

An investigation was also conducted into the behaviour of the period of 

oscillations. The sensor provided more accurate time measurement for every oscillation 

and allowed the behaviour of the oscillations to be determined more accurately. As 

initially suspected, as large oscillations reduce in magnitude. the periods of oscillation 

also reduce, but contrary to the initial assumptions when the magnitude of the oscillations 

was less than 6 degrees the period of oscillation did not plateau. As the oscillations 

reduce in magnitude the period of oscillation continue to reduce in magnitude as seen in 

Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13. Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 al1 display a similar 

form. The figures indicate that the period of oscillations approaches a constant value as 

the magnitude of the oscillations decrease, however, this plateau varies for each 

specimen. This indicates that as the oscillations decrease the system approaches the 

natural frequency. Once this phenornenon was discovered a new series of tests had to be 

perfonned to determine if other objects displayed similar results. Experiments were 

conducted on the system, cylinder 2, cylinder 3, plate, plate + cylinderl, plate + cylinder 

2, plate + cylinder 3, cylinder 2 + cylinder 3, and the tube. To predict the constant value 

for the pend of oscillation, the known values had to be extrapolated. The results for the 

system, cylinder 2, cylinder 3, and the tube, did not form as clear a pattern as the tests 

conducied with the plate. This is because the steel plate dampens environmental effects 

inherent in the system. Initial inspection of Figures 3.10, 3.1 1, 3.12, and 3.13 suggests 
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that the p e n d  of oscillation plateaus shortiy after the measurements end. However, the 

error values associated with these predicted periods of oscillation were still too large. 

An investigation into the pattern of the period of oscillation's decay indicated that 

the curves decayed in the following fom: 

A curve fitting function in MATLABwwas used to fit the data to the above curve. 

The curve fitting program is included in Appendix II. The curve was then used to 

determine the tnie value for the period of oscillation at the natual frequency. The results 

were fitted to a curve. This resulted in values that were less than the values determined by 

the previous method of approximating the constant values. This reduced the bias in the 

system and resulted in moment of inertia values that closely match the calculated values. 

The new curves associated with the curve fitting function and the period of oscillation 

values are shown in Figures 3.14,3.15,3.16, and 3.17 for the four standard experirnents. 

Figures 3.14.3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 demonstrate that the inverse exponential curves 

match well with the data values. Table 3.6 shows the new values of moment of inertia 

determined for the plate and cylinders. A cornparison of Tabie 3.4 and Table 3.6 

demonstrates the magnitude of the improvement in error. 

Once the procedure was producing accurate results, an investigation into the 

behaviour of the error was also conducted. Two major properties are associated with each 

test specimen, the weight and moment of inertia. The percentage error for the specimens 

venus the moment of inertia divided by the weight were plotted for the eight 

experiments. The data points fomed an inverse exponential pattern. Further investigation 

Percent Error 29.2% 6.7% 
Moment of InertiaiWeight 0.00 1 0.00 13 0.005 

Toblc 3.6: Curve fimhg - moment of inertia results 
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Figure 3.18: Percent error calibration c u m  percent error vs. nionrent of inertia / wriglit 

into the pattern revealed that the data points fit a curve of the following form: 

This allowed a calibration curve for the apparatus to be determined. The curve predicts 

the percentage error associated with the various test specimens. The ability to predict the 

error for the experiments allows the user to determine the validity of the results, or 

evaluate the benefits of performing the experiment. 

A plot of the percentage error versus moment of inertia to weight ratio is shown in 

Figure 3.18. The data points from the calibration experiments are also shown to illustrate 

the validity of the curve. 

It can be seen that the percent error versus the moment of inertia divided by the 

weight foms a definite pattern. The larger the ratio, the more accurate the results. The 

percent error results formed an error band that reduced to approximately 2.74 for large 

ratios of moment of inertia to weight. For smaller ratios of moment of inertia to weight 

the accuracy decreases. For a minimum desired accuracy of 2 5 8 ,  the moment of inertia 

to weight ratio must be greater than 0 . 0  12 kgm2 / kg. 
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The calibration procedure performed on the moment of inertia apparatus revealed 

a number of interesthg conclusions. The addition of a large metal plate, with a large 

weight and moment of inertia, to the apparatus produced more accurate results. This 

contradicts the make up of the expriment because as the weight of the apparatus is 

increased the results becorne more sensitive to measurement errors. However, the plate 

darnpens the environmental and inherent errors in the system, resulting in more accurate 

values for the moment of inertia. As the oscillations decrease in magnitude the period of 

oscillations also decreases, approaching the natural frequency of the system in an inverse 

exponential pattern. This is different from the initial assumption that the period of 

oscillations will remain linear for small oscillations* The third conclusion from the 

calibration process was the verification of a percentage error vs. moment of 

inertiaiweight curve. The weight and moment of inertia of the test specimen are the only 

two parameters in the system, which vary with each test specimen. Therefore, they have a 

direct influence on the percentage error associated with each test specimen. The 

percentage error versus the moment of inertia to weight ratio formed a definite inverse 

exponential pattern, as seen in Figure 3.18. The data points are fit to the curvc: in 

Equation 3.1 1. This curve predicts the error associated with each test specimen, and 

allows the operator to determine the validity of the test before it is conducted. The 

apparatus is appropriate for test specimens with moment of inertia to weight ratios greater 

than 0.00 12 kgm2&. 

Alterations c m  be made to the apparatus to allow for more accurate results for test 

specimens with small moment of inertia to weight ratios. The environmental effects cm 

be removed from the system to d o w  for the removal of the large plate. This will reduce 

the sensitivity of the system to measurement errors. A device that will ensure pure 

rotation will prevent any variance in the time measurements and produce more accurate 

results. As well, the system can be scaled down for smaller objects, the weight of plate 

cm be lowered, and the radius to the attachment points can be reduced. Both parameten 

will lower the sensitivity of the system. 
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3.4 KEY EVENTS 

The foilowing is a list of key events that occurred throughout the moment of inertia 

cdibration experiments: 

Designed, manufactured, and installed system 
Determined the moment of inertia of the system 
Noticed that oscillations greater than 6 degrees produced non-linear effects 
Tested 3 cyiinders and plate - produced baseline results which were not 
satisfactory 
Noticed a positive bias in the moment of inertia values 
Discovered that the addition of the plate reduced the error in the system, but 
that the error was still too large 
Plate was tested by 3 operators, indicating operator error affects results 
Sensor was incorporated into the system 
Initial results with the sensor did not improve the enor 
Accurate plate measurements were conducted and the plate was incorporated 
into the system. Sensor confumed that the plate resulted in more accurate 
values. 
Determined that the period of oscillations continued to damp out with 
amplitude less than 6 degrees 
New values for the period of oscillation started to show more accurate results 
Petiod of oscillations damp out according to inverse exponentid form 
Values for penod of oscillation determined using the curve-fitting algorithm 
produced accurate results for the moment of inertia. 
Percent error versus moment of inertiafweight follows inverse exponential 
form 
Percent error calibration curve is determined for the system 
S ys tem Calibration comple te 

3.5 MR-1 RESULTS 

The subsystems of the MR-1 mobile robot developed by Engineering Services 

Inc. were tested using a trifilar pendulum. The results of the expriment are shown in 

Appendut 1. 

The lowest value for the moment of inertia to weight ratio is associated with link 

3 and is 0.0016. This value is below the g i d e h e  of 0.0012 associated with 25 % error. 

The moment of inertia for the components that have low moment of inenia to weight 
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ratios is not large and as a result the error wiii not have a profound effect on the 

simulation. 

3.6 CONCLUSIONS 

A procedure and test apparatus were developed to determine the centre of gravity and 

moment of inertia for a range of complex components. The apparatus was designed and 

calibrated to produce moment of inertia results with a higher accuracy than hand or 

computer calculations. The intent of the expriment was accomplished and the apparatus 

predicts moment of inertia values to withh 2.7% of the calculated values for known 

components. During the calibration of the apparatus important conclusions were made 

about the test setup. 

The addition of a large weight with a large 

the system even though it made the system 

moment of inertia reduced the error in 

more sensitive to time and weight 

measurement errors. The addition of the plate dampened the environmental and internai 

effects inherent in the system, resulting in more accurate moment of inertia values. 

The addition of a sensor allowed the behaviour of the period of oscillation to be 

detennined. As the magnitude of the oscillations decrease the period of oscillation also 

decreases in an inverse exponential pattern. 

The system has k e n  calibrated and a calibration curve has been formulated to 

predict the percentage error. The calibration curve predicts the percentage error based on 

the moment of inertia to weight ratio of the test specimen. The percentage error fits an 

inverse exponential curve that plateaus at 2.7% error for large moment of inertia to 

weight ratios. 

The current experimental setup is not accurate for moment of inertia to weight 

ratios below 0.0012 kg m' k g .  However, the subsystems of MR-1 al1 have moment of 

inertia to weight ratios above this limit. To aliow for smaiier moment of inertia to weight 

ratios to be measured a system with neghgible environmentai effects, and pure rotational 

motion would have to be implemented. As weU the weight and radius of the apparatus 
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can be decreased to ailow for more accuracy when deiemiining the moment of inertia of 

small parts. 

The subsystems for the ME€-1 mobile robot were tested for their moment of 

inectia. The lowest moment of inertia to weight ratio was 0.0016, which corresponds to a 

percentage error of approximately 22%. 



SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

This chapter focuses on two pieces of software that were essential to this research. 

The fust is D A D P ,  a MBS software package developed by CADSi to model and solve 

dynamic mechanisms. The second was created as part of this research and is called 

Mobile Manipulutor Analyzer (MMA). MMA is a complete software package that 

effectively creates full dynamic models of mobile manipulators. MMA interfaces with 

DADPf, to solve and view the mobile manipulator models, and to analyze the simulation 

results. It aiso cornmunicates with MATLABm for more advanced and detailed data 

analysis. 

CADSi Corporation comrnercialized research in rnulti-body dynamics that was 

performed under the direction of Professor Edward Haug at the University of Iowa in the 

early 1980's. The software developed from this research is DADS'nf, which automatically 

performs 2D or 3D dynamic simulations of mechanical s ystems. CADSi Corporation 

continues to rnodify the original D A D P  computer code and is currently at revision 9.0. 

To verify the software, CADSi performs benchmark tests on d l  of the modifications to 

the DADSN computer code. The benchmark tests involve creating simulations that 

incorporate the changes and verifying the results against real world systems. 

D A D P  is available in three standalone producis: 

DADS/BasicTM 

DADSTM 

DADS/AdvancedTM 

The simulation capabilities of these packages are different, but the standalone 

products utilize the same main components to facilitate model building, anaiysis, 
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animation, and plotthg results. DADSBasicTM, DADP,  and DADS Advancep  al1 

include DADS ModeP,  DADS SolverTM, and DADS Graphw. (Figure 4.1) 

DADS ModeP is a menu dnven graphical user interface used for developing 

simulation models of mechanisms. It allows the user to develop pararnetric models of 2D 

and 3D mechanical parts and assemblies. The models include mass properties, joints. 

constraints, and forces. DADS ModePM is also used to animate the results of the 

simulations. The tool provides full animation for visualizing the simulation results, 

including vectors, meters, color tables, and dynarnic labels. Ail calculated results may be 

reviewed during the animations. 

DADS Solverm performs dynamic, bernatic, static, inverse dynarnic and quasi- 

static analyses to provide position, velocity, load, and acceleration results. The output 

from DADS Solverm can be exported in ASCII fom for use in other packages. or can be 

plotted using DALS GraphTM 

DADS GraphTM is the post processor of D A D P  and is used to create plots of 

velocities, accelerations, loads, and motion. Al1 calculated results cm be graphically 

displayed andor exported to files. Additional capabilities include the ability to display 

plots from multiple simulations simultaneously, and impon and display data from 

extemd sources such as physicd testing or other programs. 

DmP incorporates a modular structure which allows users to purchase 

additional modules as the needs arise. The optional modules extend modeling and 

anal ysis capabilities. 

DADS Plant: Simulates and animates non-linear dynamic behavior of 3D 

mechanical plants coupled with a control system designed in EASYFf, 

1 DADS/Basic, DADS, 
DADS/Advanced 

GUI, Animation Postprocessor 

Figure 4.1: DADS components 
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MATLABn, or MATRIXXTM. 

DADS Flex: Simulates flexibility of parts within a dynamic motion simulation. 

Design of Experimenb (DOXN): Simultaneously varies mu1 tiple design 

parameters enabhg trade-off studies and design optirnization. 

Advanced Tire: Includes the Pacejka "Magic formula" (Bakker et al. 1987) 

(Shuring et al. 1993) to integrate tire test data into DADS" using a complex 

curve fitting formulation. 

Linearization: Reports system eigenvalues and imitates system rigid body modes 

(eigenvectors). Coefficient matrices are available for export to extemal control 

system packages. 

Track: Simulates road wheels on a tracked vehicle. The track, wheel, soi1 

interaction is modeled in detail to predict how the vehicle will respond. 

CAD Integration: Enables dynamic simulation to be perfomed directly in the 

CAD program. Modules are available for CATIATM, I-DEAPI Master Series, and 

Pro/ENGINEERTM. 

Control Integration: Simulates dynamic performance of non-linear mechanical 

models combined with control systems designed in EASYSTM, MATLABmf, or 

MATRIXXTM. 

The DADPf Track module was used in this research to mode1 the behaviour of 

mobile manipulators with tracked wheels. 

DADS ModeP creates definition files which are used as the input to DADS 

SolverTM. This feature of D M P  makes the models platform independent and allows the 

models to be easily transferred between different cornputers. This feature of D A D P  was 

essential to the development of a mobile manipulator user interface. D A D P  and most 

other commercial software packages are not easily modified. D A D P  allows the user to 

add menus that will perform single D A D P  commands. but does not contain 

programming modifications. Discussion with CADSi revealed that it is not possible to 

create a mobile manipulator interface in D A D P  without the source code. Investigation 

into the various possibilities for developing a mobile manipulator interface conciuded 

that the best rnethod wouid be to program a separate interface which would output 
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DADS" definition nles. The definition files could then be solved using DADS SolverTM. 

The definition fiies can also be opened by DADS ModeP to view the models and 

animate the results. In essence, a separate interface wili aUow the user to create full 

mobile manipulator models quickly and easily, but still retain the power of DADS 

ModeP,  DADS SolverTM, and DADS Graph". The Mobile Manipulutor Analyzer 

(MMA) was developed as a stand done mobile manipulator user interface. 

The computer used in this research is a 166 MHz Personal Computer (PC) with 64 MB of 

RAM running Windows NT 4.0 as the operating system. DADPI requires approximately 

45 MB of hard disk, but also requires Exceed 6.0 and Exceed 3D to run on Windows NT. 

Exceed requires approximately 50 MB of hard disk. The PC used in this research was top 

of the line at the outset, but due to increasing power of PC's it is now close to the 

minimum system requirements for running complicated models in DADP!. The PC used 

in this research easify meets the criteria for running D A D P ,  but solving the models 

takes a considerable amount of time. approximately 10 minutes for a 10 second nin. A 

faster CPU and more RAM will result in reduced run times. 

4.2 MOBILE MANIPULATOR ANALYZER (MMA) 

MMA is a complete, windows driven software package that creates mobile 

manipulator simulation models. MMA is a mobile manipulator user interface that 

produces DADSM definition files for complete mobile manipulator models. 

Verification of the MMA computer code was performed as the code was written. 

The software package was developed in modules to ensure that ail errors were detected 

and corrected. The models cm be developed in segments to ailow the user to investigate 

the model during construction. This process helps ensure that the model accurately 

reflects the designer's intentions. To ver@ that the computer code consistently produces 

the desired D A D P  models, a large number of various models were created. Two of 

those models, including their MUA inputs and figures of the mode1 are in Appendix m. 
The creation of the models bas c o n b e d  that MUA consistentiy produces the desired 

models in DADP.  
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The MUA cornputer code was developed using Borland BuilderTM 3.0, a C++ 

rapid development package. The MMA program including the executable files, object 

fdes, header fdes, and cpp files requires 35 MB of hard disk. 

The foliowing sections wiü describe the modeling and input capabilities of MMA 

followed by the solution and output capabilities. 

MMA is similar to most windows applications and is controlled via menus and 

icons. The menu items are shown in Table 4.1. The File and Edit menus are adopted from 

the standard windows prograrns, and behave in the same manner. MMA has the capability 

to store and retrieve user models. as weli as cut, copy, and paste data. 

The Simulation, Robot, Configuration, Compile, Output, and Help menus are 

unique to MMA and will be described in the following sections. 

4.2.1.1 Simulation Menu 

The simulation menu opens a "Simulation Options" window box that is used to 

input the simulation variables. (Figure 4.2) Al1 of the window boxes used in MMA are 

similar to the Simulation Options box. The simulation options box contains a button list 

which allows the user to select the type of analysis to be perfomed (Static, Kinematic, 

Compile l0utput lI3elp 1 

Trrbk 4.1: MMA Menus 

L 

About 
Demo 

Dads 8.0 
Model File 

Graph Dads 
Mattab Output 

Load Mode1 MRl-Track 
Solve 1 MR 1 -Tires 
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Figure 4.2: Simulation Options window box 

Inverse Dynamic, or Dynamic). Users c m  then either accept the default values or enter 

their own values for the Length of Analysis, Maximum Step Size, Print Interval, Solution 

Tolerance, and Integration Tolerance. These parameters al1 affect the way the simulation 

is to be solved. Once al1 of the data has been entered the Ok button is ciicked, and the 

data is stored in a temporary file. if the Cancel button is clicked the data is not sent to a 

temporary file, but the data that has been entered cemains. 

Murray-Smith (1995) notes that with many commerciaily available simulation 

packages most of the emphasis in terms of internai verifkation is placed on questions of 

internai consistency and on the suitability of options chosen by the user of the package. 

DADS" allows the user to specify the maximum integration step, the solution tolerance, 

and the integration tolerance. Due to the complexity of the models created using MMA, 

the default value of 0.01 for the solution tolerance and integration tolerance is often too 

large, and creates unexplained b'jumps" in the output values. When the solution and 

integration tolerances are lowered by two orders of magnitude the output values are 

smooth and do not cootain any unexplained "jumps". MMA allows the user to specify 

these values, and if unexplained "jumps" in the output values occur adjustments to these 

values are likely required. 
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4.2.1.2 Robot Menu 

The robot menu is used to input the buk of the mobile manipulator model. The 

mobile manipulator simulation models developed using MM4 can have any of the 

foliowing elements, a l l  of which are defined in the robot menu and submenus. 

Chassis 
Tires - (Maximum 6 per side) 
Track - (Maximum 6 road w heels per side) 
S proc ke t 
Idler 
3 independent or connected six degree of freedom manipulator m s  
3 grippers each with 3 independent six degree of freedom fingers 
3 payloads. 1 at the tip of each gripper 
Ptismatic and revoiute joints 
Velocity or torque driven motors at joints and drive train 
External forces and torque 
Independent or parallel manipulators 
Arbi trary road profiles 

Table 4.1 indicates that the Robot main menu has the foollowing submenus: 

Manipulaior, Gripper, Chassis, Tires, Track, and Road Profile. The Chassis submenu has 

three other submenus, namely Gripper 1, Gripper 2, and Gripper 3. Each of the Robot 

submenus open window boxes sirnilar to the Simulation Options window box in Figure 

4.2. 

Figute 4.3: Chassis Module window box 
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Figure 4.4: Chassis External Force window box 

The Manipulator, Gripper, Tires, and Track menu items canot be accessed until 

the vehicle chassis has been defined. This prevents the user from creating invalid models. 

The Chassis menu item opens a Chassis Module window box as shown in Figure 4.3. The 

Chassis Module window box allows the user to define the properties of the chassis 

including the geometry, mass, moment of inertia, number of manipulators, manipulator 

attachent points, type of dnve train (tires, or tracks), number of tires or road wheels, 

and any extemal forces placed on the chassis. If any extemal forces exist the user clicks 

on the Extemal Force button which opens the Chassis Extemal Force window box. The 

Chassis Extemal Force window box is shown in Figure 4.4. 

The Chassis External Force window box allows the user to specify the position 

and direction of a force or moment applied to the chassis. The user can aiso define a user 

defined curve which allows the force or moment to change with time. The user defined 

cuve can be input manuaily or loaded from a text file which contains one column of 

times and one c o l m  of forces or moments. Furthemore, the curve c m  be defined as 

linear or cubic. 

Once the chassis has been fully defined other robot submenus become available. 

However, the available menus are dependent on the choices made in the Chassis Module 

window box. If the drive train was chosen to be tires, the Tues menu is available. If the 

drive train has been chosen as track, than the Track menu is available. The Manipulator 
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Figure 4.5: Tire Module window box 

menu is also available afier the chassis has been defined, but the Gripper menu remains 

locked until a manipulator has been defined. The gripper is always positioned at the end 

of a manipulator and hence cannot be defined until a manipulator exists. 

After the chassis has been defined the next sensible choice is to define the drive 

train. Depending on the style of mobile manipulator the user will enter either the Tire 

Module or Track Module. The Tire Module is shown in Figure 4.5. The Tire Module is 

used to define the tire locations and tire properties, as well as the vehicle driving force. 

The location of the axles is defined with respect to the rear, bottom of the chassis. The 

nurnber of d e s  depends on the number of tires defined in the Chassis Module. In Figure 

4.5, three tires were defined per side. A maximum of six tires per side is possible. The 

tire parameters include the offset from the chassis, radius, coefficient of rolling 

resistance, friction coefficient, vertical stiffness, damping constant, longitudinal stiffness. 

longitudinal damping, lateral stiffness, and lateral damping. The Tire Module is also used 

to define the vehicle velocity and torque on the tires. 

The vehicle velocity bunon opens a Vehicle Velocity window box that allows the 

user to defined the rotational velocity in the tires. (Figure 4.6) The rotational velocity cm 

be defined by a third order polynomial hinction, harmonic function, or user defined curve 

similar to the c w e  in the chassis extemal force module. The input for the hinctions and 

user defmed c w e  changes with the input selection. If the user-defined curve is selected 
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Figure 4. 6: Vehicle Velocity window box Figure 4. 7: Vehicle Torqlre w i n h w  box 

an input box for the values is displayed instead of the function parameters. As well, the 

rotational velociiy can be defined in terms of degrees or radians. 

The vehicle torque button opens a Vehicle Torque window box that allows the 

user to define the torque on the tires. (Figure 4.7) The torque c m  be defined as either a 

constant value or a user defined curve. The user-defined curve has been selected in 

Figure 4.6 and as a result an input box is displayed dong with Load File and Save Profile 

buttons which will load a user defined curve or Save the current curve. if the constant 

torque button is chosen a constant torque replaces the user-defined data input box. The 

Figute 4. 8: Truck Module window box 
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torque cm be defined in degrees or radians. 

At this point the tire drive train would be M y  defined. If the mobile manipulator 

uses tracks instead of tires for the drive train the Track menu would be availabfe. The 

Track menu command opens the Track Module. (Figure 4.8) The track module allows the 

user to fuily defme a track drive train for mobile manipulators. The track parameters 

include the Iength, width, thickness, stiffness and weight of the track. The position of the 

sprocket and idler gears are also defined, dong with the their radius. The number of 

rollers, damping, and whether the angles are in radians or degrees is also defined. The 

drive train button opens the Track Drive Train window box (Figure 4.9), and the Road 

Wheels button open the Road Wheel Module window box. (Figure 4.10) 

The Track Drive Train window box is used to define whether a torque or a 

velocity drives the track. The user cm specify a constant velocity or a user defined curve 

for velocity or torque. The Track Drive Train alters the input panmeters based on the 

type of input. 

The Road Wheel Module is used to input the location of the road arm attachment 

points. The number of road wheels defined in the Chassis Module sets the nurnber of road 

m s .  The maximum number of road wheels and hence road amis is six per side. The 

Road Wheel Module is also used to define the road wheel radius and mass, the road m 

Iength and mass, as well as the initial angle of the road ann, free angle of the road arm, 

stiffness of the torsion bar, and longitudinal inertia of the road m. 

Figwe 4.2: Truck Drive Train window box Figure 4.1: Road Wheel Module window box 
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The moving pladorm of the mobile rnanipulator has now been Nly defined. If the 

user only wanted to simulate the moving platform they would be finished. The 

rnanipulator menu is used to define the maaipulators. The Manipulator menu opens the 

Manipulator Arm window box. (Figure 4.1 1) The Manipulator Arm box is simple 

looking, but is the base for al1 of the manipulators. The nurnber of joints defines the 

number of joints in the main manipulator am, not including the gripper. The joints are 

defined using the Denevit Hartenburg (D-H) convention. The number of joints entered 

creates buttons for the joints as shown in Figure 4.1 1. The number of joints in Figure 4.1 1 

is 6 as a result six joint buttons are shown. The orientation of the base joint is input and 

the angle is specified in degrees or radians. 

Selecting a joint button opens a Mobile Manipulator Joint window box that is 

used to enter the joint information. (Figure 4.12) The type of joint is selected (prismatic 

or revolute) and the length, offset, twist, and theta are entered in accordance with the D-H 

convention. The properties of the link, mas, centre of gravity, and moments of inertia are 

entered. The motor is also specified on ibis screen. For the example in Figure 4.12 a 

torque rnotor has been specified. To define the torque on the joint the user cm enter a 

constant value for torque and damping and a user-defined curve for torque versus time. 

and damping versus tirne. The user defined curves c m  be loaded and saved. If a velocity 

is chosen, the input changes and is similar to Figure 4.6 for the vehicle velocity. The user 

cm specify the velocity of the joint as either a polynomial or harmonic function, or a user 

Figure 4.11: Manipulator Am window box Figute 4.12: Mobile Manipulutor Joinr window box 
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defined curve. The No Motor option removes the motor inputs. The external force button 

opens a manipulator extemal force window box that allows the user to specify an external 

force on the link. The extemai force window box is similar to the chassis externd force 

box shown in Figure 4.4. 

The Manipulator Ann box shown in Figure 4.1 1 also dlows the user to define any 

parallel manipulators. The parallel manipulators can take two forms. They cm be 

attached to the chassis, or they can be attached to the main manipulator. The second 

paralle1 a m  c m  also be attached to the fusst parailel am. If the parailel manipulators are 

attached to the chassis the attachrnent point must be specified in the Chassis Module. 

Figure 4.13 shows the Parallel Manipulator 1 window box that is opened when the 

parallel manipulator button in the Manipulator Arm box is pushed. A chassis attachment 

point has k e n  specified for Parallel Manipulator 1, as a result the orientation of the first 

joint is required. As well the user specifies the number of joints in the puallel 

rnanipulator. In Figure 4.13,4 joints have k e n  specified and hence four joint buttons are 

showing. 

The Paralle1 Manipulator 2 window box is shown in Figure 4.14, however a 

chassis attachment point has not k e n  specified for this manipulator. Hence, the user must 

chose which manipulator it is attached to and at which joint it branches. The three 

manipulators can each have a total of six joints before the grippers, but because the 

parallel manipulators can branch off of previous manipulators a 15 Degree of Freedom 

Figure 4.3: Purollel Manipuluror 1 window box Figure 4.4: Parallel Manipulator 2 window box 
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(D.O.F.) manipulator can be modeled. 

The Parallel Manipulator Joint window boxes are identical to the Main 

Manipulator Joint box, except for the Connections section as shown in the bottom left 

corner of Figure 4.15. The Connections section connects the parallel manipulator with 

links on the main manipulator or other parallel manipulator. The user defines the 

manipulator and link where the connection is made, as well as the length, offset, and 

Euler relations. This aliows the user to defme and model m e  parallel robots. 

The next step in the model definition is defining the gripper. A gripper with up to 

three fïngers, each with 6 D.O.F. can be defined for each manipulator. The Gripper 1 

menu selection opens the Main Manipulator Arm - Gripper window box that is used to 

define the gripper for the main manipulator. The Main Manipulator Arm - Gripper box is 

identical to the Main Manipulator Ami box shown in Figure 4.10, except the orientation 

of the first joint is not available and there is an additional payload button. The orientation 

of the first joint is not required because the base joint of the gripper is the last joint of the 

manipulator. The joints are defined in the exact sarne fashion as the joints for the 

manipulator. The Parallel Finger window boxes are the same as the Parallel Manipulator 

window box shown in Figure 4.13. The fingers are constrained to branch from the main 

finger, or parallel finger #l for the second parallel finger. The user must define the joint 

that the parallel fingers branch from, in the sarne manner as the parallel manipulators are 

Figun 4.5: Parallel Manipulator Jotnt window box 
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Figure 4. 6: Main Manipulator Payload window bo.r 

defined. The gnppers for the parailel manipulators are defined using the Gripper 2 and 

Gripper 3 menu selection and are defined in the sarne manner as the gripper for the main 

manipulator. The joint window boxes are identical to the main manipulator joints shown 

in Figure 4.12. Connections between the fingers cannot be defined. 

The payload button in the Gripper boxes open the Manipulator Payload window 

box that is used to define the payload for each gripper. (Figure 4.16) Figure 4.16 indicates 

that the payload properties are specified in terms of position, orientation, mas,  pometry 

and moment of inertia. The position of the payload is specified with respect to the last 

joint of finger 1. 

Tt should be noted that a hlly defined model of three 6 D.O.F. manipulators each 

with three 6 D.O.F. fingers creates a mode1 with 72 D.O.F. A test model has been created 

with this configuration and DADS Solverm could not solve the model. 

Road Profde is the last menu comrnand in the Robot main menu. Figure 4.17 

shows the Road Profile window box. The user can define a linear or cubic curve that 

defines the road profile. The curve can be loaded and saved. Figure 4.17 also shows the 

inputs for the road profile associated with a track. If tires are specified the input boxes in 

the bonom balf of Figure 4.17 are not present. If a track is specified the user can define 

the properties of the ground in accordance with D M P .  The ground properties include 

cohesiveness coefficient, fiction coefficient, exponent, damping, shear modulus, shear 

cohesiveness, and the niftion angle. 
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Figure 4.8: Road Profile window box 

4.2.1.3 Confinuration Menu 

Figure 4. 7: lnirial Configuration windo rv box 

The next main menu item is Configuration. The Configuration selection opens the 

Initial Configuration window box, which is used to define the initial orientation of the 

robot. (Figure 4.18) The user can specify the initial displacement and orientation of the 

robot with respect to the road profile. This is used if the robot is starting on a dope, or if 

the user wants to simulate experiments such as drop tests. 

4.2.1.4 Com~ile Menu 

At this point the entire robot has k e n  defined. The Compile menu is used to 

compile the robot definition into a form that D A D P  can understand. The Model File 

menu selection compiles a DADSM definition file which can be opened by D A D P .  

This command can be used any t h e  dunng the model generation if the user wants to 

check the progress of the model. The Load Model menu selection is used to open 

D A D P  and load the file into D A D P  from MMA. The Solve menu selection stms 

DADS Solverm and solves the current mobile manipulator simulation. The Model File 

command must be performed prior to solving the model. If the Model File cornmand is 

not performed the solver wili either fail or solve an old version of the rnodel. 
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4.2.1.5 Out~ut Menu 

The Output menu selection is used to view the results of the simulation. The 

results can be viewed in three forms. The frst fonn is an animation that must be mn in 

DADS ModeP.  To open DADS ModeP the Load Mode1 comrnand in the Compile 

menu is used. The animation can then be run in DADS ModeW. The second form of 

viewing the output is using DADS GraphTM. The DADS Graph comrnand in the Output 

menu opens DADS Graph" and loads the current output results. The third method is 

reviewing the results in M A T W m .  The Matlab Output cornand in the Output menu 

will open MATLABTM and load the results of the simulation. The user c m  then use 

MATLABTM to inspect the results. 

The simulation output for a fully defined mode1 c m  include: 

TIME 
POTENTIAL ENERGY of the system 
TOTAL ENERGY of the system 
CPU USAGE OF ANALYSIS 
CPU RATE 
BODIES (Chassis, links, tires.. . ) 

Cartesian coordinates of the center of gravity 
Euler parme ter coordinates 
Cartesian velocities of the center of gravity 
Euler parameter velocities 
Cartesian accelerations of the center of gravity 
Euler parameter accelerations 
Rotational velocities about the global and local G.G. axes 
Rotational accelerations about the global and local C.G. axes 
Local linear velocities of the center of gravity 
Local linear accelerations of the center of gravity 
Global position of the reference fiame 
Euler parameter coordinates of the reference frame 
Magnitude of position of the center of gravity 
Magnitude of velocity of the center of gravity 
Magnitude of acceleration of the center of gravity 
Magnitude of rotational velocity 
Magnitude of rotational acceleration 
Bryant angles 
Position, Velocity, and Acceleration of user specified points of interest 
Global body position relative to time step zero 

JOINTS 
Forces and torque vector and magnitude on the f i t  body 
Forces and torque vector and magnitude on the second body 

MOTORS - Velocity 
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Forces and torque vector and magnitude on the first body 
Forces and torque vector and magnitude on the second body 

MOTORS - Torque 
Revolute 

Rotational Displacement (in radians) 
Velocity of displacernent (in radianslsec 
Rotational torque 

Prismatic 
Translational displacement and velocity 
Translational force within the motor 
Forces and torque vector and magnitude on the first body 
Forces and torque vector and magnitude on the second body 

TIRES 
Force dong the local chassis coordinate system axes 
S teer Angle 
Steer slip angle in radians 
Rolling slip percentage 
Aligning moment about the vertical axis 
Tire carnber angle in radian 
Longitudinal, lateral, and normal forces in the ground tangent plane system 
Tire deflection 
Rolling resistance 
Tire force on the center of gravity in global coordinates 
Torque about the tire center in global coordinates 
Force and torque magnitude on the center of gravity 

TRACKS 
Idler forces in the chassis coordinate system 
Sprocket forces in the chassis coordinate system 
Track segment tension 
Force on chassis at road arm attachment point 
Torque on chassis at road arm attachent point 
Force on road arm at chassis attachment point 
Force on road arm at wheel attachment point 
Torque on road arm at chassis attachment point 
Torque on road ann at wheel attachment point 
Global point of interest position 
Global point of interest velocity 
Global point of interest acceleration 
Road a m  relative angle position, velocity, and acceleration 

CURVES 
Plots of any curves used in the model, i.e. user defined position 

4.2.1.6 Heb Menu 

The final item in M U  is the Help menu. The Help menu allows the user to load 

two Demo programs. The MR1 -Tire and MR1-Track menu selection in the Help/Demo 
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menu loads the respective MR-1 models into D A R P  and allows the user to animate the 

results. The user can also use the Output menu to view the results of the simulations. 

4.3 LIMITATIONS 

One limitation with the models is with respect to the tires. The tire model used in 

the simulations requires a constant value for the vertical, lateral, and longitudinal 

stiffness, as well as the damping coefficient. The values associated with real world tires 

Vary as the tire deflects and as the air pressure changes. Stiffness and damping curves can 

be incorporated into the simulations using D A D P ,  but accurate curves for Al1 Terrain 

Vehicle (ATV) tires are not available and are too difficult to determine without a series of 

complex experiments. 

A second issue with the tires is that D A D P  does not include the tire rim in the 

model resulting in the tire being able to deflect further than possible in the real case. This 

is only an issue for large point loads applied to the tire. 

The simulation models also incorporated some changes from real world systems. 

The simulation model consists entirely of rigid bodies; as a result in situations when a 

high load is applied the system does not sag. Real world systems inevitably bend and 

adjust when high loads are applied; however, the magnitude of the bending is minimal 

and will not have a large influence on the overall system. Furthemore, the mode1 is 

mathematically perfect, indicating that the joints do not have any tolerances that are 

inherent in real world systems. 

Another major issue with the models is that solving complex simulation models is 

relatively slow, requinng approximately ten minutes to solve a ten second simulation. As 

a result, intensive investigations into the vehicle behaviour are t h e  consuming. 
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SIMULATION VALIDATION AND ANALYSIS 

Mobile Manipulator Analyzer (MMA) and D A D P  were discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4. A simulation study was performed on the MR-1 model developed using MMA 

and D A D P .  The simulation study includes vaiidation simulûtions, two sensitivity 

analyses and a stochastic output analysis. The procedure ensures that the developed 

model produces accurate and valid results. 

5.1 VALIDATION 

The validation and ail subsequent steps were perforrned on a model of MR-1. The 

MR-1 model has the lollowing sub-systems: 

Chassis 
Battery 
Drive Train Gear Box 
3 Tires per side with or without a track 
Turret and Winding System 
Torso Base 
Torso A m  1 
Torso Arm 3 
Prismatic motor between Torso Base and Torso Arm I 
Prismatic motor between Torso Arm 1 and Torso Arrn 2. 
Prismatic Link 
Gripper 
Extension Link 
AUaing System 
Pan and Tilt Canera 

The developed model is viewed using DADS ModePt. Careful inspection of the 

model allows the user to verify the entire model, including al1 the triads (CO-ordinate 

systems), icons of the joints and motors, and geometry. The dynamic properties of d l  
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components can also be checked directly in DADS Model". After careful review of the 

MR-I model ai i  of the aspects of the model appear "reasonable" to potential users. 

5.1.1 Simple Configuration Simulalions 

The next stage of validation is to ensure that the output for simple configurations 

is expected and reasonable. DADSM has difficulty solving models if any of their "contact 

elements are in contact" at the beginning of the simulation. The tires in the MR-I model 

are considered contact elements; as a result the system c m  at best be just touching the 

ground at the beginning of the simulation. This causes the robot to vibnte slightly at the 

beginning of the simulation as the tires deflect and the robot setties. The initial 3 seconds 

World Co-ordinate Frame 

Tire 1 Centre 
(-O.50,O.l O, -0.59) 

Extension Lin k 

Pan & Tilt Camera 

~rret & Winding System 

Chassis 

Tires 

Figure S. 1: MR-1 Model, regular and enploded view 
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of the simulation nuis will be used to aliow the system to settle before any additional 

inputs are added. The simplest configuration, shown in Figure 5.1. has al1 of the rnotors 

fmed and the tires just in contact with the ground. The simulation was nin for 10 seconds, 

and the outputs were checked for any irregularities. An animation of the model 

demonstrates the motion of the vehicle during the simulation; as expected, the robot 

drops slightly and rocks at the beginning of the animation. The front-end experiences a 

greater deflection due to the extra weight of the manipulator arm. DADS GrcrphY anci 

M A T M m  are used to investigate the simulation output. Figure 5.2 shows six plots of 

pertinent information for "Simple Configuration Simulation #Lw. The plots show that the 

tire reaction forces al1 appear to have reasonable numbers for a system that has a mass of 

approximately 323 kg. Furthennore the force and torque on the joints and moton remain 

constant and appear reasonable for the cunent configuration of the robot. 

The second configuration is identical to the original configuration. except the tire 

motors are accelerated to a constant velocity of 2 ruus in 3 seconds, resulting in a vehiclr 

velocity of approximately 0.373 d s .  The motors are dnven by a spline curve that t h  1 

cubic curve using the position data points and the initial and final dopes. The drive train 

of MR-I consists of moton and gear boxes at the rear wheels, with r chain connecting the 

rear wheels and the front two wheels. D A D P  does not have the capability to model 

chahs, as a result the model h a  replaced the chah with an equivalent system of gears. 

The output plots, shown in Figure 5.3, are very similar to the plots in Figure 5.3. 

inspection of the gripper position confirms the velocity of the vehicle. The dope of the x 

position of the gripper increases between 3 and 8 seconds, and then remains constant <it 

0.373 m/s, confirming the vehicle velocity. The torque on the drive train is shown in the 

fourth plot. The torque increases rapidly as the vehicle accelerates and then slowly 

decreases as the acceleration decreases. The torque remains constant after 8 seconds to 

overcome the drag in the tires. The torque required to overcome the rolling resistance in 

the tires is calculated fiom: 

zd = FN X P  ~t = 323~9 .8  1~0.02~0.3731 2 = 1 1.8 [ ~ l m ]  (5. 1) 

Torque equals the Normal Force on the tires multiplied by the rolling resistance and 

radius of the tires. The torque required equals 11.8 N/m or 5.9 N/m per motor. This value 

is c o n h e d  in the plot. The x-force applied to the C.G. of the tire increases as the 
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vehicle begins to accelerate and then plateaus as the vehicle reaches a constant velocity. 

The vehicle travels in the x direction, and as a result an increase in the force on the tires is 

expec ted. 

The third configuration involves using the m e t  to rotate the manipulator arm by 

180' in 10 seconds while the vehicle remains stationary. The motion of the turret is 

defined by a cubic c w e  that changes from 0" to 180" between 3 and 13 seconds, with 

dope of O at both ends. Figure 5.4 shows the results. The plot of gripper position 

confms the motion of the manipulator m. The x position of the gripper changes from 

approximately 1.5 m to aegative 1.8 m. The x position values are offset because the origin 

of the m e t  is 0.16 m ahead of the origin of the global coordinate system. The change in 

the x position and the animation confirm that the manipulator a m  turns 180". Closer 

inspection of the plot will reveal that the y position of the gripper is also offset iifter the 

rotation of 180". Again this is because the global origin is not coincident with the axis of 

rotation of the turret. The torque experienced by the Tunet and the forces experienced by 

the Torso Arm 1 and Toao Base translation motor change dramatically with the rotation 

of the m. This is expected because as the am rotates the torque and forces about the 

global axes also rotate. The magnitude of the torque and forces remain constant, except 

for the additional torque in the turret motor required to rotate the manipulator. The torqur 

required to rotate the manipulator is relatively small compared to the large torque 

imparted by the weight of the manipulator. Inspection of the torque about the z-axis of 

the turret indicates that the magnitude of the torque increases rapidly at the beginning of 

the rotation and also decreases rapidly at the end of the rotation. As the manipulator arm 

rotates the magnitude of the torque decreases until the maximum velocity is reached at 

90". Once the manipulator arm passes 90' the torque increases in the opposite direction to 

decelerate the arm. Careful inspection of the tire normal forces indicates that the spikes in 

the turret torque between 7 and 8 seconds and at 10 seconds correspond to the tires 

leaving and coming into contact with the ground. This creates sudden vibrations in the 

system, which cause spikes in the forces and torque. Inspection of the tire forces indicates 

a change in the force on each tire. As the manipulator arm rotates the C.G. of the system 

changes, resulting in the forces experienced by the tires changing drasticalIy. 
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The founh configuration involves lifting the manipulator using the pnsmatic 

motor between Torso Base and Torso Ann 1. The motor is contracted 300 mm between 3 

and 13 seconds, resulting in the manipulator ami pointing almost directly upward. Figure 

5.5 shows the results of the simulation. As the manipulator is Lifted the C.G. of the arm 

approaches the centre of the vehicle, causing the forces on the tires to become more 

evenly distributed. Furthemore. the movement of the C.G. of the manipulator decreases 

the force experienced by the manipulator's main motors and joints. The plots show a 

smooth decrease in force and torque as the arm is raised. 

The final simple configuration test involves initially contracting the prismatic 

motor between Torso Base and Torso Arm 1 by 200 mm between 3 and 8 seconds. The 

a m  is held in that position as the prismatic motor between Torso A m  1 and Torso Arm 2 

is extended by 300 mm between 8 and 13 seconds. Figure 5.6 shows the results. The 

results for the 5 seconds when the manipulator is being raised are similar to simulation 

#4. The remaining 5 seconds initially increase the force and torque experienced by the 

joints because the C.G. of the manipulator is moving further away from the joints. As the 

arm continues to rotate the C.G. reaches its furthest distance and begins to move closer to 

the joints, resulting in lower forces. Inspection of the gripper position plot demonstrates 

the large displacement experienced by the end of the manipulator m. 

S. I .2 Varying Inputs Simulations 

The simple configuration simulations for MR-1 were dl successful. and al1 

produced results that are "reasonable". The next stage of the validation procedure 

involves varying some specified inputs and checking the results with respect to 

engineering intuition and physical laws. The normal force on the tires, velocity of the 

vehicle, and rotation and translation of the joints have al1 been proven to work correctly. 

The next set of simulations will attempt to validate the forces and torque on the bodies. 

To do this a nurnber of simulations will be nui. The fust will alter "Simple Configuration 

Simulation #lm by applying an extemal force of 100 N vertîcally downwards to the C.G. 

of the gripper. Figure 5.7 shows the output plots for this simulation. The change in 

normal force on the tires indicates that the system experiences the additional 100 N force. 

The additionai force on the end of the manipulator decreases the load on the rear tires 
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which compounds the effect of the force and increases the force experienced by the front 

tires. Cornparhg the torque on the base revolute joint of the two systems confirms an 

increase in torque due to the extemal force. The distance between the gripper and turrei is 

1.62 m, which corresponds to a 162 Nm increase in torque on the turret joint. The output 

data fkom the simulation accurately predicts the increase in torque to be 160 Nm. 

The second simulation rotates the 1 0  N extenal force so that it is applied from 

the side of the vehicle. The plots, shown in Figure 5.8, indicate that the current simulation 

experiences much more vibration in the system than any other simulation. This is because 

the external force is large enough to slide the vehicle across the ground. The plot of 

gripper position confirms that the y position of the gripper is slowing translnting. The 

influence of the extemal force is seen in al1 of the plots. As expected an increase in the 

laterai force on the tires can be seen in the second plot. As well the force in the y 

direction and torque about the z axes for the main motors also increase. 

The third simulation is a repeat of "Simple Configuration Simulation #Y. 

perfomed in 5 seconds instead of 10 seconds, resulting in more dynamic behaviour. The 

initial settling time for this simulation \kas reduced to 1.5 to allow for easier cornparison 

of the data. Inspection of the plots, shown in Figure 5.9. indicates that the bodies 

followed the same paths as the previous simulation. However due to the higher 

accelerations the forces and torque on the joints reach higher peaks for the current case. 

This result is consistent for ail of the plots. The normal force on the tires and the forces 

on Tire3 give a clear indication of the effect of the higher accelerations. At 4 seconds 

when the translation motor between Torso Base and Torso Arm 1 stops moving and the 

translation motor between Torso Am I and Torso Arm 2 begins rnoving the magnitude 

and dope of the forces are more significant than for "Simple Configuration Simulation 

W. As anticipated al1 of the plots rnimic this behaviour. A cornparison of Fi y r e  5.9 and 

Figure 5.6 demonstrates that at the end of the simulation when the manipulator has corne 

to a complete stop the forces and torque for both models are identical. It should be noied 

that even for the large accelerations experienced by this model, the results remÿin 

relatively stable and appear accurate. 

The "Vary Inputs Simulations" combined with the original "Simple Configuration 

Simulations~' have show that the outputs fiom the simulation are valid. It has been 
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shown that the model accurately predicts the location of the bodies, forces on the tires, 

and forces and torque experienced by the joints and bodies. As the inputs to the model are 

changed the outputs accurately reflect the changes. 

The simulations perfonned during the validation procedure indicate that the 

model has the capability to accurately model the me system. Funher investigation into 

the sensitive parameters in the system is addressed in the next section. 
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I r e  Notmal Force in the Ground Tangent Plane forces on Tire3 in Chassis Local Coordinates 
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Tire Normal Force in the Ground Tangent Plane Forces on Tire3 in Chassis Local Coordinates 
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Figure S. 4: Output plots for Simple Configuration Simirtution #3 
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Figure S. 5: Output plots for Simple Configuration Sinidation #3 
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Figure S. 6: Output plots for Simple Cunfrg~rrtrtion Sinirilarion #5 

Simple Configuration Simulation #5 

Vehicle Velocity = 0.0 mls 

Turret Rotates O" 

Manipulator Arm Motor Contracts 200 mmfs between 3 and 8 seconds 

Torso Arm 2 Motor Extends 300 mmls between 8 and 15 seconds 
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Figure 5. 7: Output plots for Varying Inputs Simulation #l 
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5.2 SENSITMTY ANALYSIS 1 

Sensitivity analysis involves analyzing the important inputs in more detail, 

including interactions between system parameters. A two-phase sensitivity anal ysis was 

performed on the MR-1 system. The fust phase analysis involved parmeters that were 

known to be sensitive, and tested to determine their impact on the output. The second 

phase identified the most sensitive parameters in the system. The sensitivity analysis 

should be used to determine which aspects of the design c m  be improved. 

The fist step of Sensitivity Anaiysis 1 was to determine the sensitivity of the 

system output to the parameter variations. For the MR-1 model considering engineering 

intuition and through detailed discussions with the MR-1 system designers it was 

determined that the end of the manipulator arm is more sensitive than the rest of the 

system. As sub-systems become further located from the centre of the chassis, they 

become more sensitive to the extemal forces, payloads, and enors in the measurement of 

dynamic properties. The inputs to the model are extemal forces and torque, dynamic and 

kinematic properties of the sub-systems, and velocity or torque on the joints. The first 

sensitivity analysis simulations examine the sensitivity of the system to changes in the 

dynamic properties of the bodies, i.e. mass, moments of inenia, and the location of the 

centre of gravity. The fiat simulation will contract the prismatic actuator between Torso 

Base and Torso Arm 1 by 300 mm between 3 and 13 seconds and will rotate the Turret 

180° between 3 and 13 seconds. The rotation of the turret and raising the manipulator 

will cause substantial movement of the end of the manipulator. This will increase the 

sensitivity of the system and ailow for easier analysis. The fist simulation maintains the 

original parameters and is used as a baseline. The base line output plots are shown in 

Figure 5.LO. 

The second simuiation alters the base case by moving the C.G. and increasing the 

moments of ineaia of the Aiming System and Gripper. The C.G. of the Gripper and 

Aiming System are moved away from the Chassis by 10 cm in the x, y, and z directions, 

and the moments of inertia about the principle axes for both the Gripper and Aiming 

S ystem are increased by 0.1 km2. The plots, shown in Figure 5.1 1, are similar to the 
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results for the base case. The position of the Gripper indicates the change in position of 

the C.G. The average values for each of the plots are listed in Table 5.1. The forces and 

torque experienced by systems 1 and 2 change as predicted, with the joints hirthest away 

fiom the end of the manipulator arm experiencing the greatest effect of the change. Due 

to the motion of the rnanipulator arm the force and torque experienced by the bodies and 

joints decreases as the manipulator a m  moves. The position of the Gripper and the 

torque about the z axis of the Turret experience the largest percent changes in the 

simulation results. However, the position was changed initially and the error magnitude 

in the torque on the Turret is insignificant and does not affect the model. Overall, the 

percent error or magnitude error between the simulations is low. The force on the motors 

between Torso Base and Torso Arm 1, and the torque on the Turret exparience the largest 

change. The change in the C.G. position and moment of inertia are much greater than the 

possible measurement errors in the model, as a result the percent errors in the system are 

larger than expected. The moments of inertia were al1 measured by the experiment 

described in Chapter 2. The system produces better results as the moments of inertia 

increase. The moment of inertia experiment has an accuracy of better than 25% error for 

moments of inertia greater than 0.0012 kgm2 and better than 5% error for moments of 

inertia greater than 0.01 kgmz. The principle axes of the aiming system and gripper al1 

have moments of inertia greater than 0.04 kgm2, indicating a low error. The largest 

moment of inertia for the gripper is 0.204 kgm2 about the z-axis of the gripper. Therefore, 

the largest magnitude of error for the gripper would be 0.01 kgm2, an order of magnitude 

smaller than the amount added to each principle axis. 

Movement of the C.G. by 10 cm in each direction has also a much larger error 

than the possible error in the model. The C.G. of each body was deterrnined by 

calculations, scdes, and balancing the bodies on pointed objects. The error in the CG. 

measurement is less than 1 cm. an order of magnitude smaller than the change for the 

simulation. "Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #2" indicates that for the possible errors in 

the dynamic properties of the bodies the system is not sensitive, experiencing less than 

20% change for errors that are 10 times larger than predicted. 

The third simulation alters the base case by adding an additional 7.5 kg to the 

mass of the Gripper. A payload or large extemal force could create a similar effect to the 
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additional mass. The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 5.12, and as expected 

the force and torque on the joints increase significantly with the new mass. Important 

average output values and the percent change between the base case and "Sensitivity 

Analysis Simulation #3" are shown in Table 5.1. The results indicate a significant change 

for al1 of the forces and torque on the joints. This is expected due to the magnitude of the 

force applied to the end of the manipulator a m .  The changes indicate that the system is 

sensitive to any payloads, or strong extemal forces that will be applied to the end of the 

manipulator ami. Furthemore, the system is less stable with the additional mass at the 

end of the manipulator. A larger mass was originally chosen, but the system toppled 

during the simulation. Spikes in the torque about the z-axis of the turret are present due to 

the vibrations experienced by the system when the tire leaves and cornes into contact with 

the ground. If the extemal forces are applied closer to the chassis the effect is not as 

significant. Erroa in the mass of the bodies in the model are negligible because each 

body was individually rneasured using a recently calibrated digital scale. 

"Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #4" involved slowing down the motion of the 

manipulator by 50%. The translation motor contracts and the Turret rotates in 20 seconds 

instead of 10 seconds. The length of the settling time at the beginning and end are also 

doubled to allow for easier cornparison of the data. Figure 5.13 shows the output plots 

and Table 5.1 lists the results. The plots are similar to the base case except a significant 

reduction in the torque required to rotate the manipulator arm is experienced. The 

reduction in acceleration results in a lower torque. A similar reduction in force occurs for 

the motor ktween Torso Base and Torso Arm 1, but is not noticeable because of the 

large forces that are experienced by the motor. The reduction in acceleration for the 

model helps smooth the forces experienced by the motors. Table 5.1 indicates that the 

simulations are very similar, with the x and y forces on the tires experiencing the largesi 

changes. However, the magnitudes of these forces are smdl and have a minimal impact 

on the model. This simulation indicates that the system generally behaves more smoothly 

with less vibration, and fewer force spikes for lower velocities. The system would be 

more sensitive to larger changes in velocity due to forces caused by inertial effects and 

higher accelerations; however, the motors are not capable of high accelerations or 

velocities. 
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Other potentiaily sensitive aspects of the model are the tire properties. Tires are 

the only link between the vehicle and the ground, and have a large influence on the 

system behaviour. Furthermore, the tire properties are difficult to determine because the 

properties required by the simulation, such as damping and stiffness are viewed as 

proprietary information by the manufacturer and are not published. Some simple 

experiments were performed on the tires, and the vertical stiffness was detemiined to be 

approximately 30000 N/m. The lateral and longitudinal stiffness were chosen to l/loth of 

the vertical stiffness. The fist tire sensitivity simulation reduced the stiffness and 

damping of the tires by a third. The output plots, shown in Figure 5.14, indicate that the 

tires experience the largest change in force. The forces and torque on the manipulûtor 

rnotors do not experience any appreciable change in magnitude. The force on the tires 

changes because the tires deflect more due to the lower stiffness. The deflection also 

changes the position of the gripper slightly. The magnitude and percent error associated 

with the average output values are relatively small for the large change in tire parameters. 

It should also be noted that experiments perfomed on the tires indicate that as the 

deflection of the tire increases the stiffness also increases. The experiments used a 

maximum force of 650 Non the tire which corresponded to a stiffness of 26000 Nhn. The 

average force on al1 6 tires exceeds 500 N, as a result a stiffness of 70000 N/m is well 

below the average stiffness. 

The final sensitivity analysis simulation involves increasing the stiffness and 

damping of the tires by a third. The output plots, shown in Figure 5.15, indicate that the 

system behaves virtually the same for the new tire properties. The x and y force on the 

tires experience some change, but because the magnitude of the x and y force is small the 

change does not affect the system. The force and torque on the system motors remains 

constant for both of the simulations. The average outputs, displayed in Table 5.1, confirm 

that the system is not sensitive to a 33% increase in the stiffness or damping of the tires. 

The sensitivity andysis demonsuated that the model is not sensitive to 

measurement errors that could be built inio the system such as mass, moment of inertia, 

or location of the subsystems C.G. Due to the size and mass of MR-I, fairly signifiant 

changes are required in the model to have a significant effect of the outputs. Any model 

or input changes have a greater effect the M e r  away from the chassis they are applied. 
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Changes to the motor velocities does not have a large effect on the output results, because 

the maximum velocity is limited by the capability of the motors and is srnall enough to 

Lmit the inertial effects on the system. As a result to significantly change the output of 

the system, the actual configuration of the system must be changed or extemal forces 

must be applied. Furthemore, the tire properties can Vary significantly without having a 

detrimental efieci on the system output. This is important because the me properties of 

the tires will vary due to changes in the inflation pressure and loading. 

1 Sim #î 1 S A  U2 1 Chango 1 K Chang. 1 S.& 1i3 1 Chingo 1 % Change 1 

Tire 2 Normal Force 1 659.09 660.73 1.65 0.25% 696.64 37.55 5.70% 

Td& 5.1: Sensitiviry Analysis mean output results 
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Figure 5. 10: Output plots for Sensitivity Analyis Sintirlntion #I 

I Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #1 I 
Vehicle Velocity = 0.0 d s  

Turret Rotates 180" between 3 and 13 seconds 

Manipulaior Arm Motor Contracts 300 mm between 3 and 13 seconds 

Torso Ann 2 Motor Remains Stationary 
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Figure S. 11: Output plots for Sensitivity Analysis Simirlution #2 

I Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #2 

Same motor inputs as Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #1 

C.G. of Gripper and Aiming System was moved 10 cm in x.y,z away fiom chassis 

Moments Inertia were increased by O. 1 kgm2 
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Figure 5. 12: Output plots for Sensitivity Anaipis Siniulation #3 

Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #3 

Same motor inputs as Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #1 

Mass of Gripper increased by 7.5 kg 
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Figure 5. 13: Ourpur plots for Sensitivily Analysis Simularion #4 
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Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #4 

Vehicle Velocity = 0.0 m/s 

Turret Rotates 180" between 6 and 26 seconds 

Manipulator Arm Motor Contracts 3 0  mm between 6 and 26 seconds 

x axis of plot has been divided to 2 to dow for cornparison with S.A. Simulation #l 
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Figure S. 14: Output plots for Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #J 

Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #5 

Vehicle Velocity = 0.0 d s  

S m e  Motor Inputs as Sensitivity Analysis Simulation # 1 

Stiffness and Darnping of Tires reduced by a third 
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Figure 5.15: Output plots for Sensitivity Analysis Simulation #4 

I Sensitivity Aaalysis Simulation #6 

Vehicïe Velocity = 0.0 m/s 

Same Motor Inputs as Sensitivity Analysis Simulation # i 

S tiffness and Damping of Tires increased by a ihird 
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5.3 SENSITMTY ANALYSIS II: 

IDENTIFY THE DOMINANT PARAMETERS 

The second phase of the sensitivity analysis was performed on the MR-1 

simulation model to determine the parameters in the model that have the most effects on 

the system performance. Prior knowledge and intuition were used to divide the 

parameters into three classes of importance. Tables of al1 of the pararneters and their class 

are shown in Appendix L The parameters that belonged to the class of highest importance 

were altered and simulated to determine their level of sensitivity. Table 5.2 shows the 

class of high importance parameters dong with the corresponding changes that were 

made for the simulations. Table 5.2 h a  divided the parameters into cases that will be 

used to analyze the pararneters. The base case does not alter any of the MR-1 parameters. 

Three sets of simulations were performed on each of the cases. The first set of 

simulations involved a step torque of 20 N/m applied to the driving motors at Tire 1 and 

Tire 4. The second set of simulations involved a pulse velocity that resulted in a tire 

rotation of 0.2 radians over 0.1 seconds. The third set of simulations involved driving the 

vehicle over a 5 mm bump at a constant velocity of approximately 0.5 d s .  Tables 5.3. 

5.4, and 5.5 show the magnitude and percent change associated with the different cases 

for the three sets of simulations. Figures 5.16 through 5.33 show plots of the simulation 

results. 

Analysis of the simulation results indicates that in general the maximum force on 

the tires. and the maximum height of the tires do not change substantially for any of the 

simulation cases. Furthemore, for the configuration of the manipulator arm, the rear tire 

is generally out of contact with the ground reducing the relevance of the time a tire is off 

the ground. 

The simulation cases which alter the location of the sphericd and universal joints 

between the translation motors and Torso A m  1 and Torso Arm 2 produce similar results 

to the base case, indicating ihat the changes made to the design do not influence the 

behaviour of the overall system. The torque experienced by the turret revolute joint is the 
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only value that is affected by changes in Case 8 and Case 9. The changes in Case 10 and 

Case 11 do not influence the system. 

AU of the other cases produce significant changes in the results from the base 

case. The changes to the tumet revolute joint (Case 2) have a substantial impact on the 

behaviour of the system. A relatively minor change of 10 cm forward and 10 cm upward 

results in large changes to the overshoot, settiing time and the motor forces and torque. 

Case 2 moves the turret joint forward on the vehicle chassis and results in the joint being 

located in front of the centre wheel. This decreased the stability in the system for the step 

input and bump simulations as indicated by the increase in overshoot and settling time. 

Case 2 results in a decrease in the peak change in force and torque experienced by the 

motors for the step and pulse input simulations, but increases the pe& change in force 

and torque for the bump simulation. 

Case 3 moved the location of the Torso Base - Torso A m  1 revolute joint by 10 

cm forward and upward. The movement of the joint also moved the entire manipulator 

aim. This results in similar affects to Case 2. The amount of overshoot and length of the 

settling Ume decreased between Case 2 and Case 3. Case 3 altered the location of the 

attachent between the Torso Base and the manipulator a m  resulting in an increase the 

torque experienced by the turret revolute joint. The change in force experienced by the 

translation motor between the Torso Base and Torso Arrn 1 varied for each of the 

simulations, but remained signifcantly different from the base case. 

Case 4 moved the location of the revolute joint between Torso Arm 1 and Torso 

Arm 2 by 10 cm forward and upward, resulting in Torso Arrn 2 and the remainder of the 

manipulator ami moving. Again this change decreased the stability in the system as seen 

by the increase in overshoot and settiing time in two of the three simulations. Case 3 also 

resulted in confiicting results for the change in force and torque. The step and pulse input 

simulations both resulted in lower peak changes in the force and torque, but the bump 

simulation resulted in larger peak changes. 

Case 5 changed the stifhess and damping values in the tires, increasing both the 

stiffness and damping of the tires by 25%. Case 5 generally results in larger overshoot 

and senling time values, but decreases the peak change in force and torque experienced 
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by the motors. The peak change in force and torque is reduced due to the effect of the 

added darnping in the tires. 

Case 6 increases the load at the end of the manipulator by increasing the mass of 

the gripper and aiming system. Again the majority of the parameters experience large 

changes from the base case. The addition of the mass on the end effector decreases the 

severity of the vibrations experienced by the system and reduces the peak change in force 

and torque experienced by the motors. The overshoot and settling time increase for the 

step input and bump simulations, but decrease for the pulse simulation. 

Case 7 moved the location of the tires and revolute joints increasing the width of 

the vehicle by 20 cm and increasing the length of the vehicle by 20 cm. This has had a 

positive effect on almost every area of the system. The overshoot and settling time are 

universally reduced, and the change in force and torque experienced by the motors in the 

bump simulation is also significandy reduced. 

Overall, cases 2 through 7 al1 resulted in significant changes in the system. 

Relatively minor alterations to the parameters result in large changes to the simulation 

outputs. 
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Case Change 11 
Turret - x 0.1 

- 
Tors0 Y O 
Base z 0.1 
Torso x O. 1 
Base - 1 v 1 0 1  
Torso 1 1 z 1 0.1 1 
Torso 1 - x O. 1 
Torso 2 Y O 

z 0.1 
Tire 1 Radius O 

Vertical Stiff ness 25% 
Damping 25% 

Tire 2 Radius 
Vertical Stiff ness 25% 

O I 
Tire 3 

Tire 4 

Tire 5 

Tire 6 

M I  
Radius 

Radius 

Radius 

Dampin 25% 
C.G. x 

1 Mass 1 - 1  
- 

Aiming C.G. x O. 1 
S ystem C G .  v O. 1 

Jniversal 
loints 

ipherical 
loints 

Jniverrral 
loints 

ipherical 
loints 

Case Change # 
?evolute 
loints 

ml 
Chassis - x -0.1 

Torso 1 - K -0.1 
Motor 1 i'. O 

1 

Table 5.2: List of MR- I 's high importance paranieters 
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n 

Base CMe Cocc 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 

Max Force on Ti IN] 101 1 -1 12 -3 1 -15 65 -4 

-1 1.1% -3.1% -1.5% 6.4% -0.4% 

Tirne Tire Off Ground [s] 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1 .4 

87.5% 87.5% 87.5% 87.5% 87.5% 
Hcight of Tire [ml O. 192 0.013 0.007 0.004 0,007 0.005 
( S m  / Dunng) 6.8% 3,696 2.1% 3.6% 2.6% 

O. 187 0.0 14 0.008 0.005 0.007 0.005 

1 1 1 75% 1 4.3% 1 2.78 1 3.7% 1 2.7% 
I 

Overshwr [ml / P d  Time [s] 0.0035 0.008 0.0055 0.0066 0.0033 0.0057 
228.6% 157.1% 188.6% 94.3% 162.9% 

I 

-32.1% 1 -35.6% -35.6% -36.8% -33.6% 

3.376 -0.3299 0.2213 0.08 1 1 0.2765 1.0693 

-9.8% 1 6.6% 7.4% 8.2% 3 1.7% 

Peak Tumt Toque [Nm] 234.04 -30.88 136.9 -40.93 - 1 00.07 -35.37 
( x l y l z )  -13.2% 58.5% -17.5% 42.8% -15.1% 

6.3552 5.5288 1 16.0648 5.4 IO8 5.3 498 8.2728 
87.0% 152.8% 85.1% 84.25% l3O.Z% 

109.96 -34.19 1 25.6 1 -8.93 -10.983 -14.516 
-31.1% 23.3% -8.1 % - 10.0% - 13.2% 

C a 7  Case 8 C m  9 Cwsr 10 C m  I I  
M u  Force on Tires [M -7 - 1 - i - I - 1 

Timc Tire Off Ground [s] 0.0 0.1 0.0 O. 1 0.0 

0.0% 6.3% 0.0% 6.3% 0.0% 

Height of Tire [ml 0.00 1 O O O O 

L L 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Ovenhoot [ml 1  Peak Time [s] -0.0009 O O O O 

-25.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

O O O O O 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Settling Tirne [sj -0.4 -0.01 -0.01 -0.0 1 -0.0 1 

-36.1% - 1 .O% -1.0% - 1 .O% - 1 .O% 
Peak Tram. Moior Force [w 1.1147 0.001 1 0.0024 0.0012 0.00 18 
( x l y l z )  76.7% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% O. 15% 

4.138 4.38 -0.399 -0.341 -0.337 
7.6% -0.7% -0.7% -0.6% -0.6% 

-0.5882 0.0024 0.0 134 0.0101 1 0.0045 

- 17.4% 0.1% 0.4% 0.3% O. 1 % 

Peak Tuner Toque [Nm] 12.49 -56.23 -7.19 -1.59 -1.57 
( x l y l z )  5.3% -24.0% -3.1% -0.7% 1 -0.7% 

-2.6664 - 1 3737 -0.4624 -0.0324 1 -0.0316 

42.W -2 1.6% -7.3% -0.5% -0.5% 

-11.674 -11.604 -3 3 -677 -0.833 - 01  18 

Tabk 5.3: Step input simulation results 
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Case6 

-35 
-3.5% 
0.2 
4.356 
0.00 1 

Settling Time fs] 

Peak T m .  Motor Force [NJ 
(XI y l ~ )  

?CRIC Tunet Toque [Nmj 
JI y / a  

Max Farce on Ti [N] 

Time Tire Off Ground [s] 

Height of Tire f mj 

Max Force on fins [NI 

'lime Tire Off Gmund [SI 

CoseI 

-3 8 
-3.8% 

0.2 
4.3% 
0.001 

36  1 

2.4206 

7 1.888 

2.339 

326.8 

1.1855 

172.23 

Overshoot [ml 1 Peak Tim [SI 

Case 5 
80 

8.0% 
0.4 

8.7% 
0.001 

Overshmt [ml 1 P d  Time [s] 

Blsr Carc 
WS 

4.6 

0307 

Case 7 
19 

1.9% 
0.2 
53% 

Settling Timc [s] 

Peak Trans. Motor Force [w 
( x l y l z )  

Ta& 5.4: Pulse input simulation resrilts 

05% 
0.0 1 08 
-30.0% I 

50.0% 
-0.06 
-2.3% 

- 1 
-76.0% 
-2 6.305 
-36.6% 
-1.1604 
49.9% 
-123.43 
-37.8% 
-0.2704 
-22.8% 
-73.86 1 
42.9% 

Heinht of Tire Iml 1 
05% 
0.006 

P d  T ~ n t t  Toque [Nm] 
( x / y / z )  

-0.036 
I 

C w  f 
-8 1 

-8.1% 
0.4 

8.7% 
0.008 

Case 8 
I 

0.1% 
O 

0.0% 

0.0% 
-0.77 

-195% 
-0.7 169 
-29.6% 
18.0% 
25.1% 

-0.1532 

Case 3 

2 5  
0.3% 
0.4 

8 -7% 
0.002 

0.5% 
-0.0 1 27 

50.0% 
-0.09 
-3.48 

-1.5012 
-62.0% 
-22.826 
-3 1.8% 
-0.8021 
-34.5% 
60.09 

18.4% 
0.819 
69.1% 
42.16 
-14.5% 

0.00 1 
0.0% 

O 

3.9% 
0.0191 

05% 
0.013 

Case 9 

1 
0.1% 

O 

0.0% 

0.0% 
O 

0.0% 
-0.0253 
- 1 .O% 
-0.132 
-0.2% 

-0.0 124 
I 1 

1 .O% 
0.0 15 

-35.3% 1 -36.1% 

50.0% 
-0.16 
-6.16 

- l .Wl  
-67.8% 
-21.63 1 
-30.1 % 

-0.632 
-27.2% 
-98.39 
-30.1% 
-0.626 
-52.5% 
-63.43 
-36.8% 

O 
0.0% 

O 

-6.646 
94.45 
28.9% 
4.474 
4 . 0 %  
-7 .42 
43% 

-53.1% 1 -41.7% I 

Cpse 10 

1 
0.1% 

O 

0.0% 

0.0% 
O 

0.0% 
0.07 
2.9% 

-0.042 
-0.1% 
0.0 135 

0.2% 
-0.54 
-0.29 

1 

-0.5% 
-75.47 
-23.1% 
-0.2017 
-17.0% 
-24.76 
-14.4% 

25.0% 
-0.61 

-23.4% 
-1.61 14 
-66.6% 
- 13.987 
- L 9.5% 
-0.4789 
-20.6% 
-58.64 
-17.9% 
-0.8266 
-69.7% 
-62.84 
-36.5% 

O 

Cusc 11 
0 

0.0% 
0 

0.0% 

0.0% 
O 

0.6% 
-1 1.2 
-3.4% 

1 

15.0% 
-0.18 
-6.9% 

-1  ,4521 
-60.0% 
-23.027 
-32.0% 
-0.36 1 
-1 !.O% 
-101.59 
-31.1% 
-0.5046 
42.6% 
-57.43 
-33.34 

0.0% 

O 

0.0% 

0 
0.0% 

0.0082 
0.3% 

-0.0686 
-0.1% 
0.0012 
0.1% 
-0.45 
-0.1% 

4.2193 
-185% 
-34.79 
-20.256 

O 

0.0% 
O 

0.0% 
0.0957 

4.0% 
-0.0954 
-0.1% 
0.0054 

0 

0.0002 1 -0.0027 
0.0% 
-0.46 
-0.3% 

-0.2% 
-0.25 

-0.1% 
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L 
Max Force on Tires [PJ1 

Timr Tire Off Ground [s] 

Height of Tire [ml 

Overshoot [ml 1  Peak Tim [s] 

Scitling Time [s] 

Peak T m .  Moror Force [w 
( x l y l z )  

Peak Turrct Toque [Nm J 
( x l y l z )  

Tdle  5.5: Constant velociry passing over a bump simulations 

1 

8.5 

7 
04% 

1828 

1499.4 

1 
M u  Force on Tires [w 

nmi: Tire Off Ground [s] 

Height of rire [ml 

Ovmhoot [ml / Peak Time [s] 

Setding Time [sJ 

Peak T a s .  Motor Force [M 
( x l y l z )  

Perrk Turtet Toque [Nm] 
( x l y / z )  

62 
3 4 %  
05 
5.9% 

Cpsc 7 
1 07 
5.9% 
O 

0.0% 
0.003 
1.5% 
-0.05 
-17.8% 
-0.2 
-33.3% 
-0.75 

- 14.2% 
-62.9055 
-87.1% 
- 186.89 
-6 1.7% 
-1 12.85 
-88.1 % 

- 

-m.75 
-60.2% 
-6.8103 
-68.9% 
-23734 
-573% 

t 

32 
1.8% 

694.7 
46.3% 

05 
5.9% 

0.20 1 

0.028 1 

0.6 

Casc 8 

102 
5.6% 
O 

0.0% 
0.003 
1.5% 
1 E-04 
0.4% 
O 

0.0% 
-0.1 
-1.9% 
O. 193 
0.3% 
0.02 
0.0% 
0.1 i 
0.1% 
-336 
-2.4% 
-3.9148 
-39.6% 
-8.37 
-2.0% 

-721 
-39.4% 

0.013 

65% 
0,0101 
35.9% 
O. 1 
16.7% 

0.014 
7.0% 
0.0 159 
56.6% 

0.2 
33.3% 

505.8 
33.7% 

-8 
-0.4% 

0.3 

3.5% 

Case 9 

2 
O. I B 
O 

0.0% 
O 

0.0% 
O 

0.09 
O 

0.008 
4.0% 

0.0092 
32.7% 
0.1 
16.7% 

5.3 

72.24 

3038 1 

128.1 1 

1 108.6 
73.9% 

0.25 
4.7% 

- 18.332 
-3 .7% 
243.87 
80.5% 
-55.349 
43 2% 

0.3 
3.5% 

case 10 

1 
0.1% 
O 

0.0% 
O 

0.0% 
O 

0.0% 
O 

0.3 
3.5% 

0.006 
3.0% 
0.0086 
30.6% 
-0.1 

-16.7% 

-0.8 1 0.3 

-1 47.8 
-9.9% 

CilSc 1 I 
1 

O. 1% 
O 

0.0% 

O 
0.0% 

O 

0.0% 

O 

0.00 1 
0.58 
0.0 1 
35.6% 
O. 1 
16.7% 

-0.95 
-17.9% 
-6 1 272 
-84.8% 
-27.2 
-9.0% 
-35.12 I 
-27.4% 

-15.1% 
-57.579 
-79.7% 
154.% 
5 1.2% 

- 123.846 
-96.7% 

-307.8 

-20.5% 

0.09 
O 

0.0% 
O. 193 
0.3 % 

0.02 

0.08 

0.0% 1 0.0% 

O 1 O 
0.0% 1 0.0% 

O. 1 
L .98 

- 12.336 
-17.1% 
-50.97 
- 16.8% 
4.543 
-34.84 

5.7% 
-2.367 
-3.3% 
4.39 

-1 4.6% 
-50.138 
-39.1% 

O. 145 
0.2% 
-0.17 
-0.1% 

O. 175 
0.2% 
-0.05 
0.0% 

0.07 
0.1% 
-65.9 
4.4% 
-0382 
-3.9% 
-190.61 
-46.0% 

O. 1 
O. 1 % 

0.1 1 
0.1% 

-0.2 
-0.08 
-0.W9 4 
-0.5% 
-0.05 
0.0% 

O. 1 
0.0% 
-0.0793 
-0.8% 

0.048 
0.0% 
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Figure 5. 16: Buse Case results for step input simulution 
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Change in Position of Gripper C.G. 

Change in Force on Torsol Base Motor 
1 

Change in Toque on Tunet Joint 
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Time (s) 
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Figure 5. 17: Case #2 and Case if3 results for srep input sinidation 

I Sensitivity Analysis - Step Input Simulation #2 and #3 II 1 Step Torque of 20 N/m applied to each drive motor. B 1 Fixed Joint Motors I 
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Change in Position of Gripper C.G. 
0.03 1 . 1 

Change in Position of Gripper C.G. 
0.03 . . 

Change in Force on Torsol Base Motor 
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Figure 5.18: Case #4 and Case #5 resrrlts for step inprrt simiilution 

Sensitivity Analysis - Step Input Simulation #4 and #5 

S tep Torque of 20 Nlm applied to each drive motor. 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Change in Position of Gripper C.G. 
0.03 1 

i i I 
O 1 2 3 

Change in Force on Tors01 Base Motor 
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Figure S. 19: Case #6 and Case #7 results for srep input si~nulation 
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Sensitivity Analysis - Step Input Simulation #6 and $7 1 

I Step Torque of 20 N/m applied to each drive motor. 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Change in Position of Gripper C.G. 
0.02 1 f f 
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Figure 5.20: Case #8 and Case #9 results for step input sinidation 

I Sensitivity Analysis - Step Input Simulation #8 and #9 1 

I Step Torque of 20 N/m appiied to each drive motor. 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Change in Position of Gripper C.G. Change in Position of Gripper C.G. 

O 1 2 3 O 1 2 3 
- 

Change in Force on Tors01 8ase Motor Change in Force on Tors01 Base Motor 

Change in Torque on Turret Joint 
400 1 

Change in Torque on Tunet Joint 
400 1 . i 
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Figure 5. 21: Case # I O  and Case #i 1 res~rlts for step inplrt sirnidmion 

Sensitivity Analysis - Step Input Simulation #10 and # I l  

Step Torque of 20 N/m applied to each drive motor. 

Fied Joint Motors 
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Change in Position of Gripper C.G. 

l 
Change in Force on Tors01 Base Translation Motor 

Change in Toque on Tunet Torso Rewlute Joint 

2.5 
Time (s) 

Figure S. 22: Base Case resrilrs for pulse inprit sim~ilation 

I 
--  - -  

~ensitivit~ A.nalysis - m e  Input Simulation #I I 
Pulse Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.2 rad over 0.1 seconds). 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Change in Position of Gripper C.G. 
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Change in Force on Tors01 Base Motor 
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Figure 5.23: Case #2 und Case #3 results for puise inpirt simrrlation 

Sensitivity Analysis - Pulse Input Simulation #2 and #3 

Pulse Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.2 rad over 0.1 seconds). 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Change in Position of Gripper CG. 
: f r 
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Change in Toque on Turret Joint 
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Figure 5.24: Case #4 and Case #5 results for pulse input sintulation 

. 
Sensitivity Analysis - Pulse Input Simulation #4 and #5 

Pulse Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.2 rad over 0.1 seconds). 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Figure 5.25: Case #6 and Case #7 resrilts for pulse input sinidation 

1 Sensitivity Andysis - Pulse Input Simulation #6 and #7 1 
1 Pulse Veiocity - (Tire rotates 0.2 rad over O. L seconds). 1 1 Fixed Joint Motors I 
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Change in Position of Gripper C.G. Change in Position of Gripper C.G. 
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Figure S. 26: Case #8 and Case #9 remlts for pulse input simulation 

1 Sensitivity Analysis - Puise Input Simulation #8 and #9 1 1 Pulse Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.2 rad over O. 1 seconds). B 1 Fixed Joint Motors 1 
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Figure 5. 27: Case #IO and Case # I 1 resiilts for pulse input simdation 

Sensitivity Analysis - Pulse Input Simulation #10 and #Il  1 
Pulse Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.2 rad over O. 1 seconds). 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Figure 5.28: Base Case results for bump simulation 

I Sensitivity Analysis - Bump Input Simulation # 1 i 
Constant Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.268 radiandsecond -0.5 mls). 

5 mm Bump in road ((0,O) (0.0 1.0.005) (0.1,0.005) (O. 1 1,O) ) 
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Figure 5.29: Case #2 and Case #3 resuits for bunip sinidation 

Sensitivity Analysis - Bump Input Simulation #2 and #3 

Constant Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.268 radianslsecond -0.5 mis). 

Bump in road (0,O 0.01,0.005,0.1,0.005,0.11,0) 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Figure 5.30: Case #4 and Case #5 resirlts for bunrp simulation 

Sensitivity Analysis - Bump Input Simulation #4 and #5 

Constant Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.268 radians/second -0.5 mls). 

5 mm Bump in road ((0,O) (0.01,0.005) (0.1,O.OOJ) (O. 1 1, O) ] 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Figure 5.31: Case #6 and Case #7 resirlrs for bump simulation 

1 Sensitivity &Ïdysis - Bump Input Simulation #6 and #7 

Constant Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.268 racüans/second -0.5 d s ) .  

5 mm Bump in road ((0,O) (0.01,0.005) (0.1,O.ûûS) (0.11, O)} 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Figure 5.32: Case #8 and Case #9 results for bump sirriulariorr 

I Sensitivity Analysis - Bump Input Simulation #8 and #9 il 
Constant Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.268 radiandsecond -0.5 m/s). 

5 mm Bump in road ((0,O) (0.01,0.005) (0.1.0.005) (0.1 1, O)} 

Fixed Joint Motors 
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Figure 5.33: Case #IO and Case #I 1 resutts for bump siniulcation 

I Sensitivity Analysis - Bump Input Simulation #10 and #l 1 I 
Constant Velocity - (Tire rotates 0.268 radianslsecond -0.5 mis). 

5 mm Bump in road ( (0,O) (0.0 1,0.005) (0.1,0.005) (0.1 1,O) 1 
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5.5 STOCHASTIC OUTPUT ANALYSIS 

The output analysis perfomed on the MR-I simulation model consists of two 

phases. The first phase involves using random inputs and verifying that the model 

produces random outputs. If non-random outputs are producrd, this is-an indication that 

the solver is biasing the solution on incorrect predictions of future events. The ground 

profile is the most common random property experienced by the sysrem. The MR-1 robot 

can travel across various terrain consisting of random ground profiles. To perform the 

simulation an array of 40 random numbers was generated using the randn function in 

M A T W m .  The randn function produces an m a y  with random entries chosen from a 

normal distribution with mean zero and variance one. The numben ranged from -2.5 to 

2.5. The random numbers were used as the height, placed 1 m apart to form a 40 i ~ i  long 

ground profile. To reduce the magnitude of the burnps the random numbers were divided 

by 10 to reduce the maximum height variation to 0.5 m. The road profile was generated 

vaest a by a spline curve that fits a cubic to the data points. Law and Kelton (1992) su,, 

number of empirical tests that cm be performed on random number generators to rnsure 

that they produce valid random numbers. However, the MATLABTM random number 

functions have been fully verified, and further verification is not necessary. 

The simulation output contains the position of the gripper and chassis, as well as 

the ground profile. A t-test was performed in MATtABTM on the generated ground profile 

to ensure that it has the same structure as the input data. t-tests are comrnon hypothesis 

tests that compare ihe sarnple mean to a constant. They are descnbed in most books on 

statistical methods, such as Kennedy and Nevili (1986). The ground profile has an 82% 

probability of producing the same mean, with the mean of the data points well within the 

95% confidence interval. t-tests were also performed on the change in position of the 

gripper and chassis with respect to the ground profile and input data points. Both 

positions had a better than 45% probability of producing the same mean, with the 95% 

confidence intervals containing the mean of the ground profde and data points. The level 

of rejection for the t-tests was 5%, hence the 45% probability ssociated with the 

positions is weil above the rejection level. Table 5.6 shows the results of the t-tests, and 
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Figure 5.34 shows histograms of the change in height of the data points, ground profile, 

chassis, and gripper. The t-tests and histogmms conclude that the outputs from the 

simulation have the same data structure, as the input, indicating that the simulation does 

not introduce any bias into the system. If the t-tests had prompted different conclusions 

about the output distribution more thorough tests of the simulation output could be 

perfomed. Kim et al (1993) and Friedman and Friedman (1995) describe Bootstrap 

Methods for analyzing simulation output. The difficulty with the Bootstrap method is thüt 

it requires a large number of simulation runs to compare the output data. Every 

simulation run for the MR-1 system takes an appreciable amount of time, as a result the 

tests were not perfomed because of the positive results from the t-tests. 

The change in position output for the C.G. of the gripper and C.G. of the chassis, 

as well as the road profile are shown in Figure 5.35. The figure demonstrates that the 

chassis is slightly damped and generally lags the ground profile. This is expected due to 

the damping effect of the tires on the vehicle. The change in gripper position is magnified 

and generally leads the ground profile. The current configuration of the system is 

responsible for this phenornenon. in the current configuration the gripper is well ahead of 

the chassis, as a result any change in position of the chassis is magnified in the position of 

the gripper. The position of the gripper and chassis do not respond at the exact position as 

the ground profile because the chassis tires are 800 mm apart, which allows the vehicle to 

be simultaneously influenced by more than one section of the ground profile. 

Table 5. 6: t-Test results 

Data 

Ground 

Profile 

Chassis 

1 Gripper 1 -0.01 17 1 0.50 1 -0.039 1 0.016 1 0.65 ( -0.039 1 0.016 1 

Mean 

-0.0021 

-0.0054 

-0.00 14 

P-value 

0.82 

0.90 

95 % Confidence Interval P-Value 

0.48 

-0.034 

-0.0 12 

0.023 

0.0 10 

95 % Confidence Interval 

-0.0 12 0.0 10 
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Figure S. 34: Histograms of simulation output 
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Figutc 5.35: Position output for random ground profrle 
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5.6 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapters lays out the results of an extensive simulation validation procedure 

that was performed on the MR-f system. It was shown that MMA and DADSrh[ have the 

capability to produce complete mobile manipulator simulation models that produce vaiid 

and reasonable results. The simulation study involved performing validation simulations 

that tested the ability of the model to predict reasonable results for simple inputs. 

A comprehensive sensitivity anaiysis was performed on the model, in tems of the 

inputs to the model and the model parameters. The fiat phase of the sensitivity analysis 

investigated parameters that were known to be important, and demonstrated that the MR- 

1 model is not sensitive to measurement errors that could be built into the system such as 

mass, moment of inertia, or location of the subsystems' centre of gravity. Due to the size 

and mass of MR-1, fairly significant changes are required in the model to have a 

significant effect of the outputs. Any model or input changes have a greater effect the 

further away from the chassis they are applied. Changes to the motor velocities does not 

have a large effect on the output results, because the maximum velocity is limited by the 

capability of the motors and is small enough to limit the inenid effects on the system. As 

a result to significantly change the output of the system, the actual configuration of the 

system must be changed or extemd forces must be applied. 

The second phase of the sensitivity analysis identified the important system 

parameters. The model parameters were ranked, and the most important parameters were 

identified for their effect on the system. It was concluded that the model is sensitive to 

changes in the location of the manipulator a m  joints, tire stiffness, diimping, and 

location, as well as the position and mass of the end effectors. 

To further validate the system a stochastic output analysis was performed on the 

system. It was shown that the model produced a randorn output, whiie tnveling over a 

random road profile. This confirms that the simulation is not being biased by future 

events. 



CHAPTER 6: 

REAL SYSTEM EXPERIMENTS 

Chapter 5 presented the simulation study that was performed on the simulation 

model of M M .  This chapter m e r  verifies the model by performihg simple 

experiments using the real MR-1 system and comparing the results with the equivdent 

simulations. A photo of the reai MR-1 system, courtesy of ESI, is shown in Figure 6.1. 

Static, QuasiStatic and Dynamic experiments were performed on the real system. The 

complexity of the experiments is limited by the data that can be measured from the real 

system. The static experiments involved determining the stability boundaries for the real 

system. The quasi-static experiments involved deflecting the system and recording the 

time required for the system to settie after being released. Finaily, three sets of dynamic 

experiments were performed. The first two acts were preliminary experiments. and the 

third was more comprehensive. The fist involved dnving the MR-1 motors at full  

velocity and recording the vibrations in the system after the motors were stopped. The 

second involved deflecting the system and recording the magnitude of the initial 

F i g m  6. I: MR-1 System 
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osciiiations of the end effector after king released. The comprehensive experiment 

involved driving the system forward and backward in different configurations, while 

digitally recording the input and output. 

During the expeciments on the reai system it was discovered that the axle of the 

centre tire is 17 mm below the d e s  of the front and rear tires. Furthemore, the joint for 

the translation motor between Torso A m  1 and Torso Base has been moved forward by 

20 mm. These results do not affect the validation simulations up to this point. 

6.1 STATIC AND QUASI STATIC EXPERIMENTS 

The configuration of the initial experiments involved the manipulator pointing 

forward with the prismatic and extension links parallel to the ground. The translation 

motor between Torso Grml and Torso Base was contracted to 9 15 mm between the 

joints, to raise Torso Arm 1 by approxirnately 18". The motor between Tono A m  1 and 

Torso Arm 2 was then extended to make the prismatic and extension links parallel to the 

ground with the end of the extension link 76 cm above the ground. Due to the constraints 

on the real system this configuration positions the gripper as fûr forward as possible 

without the use of the prismatic link. in this configuration the centre of the front tire is 

160 mm from the ground and the rear tire is slightly off the ground with its centre 188 nurt 

above the ground. The unioaded radii of the tires are 186.5 mm. In the initial simulations 

the rear tire did not leave the ground. Increasing the stiffness of the tires by a third to 

40000 N/m produced results that are doser to the true system. The darnping in the tires 

aiso needed to be reduced by 25% to more closely match the systern. Previous 

experiments showed that changes in the tire parameters does not significantly influence 

the overall model, hirthermore due to the large forces on the tires, the stiffness will be 

closer to the higher range of the scale. When the stiffhess was increased to 40000 Nfm the 

location of the fiont and rear tires were predicted to be 169 mm and 190 mm respectively. 

These values are w i t b  the range of measurement accuracy associated with the centre of 

the tires for the real system. 
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The fmt static experiment was to determine the fonnrard instability point for the 

current configuration. It was discovered that the system does not becorne unstable for any 

downward deflection of the manipulatoc. The manipulator was forced down until the 

aiming system touched the ground, when released the system renimed to its original 

position. This occurs because the C.G. of the system remains behind the front wheel, 

which prevents the system from tipping forward. The experiment was simulated using the 

MR-1 mode1 and the same result was achieved. A two step procedure is followed for the 

simulation to perform the equivalent experiment. The gripper can be constrained to move 

in any global position, however the cons~aint cannot be easily tumed off during the 

simulation. As a resuit the force required to move the system into the desired 

configuration is recorded. The force is then applied to the original configuration and 

subsequently set to O to d o w  the system to respond without any extemal influence. The 

simulation determines that a force of approximately 300 N is required to hold the system 

with the airning system just touching the ground. 

The next simulation performed with the current configuration involved applying a 

force to change the vertical position of the manipulator and suddenly removing the force. 

Once the force is removed the length of tirne required for the system to stop vibrating is 

recorded. The experiment was run for 3 different initial deflections of the end of the 

extension link. Table 6.1 shows the results of the experiment and corresponding 

simulations. Al1 of the simulations closely predicted the time required for the system to 

settle after the force was removed 

The next set of experiments involved keeping the manipulator in the current 

configuration, but rotating the hirret 90". With the system in this configuration the 

Detlectioi (mm) 1 Experiment 1 Simuhtion 1 Change 1 1 Change 1 

Tpbk 4 I: Time to ciamp tafier initial ddection 
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deflections of the fiont to rear tires on the side with the larger load were measured to be 

approximately 158, 145, and 16 1 mm respectively. The sllnulation predicts conesponding 

deflections of 159, 149, and 172 mm. The predicted deflections are close to the measured 

deflections indicating that the average stiffness in the tires is accurate. The exact height 

of the centre of the tires is difficult to measure. The centre of the tire hub is inset from the 

tire, and one side of the vehicle deflects more than the other causing the system to rotate 

slightly. These difficuities transiate into a larger measurement error associated with the 

centre of the tire. With the system in this configuration a mass is added to the 

manipulator arm to determine the position and size of mass required to reach the 

instability point. The experiment determined that the system becomes unstable if a mass 

between 4 and 6 kg is added to the end of the gripper. The simulation predicts that the 

system becomes unstable for a mass between 3 and 4 kg. The cause of the simulations 

under prediction is likely due to the rigidity of the system. .Ml of the bodies in the 

simulation are rigid and therefore do not deflect to resist instability in the same fashion as 

a real world system. 

The next experiments extended the prismatic link between the Torso A m  2 and 

the Gripper by 300 mm. The extension of the link caused the tires to deflect another 5 

mm, which was also predicted by the simulation. However when a mass was added to the 

simulation the system almost immediately became unstable. Once the system settles in 

the current configuration the position of the end of the extension link is below the same 

position for the real system. As a result, a smaller mas is required to create instability in 

the system. The tire stiffness was increased to 50000 N/m to decrease the deflection in the 

tires and allow the simulation to more closely match the experiment for the current 

configuration. The remainder of the static and quasistatic simulations were performed 

with a tire stiffness of 50000 N/m. When a 2 kg mass is added 68 mm ahead of the 

prismatic Link the system remains stable, but if an additional 2 kg mass is added the 

system becomes unstable. The simulation predicts that the system is unstable for a mas 

of approximately 1.5 kg. The simuiation consistently under predicts the load required to 

cause instability, however, the magnitude of the error is not extreme and increases the 

factor of safety in the system. 
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The simulation also under predicts the deflection that the manipulator cm handle 

before becoming unstable. Experiments determined that the end of the extension link cm 

be forced down from its natural position of 74 cm to 69.5 a above the ground. The 

simulation closely matches the nanual position, but becomes unstable if the extension 

link is forced below 73 cm above the ground. This is partly due to the large stiffness used 

for the tire properties. If lower tire stiffness is used in the simulation the manipulator can 

be forced further downwards without becoming unstable, but the system cannot handle as 

large forces on the manipulator. From the instability point the time required for the 

system to stop vibrating after being released was 7-8 seconds. The simulation predicts 

that the system will only require 5 seconds to stop vibrating when released from the 

instability point. However, the simulation only retums 10 mm versus the 45 mm uaveled 

by the experiment. 

Further quasi-static experiments involved forcing the manipulator arm upwards. 

and measuring the time to stop vibrating. The experiments showed that if the manipulator 

was forced up to 77.5 cm and dropped the system became unstable. An equivalent 

simulation continued the under prediction trend and predicted that the system becomes 

unstable if the manipulator is lifted to 76 cm, again emng to the side of safety. 

The next experiment lifted the manipulator to 76 cm and required 7 seconds to 

stop vibrating after king released. The simulation lifted the manipulator a m  to 75 ctn 

and predicted 5 seconds for the system to stop vibrating. 

The next set of expenments involved lifting the manipulator arm by contracting 

the motor between Torso Base and Torso Arm 1 to 67 cm. resulting in the manipulator 

arm pointing almost directly upward. The centre of the rear tire on the side with the 

higher load was measured to be 17.7 cm above the ground and predicted by the 

simulation to be 17.5 cm above the ground. A force was then applied to the system to 

change the position of the rear tire. Once stable the force was removed and the time 

required for the system to stop vibrating was rneasured. The simulation predicts that the 

system will require 10 seconds to settle if the tire centre is raised by 5 cm, while the 

experiment determined that the system would settle in 7 seconds. The final experiment 

forced the tire centre to 26 cm above the ground and required 9 seconds for the system to 

settle, however, during the equivalent simulation once the system was released it dropped 
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and then continued to roll over, indicating that the system canot hancile deflections of 

that magnitude for the cunent configuration. 

The static and quasi-static experiments and corresponding simulations indicate 

that the simulation mode1 accurately predicts the behaviour of the system. When the 

manipulator is perpendicular to the chassis the system configurations are more prone to 

instability issues. When the manipulator is perpendicular to the chassis the simulations 

under predict the load and displacement required to cause instability in the system. 

6.2 PRELIMINARY DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS 

The configuration of initial dynarnic experiments were the sarne as the initial 

static experiments, with the manipulator straight forward and the extension and prismatic 

links parallel to the ground. The tire stiffness for the dynamic simulation is returned to 

40000 N/m. For the first expenrnent the vehicle was driven at full velocity of 1 nds 

forward and backwards. When constant velocity was reached the vehicle was stopped and 

the time required for the vehicle to settle was recorded. For the experiments the systern 

took 5 seconds to settle for the forward velocity and 4 seconds to settle for the backward 

velocity. The results of the simulation closely matched the experiments, predicting 4.5 

seconds for the forward velocity and 4 seconds for the backward velocity. 

The next dynamic experiments started with the same configuration and rotated the 

turret at its N1 velocity of 2 rpm or 0.21 rad/.. The rotation was stopped when the 

manipulator rotated to 90' and i 80°. The systems required 4.3 seconds and 4.4 seconds to 

settle. The corresponding simulations predicted 2 seconds and 3 seconds to settle. 

However, the simulation predicted very little vibration and appeared critically damped 

with very little overshoot after the system was halted The simulation predicts that the 

system is more highly damped, however, the maximum angular velocity from the 

experiments was difiïcult to determine and may be too low in the simulations. 

The third set of dynamic experiments also started with the manipulator pointing 

straight forward and then contracted the motor between Torso Base and Tono Arm 1 at 

its maximum velocity of 15 m d s .  The motor started at a length of 92 cm and was 
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stopped when it reached 77.7 cm. After the motor stopped the system required 4.3 

seconds to settle. The simulation was similar to the previous predictions, requiring almost 

no tirne to settle because very Little vibration was experienced. 

The second style of dynamic experiments performed on the real system involved 

deflecting the manipulator and recording the magnitude of the retum oscillation. The 

configuration of the fmt experiment involved the manipulator pointing straight forward 

with the extension and prismatic links parallel to the ground. The end of the extension 

link was deflected downwards by 77 mm and oscillated 12 mm above the original 

position. The simulation accurately predicted that the manipulator would oscillate 18.5 

mm above the original configuration. The next experiment forced the end of the extension 

link upwarâ by 55 mm, and the manipulator oscillated 37 mm below the initial position. 

The simulation was very accurate for this case, predicting the identical oscillation of 37 

mm. 

The next set of oscillation experiments was perfomed with the manipulator 

rotated by 90". The first experiment forced the end of the extension link down 6 1 m i ,  

and the manipulator responded with an oscillation of 11 mm above the original position. 

The simulation predicted that the system would oscillate 15 mm above the original 

position. The second experiment lifted the extension link 27 mm and the system oscillated 

29 mm below the original position. The simulation predicts that the rnanipulator will 

oscillate 24 mm below the original position for the same deflection. 

The prelimhary dynamic simulations al1 accurately predict the results of the 

experiments. Furthemore the dynamic simulations do not experience the under 

prediction which was present in the static and quasi-static cases that involved the 

manipulator arm perpendicular to the chassis. 

Overall, the static, quasi-static, and preliminary dynamic simulations accurately 

predicted the response of the system. AU of the simulations produced results that are 

reasonably close to the results from the experiment with no drastic differences. More 

comprehensive dynamic experiments will be addressed in the next section. 
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Table 6.2: Summary of output analysis experhients and simulations 
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6.3 COMPREHENSIVE DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS 
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4.4 
4.3 

1 1 / - 
29 

Fout sets of dynamic experiments were performed on the complete MR-1 system. 

The goal of these experïmeats was to obtain input and output data to the system that can 

be correlated to data predicted by the simulation models. The expeciinents required two 
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Figure 6.2: Tachonieter voltage power spectral densis, 

digital oscilloscopes to record the input voltage at the motor tachorneters and motor 

drivers. The voltages are directly related to the speed of the motor drive shaft, and 

provide accurate information about the tme input velocity of the vehicle. The output x 

and z displacements of the end effector were recorded using a laser light source and the 

pan and tilt cmera attached to M M .  

The experiments consisted of staning MR-1 from O d s ,  accelerating to full speed 

(- 1 d s )  and decelerating back to O d s .  These expenments were performed for both 

fonvard and reverse, in 2 different configurations. Resulting in four different sets of 

expenments. Each experiment involved MR-1 driving approximately 4 m and lasted less 

than 8 seconds, 

During each experiment the tachometer voltage was recorded 16000 times, and 

the driver voltage was recorded 2 0 0  tirne. The voltages were downloaded from the 

oscilloscopes to a PC so that they couid be fltered and input into DADPf.  The 

tachometer voltage is a direct comlation to the motor speed, has more data points and 

contains less "noise" than the driver voltage. Hence, it was used as the input for the 

simulations. The tachometer voltage was input into MA-. The tachometer voltage 

contains a significant amount of high fkequency noise. To determine the frequencies that 

have a large influence on the data a spectnim plot of the voltage was created using the 
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Figure 6.3: Tachometer voltage 

spectrum and specplor commands in M A T M M  The spec tm command performs a 

spectral analysis using the Welch method. (Kay, 1988) (Welch, 1967) Figure 6.2 shows 

the estimated spectral density of the tachometer signal and its bounds. 

Figure 6.2 indicates the spectral density is greatest for low frequency signals 

below 30 Hz, medium frequency signals between 30 and 60 Hz and high frequency 

signais between 600 and 800 Hz. The frequencies with the highest spectral densities have 

the greatest influence on the signal. The 600 to 800 Hz range has a high spectral density 

due to the phase width modulation (PWM) of the motor. The overall dynamic system is 

not sensitive enough to be influenced by the high ftequency signal. A Butterworth low- 
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pass filter was used to filter the tachometer voltage. (Selesnick et ai., 1996) The btmr 

command in MATLAB was used to filter the data for O to 30 Hi and O to 60 Hz. Figure 6.3 

shows the voltage data without a filter, with a 30 Hz Butterworth filter, and with a 60 H= 

Butterwonh filter. Figure 6.3 demonstrates that both the 30 and 60 Hz filters significûntly 

reduce the noise in the data. The data was then integrated to get rotation versus time and 

subsequentiy 1 in every 16 data points was chosen to be input into DADS. This reduced 

the number of data points in the motor driver to less than 1000 instead of 16000, but 

maintained a very close approximation to the true cuves. The simulation was tested for 

al1 three types of filter and no mesurable difference wûs found, as seen in Figure 6.4. 

Hence the 30 Hz filter is large enough to capture aii the data which influence the system. 

The simulation validation procedure performed on MR-1 was extensive. The first 

stage involved performing a sensitivity analysis on the parameten to detemine which 

parameters have the greatest influence on the system. The location of the joints, the mass 

and C.G. of the end effectors, and the stiffness and damping of the tires have been 

determined to be the most sensitive parameters. The locations of the joints and masses of 

the subsystems were aIî accurately de<ermined prior to assembling the model. Hence, 

there is minimal variabiiity in these parameters. The tire properties and the Centre of 
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Experiment 1 vs. Nominal Simulation 

Figure 6.5: DADS output vs. the experinrent for the noniinal euse 

Gravity of the system could not be accurately detemiined and have a larger amount of 

variability. 

The nominai model output, shown in Figure 6.5, does not accurately reflect the 

experiment output for either amplitude or frequency of the response. Hence, optirnization 

of the unknown and known model pararneters had to be performed to more closely match 

the simulation with the experiments. 

The initial attempt at optimizing the simulation involved determining a linear 

model for the simulation. The goal was to determine the range of a parameter, about the 

nominal value, that produces linear outputs. Table 6.3 lists the important parmeters that 

were used in the linearization simulations. Each parameter was aitered a total of four 

tirnes, two in each direction, from the nominal case. 

The output results, shown in Figures 6.6-6.12, were recorded and compared to 

determine if the mode1 was linear for the change in parameters. Figure 6.6 demonstrates 

the output response for changes in the position of the Chassis - Turret Revolute Joint, and 

the position after 1 second for the 5 different simulation ruas. Figure 6.6 indicates that an 

interesting effect takes place as the Chassis - Turret and as a result the entire manipulator 
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arm are moved in the x direction. The change in output for the 5 cm and 10 cm 

movements in both directions produce similar results, which are different from the 

nominal case. Furthemore, the output positions after 1 second indicate that the 

relationship between the cases is very non-linear. 

In general, the altered simulation runs follow a similar pattern to the nominal 

case, with respect to frequency and amplitude of oscillation. Altering the parameters 

resuits in changes to the magnitude of oscillation as well as the frequency. but not to the 

same magnitude as the experiment results shown in Figure 6.5. The middle portion of the 

experiment, between 2 and 5 seconds, is vastly different then any of the outputs produced 

by changing the individual parameters. The majority of the parameters were altered by 

values that are well beyond the measurement variability and as a result the outputs shown 

in Figures 6.6 - 6.12 have larger variations than would be possible due to errors in the 

measurement. Investigation into the results leads to two conclusions. The First is thût the 

system is highly non-linear and any appreciable change in parmeters resuits in non- 

linear changes to the output. The second is that if the system is considered to be linear, 

reasonable changes to al1 of the parameters will not influence the system enough to match 

the simulation with the experiment. 

The conclusion that the system is highly non-linear prevents the second 

conciusion, which is only valid if the system is linear, from king validated. To validate 

the second conclusion an optimization routine was deveioped in MATLABm. The routine 

alters the sensitive parameters and compares the simulation and experiment results. The 

optimization routine uses the constr function in MATLAB". The constr function fin& 

the constrained minimum of a function of several variables. The function was used to 

aiter the important parameters, within a specified range, and minimize the root mean 

squared error between the experiment and simulation. A number of iterations were 

prformed combining different initial values and various step values, however the same 

conclusion was determined. Reasonable changes in the known parameter values do not 

result in significant changes to the simulation output. 
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Table 6.3: Linearized paranleters 

Parameter 

Chassis - Turret 

w 

r 

Revolute Joint 

Tire Stiffness 

Change 

Tire 2 & 5 

Tire 3 & 6 

Chassis Turret 

Tire Dampinp; 
T i r e l h 4  

-0.1 
-0.1 
-0.1 
-0.1 
-0.1 
-0.1 
-20000 

Z 
X 
2 
X 
Z 

Chassis - Turret 

Chassis - Turret 

Torso Base - Torso Arm 1 

Torso Arm 1 - Torso Arm 2 

-0.05 
-0.1 
-0.05 
-0.1 
-0.05 

Chassis - Turret (t=l ) 

X 
Z 
X 
Z 
X 
z 

[ - I o 0 0  
X 1 -0.1 

0.025 
0.05 
0.025 
0.05 
0.025 

-0.025 
-0.05 
-0.025 
-0.05 
-0.035 

-0.01 5' 
-0.1 -0.05 O 0.05 0.1 

Change in Parameter 

O. I 
O. 1 
O, 1 
O. 1 
0.1 
o. 1 
20000 

-0.05 
-0.05 
-0.05 
-0.05 
-0.05 
-0.05 
-10000 

- - 

0.05 
0.1 
0.05 
0.1 
0.05 

Figure 6. 6: Output results for movernenr of the Chassis - Turret revoltrte joint 
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Tarso Base - Torso Arrn 1 
1 

Torso Base - Torso Am 1 

Tirne (s] Change in Parameter 

Figure 6. 7: O~rtput resu lts for niovenient of the Torso Base - Torso Ami 1 rrvultitr joint 

Torso Am 1 - Torso Am 2 

0 2 4 6 8 1 0  0 -0.05 O 0.05 0.1 
lime [si Change in Parameter 

Figure 6.8: Output results for movenienr of the Torso Am 1 - Torso Arm 2 revulute joint 
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Tire Stiffness Tire Stiffness 
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Time [s] 
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Figure 6.9: Outpur results for changing the tire stifiess and dianlping parameters 
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Figutt 6.10: Output resuitsfor movement of Tires 1 und 4 
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Tire 2 8 5 (t=l) 

Tire 2 & 5 
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- - 
0 2 4 6 0 1 0  

Tirne [s] 

1 
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Figure 6. il: Output resulrs for movenienr of Tires 2 and 5 

Tire 3 & 6 Tire 3 8 6 (t=l) 

Tire 3 8 6 Tire 3 & 6 (t=1) 
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Figure 6.12: Output results for mavernent of Tires 3 and 6 
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Table 6.4: Stifiess valrres for jle-rible joints siniulutions 

Joint 
I 

Motor 1 - 2 

Motor 3 - 4 

Chassis - Turret 

Torso Base - Torso Arm 1 

6.3.2 Flexible Bodies 

One major assumption made in most dynamic andysis packages is that al1 bodies 

are rigid with mathematically perfect joints. Al1 real systems have flexible bodies and 

joints. With this information it was hypothesized that the tlexibility in the bodies and 

joints was creating larger amplitudes and increasing the frequency of the systern. To 

model the flexibility in the system. high stiffness springs were modelled in the rotation 

and translation joints of the model. The effect of the end-effector vertical motion is 

illustrated in Figure 6.13. The spring constants were then tuned to optirnize the 

I Torso Arm 1 - Torso Arm 2 I 

Flexibility Model Output 

Case A 

Flexibility Model Output 

Case B 

Stinnes Diplacement 

O 2 4 6 8 10 
Time [s] 

Case C 

S tifhess Stiffness 

Time [SI 

60000 [ N h ]  

36000 [N/rad] 

- 1 
-0.0 1 
0.0 
0.0 1 

1 
- 1 
O 

Figure 6. 13: System output for flexible joints simulations 
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O 
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simulation. Figure 6.13 demonstrates the response of the system to various stiffness 

values in the Chassis - Turret, Torso Base - Torso Arm 1, and Torso Arm 1 - Tono Arm 

2 joints. The stiffness values used in the cases shown in Figure 6.13 are displayed in 

Table 6.4. To simulate tnie flexibility, Case A uses non-linear springs to sirnulate a 

region of "play" and flexibility in the joints. The springs have zero stiffness at zero 

displacement and then increase to a large stiffness as the displacement increases. Cases B 

and C use linear springs with Case C baving 20% larger values than Case B. 

Figure 6.13 shows the output response from the initiai position and the variation 

in the vertical position of the manipulator, once it has settled. The change in the initial 

values indicate the effect of the change in the stiffness parameten, but the small changes 

in the variation of the end-effector vertical position indicate that the flexibility in the 

system does not have much effect on the magnitude of the oscillations, or the frequency 

of the response. The spring constants, and hence system stiffness must be large enough to 

statically support the system. Due to the high stiffness in the springs, the magnitudes of 

the forces experienced during the experiments are not large enough to excite the springs 

and hence do not affect the overall system. From these results it is concluded that the 

flexibility in the system does not have a significant impact on the output response. 

From this point, it was concluded that the intemal parameters of the system were 

not producing large differences between the simulation and the experiments. The tire 

properties and location of the system centre of gravity are the only parmeters with some 

variability and they do not influence the system enough to match the simulation and 

experiments. 

6.3.3.1 Motor Input 

An investigation into the extemal influences on the system was also performed. 

The most obvious influence on the system is the input profile to the drive motors. It was 

hypothesized that there was an error band associated with the measurement of the input 

velocity to the motor. An optimization procedure was performed on the input to 
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Input Velocity to Motor 
1 1  

Output Results 
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Figure 6. 1 4  Altered motor input vs. me motor input 

the drive train. It was determined that by altering the input, the simulation could match 

the experiment. However, the changes required to the input make it drastically different 

thm the measured input to the experiments. Figure 6.14 demonstrates the measured input 

and the altered input required to increase the frequency and amplitude of oscillation in the 

simulation. The input was altered as shown in Figure 6.14 until approxirnately 7 seconds. 

The input was then set back to the original values. The results cm be seen in the second 

plot of Figure 6.14. The simulation and the experiment match closely untii the input is 

retumed to the measured value. At this point the simulation and experiment are vastly 

different until the system starts slowing down. Once the system starts slowing down the 

two cases match. 

Examination of the input data shown in Figure 6.14 reveals that the altered input 

accelerates at a much greater rate than the measured input. Furthemore, the simulation 

response for the period of acceleration maintains a smdler amplitude of oscillation, 

indicating that the acceleration is still too low. The simulation input requires 100% larger 

acceleration and drastic changes in the velocity to create the sûme response as the 

experiment. The ciifferences between the altered input and the measured input are far 

greater than a reasonable error band for the measurement. A review of the input 

measurement was performed and no fault was found in the measurement. The tachometer 
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voltage of the drive motor was directly measured using an oscilloscope. The tachometer 

is directly attached to the drive shaft, which dnves the tires through a mechanical 

gearbox. Furthemore, the simulation has been performed without removing the high 

frequency noise in the motor input and the system response remains unchanged. As well, 

th< predicted distance traveled by the robot corresponds to the distance recorded in the 

experiment. Hence the input to the system is known, and has a minimal arnount of 

uncertainty. 

6.3.3.2 Road Profile 

Further investigation into the environmental influences on the system revealed 

that another possible influence was the contour of the ground. or road profile. The 

experiments were perfonned on what was thought to be a smooth flat hallway floor with 

negligible variations in height. Some test simulations were performed on the road profile. 

and it was discovered that small changes in the road profile resulted in large changes to 

the simulation output. The experiment setup was reviewed and it was concluded that the 

hallway floor did in fact have some variations in height, which had been incorrectly 

assumed as negligible. Measurement of the hallway profile is not practical for two 

reasons. The first is that the system responds to changes in height of less than 1 mm and 

the accuracy of the measurement wouid not be sufficient for the sensitivity of the system. 

The second reason is that the precise path that MR-1 traveled during the expenments is 

different for each experiment and unknown. Once measurement of the tnie road profile 

was eliminated, a manual optimization routine was performed to determine the road 

profile that would match the output of the simulation with the expenment. Reasonably 

close output results were obtained for a road profile which varied by less then 2 cm in 

height over 4 m. 

6.4 TUNING PARAMETERS 

An optimization and tuning procedure was developed to determine the correct 

system parameters and road profde for each set of experiments. Each experiment 

involved two steps, driving MR-I forwad and driving MR-1 backward over essentidly 
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Figure 6. 15: Tuning algorifhm 

the same road profile. The road profile and unknown system parameters were manually 

adjusted for the forward case. Once a good fit was found the adjusted road profile and 

system parameters were used as the base for tuning the backward case. The tuning 

algorithm is based on a procedure first suggested by Sugeno and Yasukawa (1993) and 

recently modified by Emami et al ( 1998). 

The tuning algorithm works on a basic principal. It makes incremental changes to 

each of the parameters and keeps the changes that result in a reduced error, thereby 

ensuring that the algorithm will always converge to a local minimum. The algorithm for 

these experiments is set up with two sets of parameters. The first set is associated with 

the road profile and the second set is the unknown model parameters. Error 1 is the 

squared sum of the difference between the expenment and the simulation as MR- I drives 

over the road profile, and is the error used for the first set of parameters. Error 2 is the 

squared sum of the difference between the simulation and the experiment once MR-I has 

started to stop. Error 2 is used for tuning the second set of parameters. 

The algorithm perfoms the foilowing procedure to tune the system. Figure 6.14 

provides a graphical representation of the algorithm. The algorithm adds a set amount to 

the fmt tuning parameter. Once the parameter has been adjusted the DADPf definition 

file is modified and the model is solved using D m .  The output results are recorded 

and input Uito MA-. UATLABTM proceeds to calculate and record the error 
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associated with the results. The algorithm then subtracts the set amount from the first 

tuning parameter and resolves the model. The errors associated with the originai case, the 

larger parameter, and the smaller parameter are compared. If either of the new cases has a 

lower error than the original case the best case replaces the original case and the 

algorithm moves ont0 the next parameter. If both cases have a higher error than the 

original the incremental amount is divided in half and the procedure restarts. This 

continues until one of the cases has a lower error than the original. or until the 

incremental amount has been divided 3 times. If the adjustrnent parameter is divided 3 

times and continues to produced higher errors for both cases, the algonthm assumes that 

the current piuameter is the best and moves ont0 the next parameter. The procedure is 

continued until al1 of the parameters in the fxst set have k e n  adjusted. Once al1 of the 

parameters in the f h t  set have been adjusted, the aigorithm begins adjusting the second 

set of pararneters and comparing the results with error 2. 

The same procedure as the first set of parameters is followed until the final 

parameter has been completed. At this point the algorithm has completed the f'irst 

iteration. Once the fiat iteration is complete the algonthm modifies the testing set, for 

Tuning of Badrwad ûutput Response 
i i 1 ' 1  ' 1  i  i .  1 . 1  1 

Test of Fofward Output Response 
1 ! 

l 

Figum 6.16: Tuning and resting error values of Erperiment 1 
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these experiments the forward motion simulation. with the new parameters. The testing 

set is solved and the results are recorded. At this point the dgonthm starts again using the 

new parameters as the originals, and resetting the adjustment values to their original 

values. The MATLABm[ programs for the iuning procedure are in Appendix II. 

A manual adjustment routine was performed on the road profile and unknown 

system panmeters for the fust experiment. The road profile is comprised of 8 points 

which can be altered in both the x and y directions, resulting in 16 parameters. The 

system parameters that were used are (C. G.),, (C. G.),, Front Tire Stiffness, Middle Tire 

Stiffness, Front Tire Damping, and Middle Tire Damping. These parameten have the 

largest variability and hence cm be aitered without contradicting the system 

measurements. The rear tire stiffness and damping were originally included in the tuning 

algorithm, but due to the configuration of the robot the rear tires rarely corne into contact 

with the ground and don't influence the output. The stiffness and damping values for the 

rear tire will be assigned the average of the front and rniddle tire. The parameters were 

input into the tuning aigonthm and the backward case of experiment 1 was tuned. Figure 

6.16 displays the error associated with part 1 and part 2 for both the tuning and testing 

Tuning: Output Response Testing: Output Response 

C 
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L 
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-0.06 I 
O 2 4 6 8 
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F i g m  6.17: Éjrperiment I iteratiun 3 and 4 output response 
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case. As expected the tuning algorithm greatly reduces the error associated with part 1. 

The road profde parameters have a much larger effect on the output response than 

the system parametea. Hence, the tuning algorithm is able to closely match the 

simulation and experiment for part 1. The tuning algorithm initidy increases the error 

associated with part 2 and then slowly decreases the error once the error for part 1 has 

reached a plateau. As the nurnber of iterations perfomed by the algonthm increase the 

error associated with the testing set also increases. The error in the testing set is expected 

to increase initially because the parameters were manually adjusted, and rnost changes 

will result in a higher error. The error remains fairly constant between the 1" and 41h 

iteration indicating that the tuning is working as anticipated. Reducing the error in the 

tuning set and only slightly increasing the error in the testing set. After the 4'h iteration 

the error for part f begins increasing drarnatically. This is because there is a step at the 

beginning of the road profile of the testing set. The step in the testing set is equivalent to 

a drop off in the training set. The training set continues to make the drop off steeper, 

resulting in a lower error. However, the steeper step induces large oscillations in the 

testing set. 

The results from the simulations show that the optimum number of iterations for 

Tuning: Output Response 
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Figure 6. I8: Expetiînent I tuning and testing outpirt response 
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experiment 1 is either 3 or 4. The errors associated with iterations 3 and 4 are shown in 

Table 6.5. There is a slight contradiction between the error results for the two iterations. 

Iteration 4 has a lower enor for part 1 of the tuning case and part 2 of the testing case, but 

a larger error for part 2 of the tuning case and part 1 of the testing case. The overall error 

is compared for the two iterations and iteration 4 has an 8 8  lower error for the tuning 

case and a 4.5% higher error for the testing case. Since the improvement in the tuning 

case is greater than the decrease in the testing case, iteration 4 was chosen as the 

optimum parameters. Figure 6.17 displays the output response for experiment I and both 

iteration 3 and iteration 4. Very little difference c m  be seen between the results. Table 

6.5 displays the system puameters for the fust experiment after iteration 4. Furthemore, 

the road profile after iteration 4 is shown in Figure 6.18. 

I Value 

Parameter 1 Experiment 1 1 Experiment 2 1 Average 

Centre of Gravity x 
I I 1 

Centre of Gravity z 1 0.002 

Front Tire Stiffness 

0.002 
1 

-0,O 1 15 1 -0.00475 

Middle Tire Stiffness 

Middle Tire Damping 1 1800 1 1 6 0  1 1700 

0.004 

53000 

1 1 

Table 6.5: Tuned system paranieters 

0.0 

57500 

Front Tire Damping 1 2000 1800 I 

Original 

66000 

1900 

lmprovement 

(3 & 4 
18.7% 

59500 

66750 

T&& 6.6: Erperiment 1 tuning and testing errors 

62125 
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Experiment 1 Road Profile 
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Figure 6.19: Experiment 1 rmd profde 
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Figure 6.20: Erperintent 1-2 Output Response 

Figure 6.19 displays the output results for experiment 1,  the original parameten, 

and the parameters after the 4h iteration. A large improvement can be seen in the tuning 

results between the original parmeters and the tuned parameters. The original parameters 

were manually optimized for the testing set and hence the output fits the experiment data. 

However, the tuned parameters also have a good fit for the testing data. Each experiment 

was performed two times for a given configuration. To codirm the tuned system 

pararneters and roipd profde, the second nui of experiment I was simulated. The results 
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are shown in Figure 6.20. The close match between the simulation and experiment 

c o n f i i  the validity of the parameten and road profile. The second run of the experiment 

traveled a greater distance. As a result, after 4.5 seconds the simulation and the 

experiment no longer continue to match und the robot starts braking. This is because the 

road profile for the second experiment has only been determined for the distance that the 

first nin covered. 

The manual adjustment and tuning procedure was performed on the second 

experiment, which entailed the same forward and backward motion but had the 

manipulator ann in a different position. The tuning results are shown in Figure 6.21. 

Figure 6.21 indicates that the second experiment required substantidly more tuning 

iterations to reach the optimal parameters. inspection of the error shown in Figure 6.2 1 

indicates that the error for part 1 continuously increases with the tuning iterations, but the 

rate of increase declines between iterations 6 and 15. The eaor associated with part 2, the 

braking portion of the curve, increases dramatically with the fïst two iterations and then 

continuously decreases until iteration 12, at which point the error begins to increase. Due 

to the differences in the error patterns for part 1 and part 2 the optimal iteration is not 

obvious. 

Tuning of Backward Output Response Test of Fonvard Output Response 

Simulation Runs Complete lteration 

Figure 6.21: Experiment 2 tuning and testing results 
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Table 6. 7: fiperimenr 2 tuning and tesring ireration resitlts 
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Tabk 6.8: Output error for the optimal MR-I parameters 
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Inspection of the error patterns reveals thai iterations 8, 12 and 14 should be 

considered as the optimal parameten. AU three iteration correspond to low error in the 

tuning set. Iteration 8 corresponds to a slight decrease in the error for part 1 of the testing 

set. Iteration 12 corresponds to the lowest error for part 2 of the testing set, and is nearing 

the end of the plateau error for part 1. Findy, iteration 4 corresponds to the lowest 

overail error in the system. The results for the three iterations are shown in 6.7. 

Table 6.7 shows the improvement in normalized error between iteration 8, 

iteration 12, and iteration 14 with respect to the original. For the tuning set, al1 of the 

iterations indicate a similar level of error. For the testing set iteration 8 shows ü 

significantly higher overall error than the other two iterations. Iteration 12 has a higher 

enor for part 1, but a lower enor for part 2, than iteration 14. Iteration 12 was chosen as 

the optimal iteration because part 2 is concemed with the MR-1 panmeters and not the 

road profile. As a result iteration 12 should correspond to more accurate MR-I 

puameters. 

The output response for iteration 12 is shown in Figure 6.22. Ii cm be seen that 

the tuned parameters produce an output which closely matches the experiment for both 

the forward and backward case. This result confirms that the tuned panmeters in iteration 

12 are valid. 
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Figure 6.22: fipenitient 2 iteration 12 outpttt response 
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Table 6.8 indicates that the average parametea produced lower overall error in al1 

of the simulations. Furthemore, the average parameters produced lower errors for part 1 

and part 2 for the backward case in both experiments. The forward case of expenment 1 

indicated that the average parameters resulted in lower error for part 1, but a higher error 

for part 2. It is interesthg to note that the parameters for configuration 2. and the average 

parametea, both produced better ecror for part 2. The forward case for expenment 2 

resulted in similar errors for part 1 and better erroa for the average parameters in part 2 It 

can be concluded that the average parameten produce the best overall results with respect 

to the expenments. The parameters for experiment 1, experiment 3, and the average are 

shown in Table 6.5. 

6.5 MR-1 DESIGN OPTLMIZATION 

The MR-1 simulation model has been confirrned to behave in the sarne manner as 

the tme MR-1 system. The output results have been validated and the simulation model 

has been proven to produce accurate results. A design optimization methodology hüs 

been developed for mobile manipulators. Two simple design optimizations have been 

perfonned to test the methodology, and both have produced encouraging results. 

The design optimization methodology produces effective results and is easy to 

implement. The MATLABTM code for the optimization routine is shown in Appendix II. 

The main feature of the optimization is the constr command in MATLABW. Constr finds 

the constrained minimum of a function of several variables. 

X = constr(FUN, XO,OPTIONS, XLB, XUB) (6. 1) 

The functions starts with the initial parameters, XO, and finds a constrained minimum to 

the function which is descnbed in FUN. The function FUN retums two arguments; a 

scalar value of the function to be minimized, F, and a matrix of constraints, G. F is 

minimized such that G < O. OPTIONS is included to allow a vector of optional 

parameters. Fmally, VU3 and VU3 define a set of lower and upper bounds on the design 

variables, X, so that the solution is always in the range VU3 SX I VUB. 
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To perfonn the optimization the user determines the design parameters that need 

to be opiimized. A larger number of parameters will result in a longer optimization run, 

however more parameters wiii reveai more about the system. Constr calls a function in 

M A T W  that inputs the new parameters into the D A ü P  definition file, and then uses 

DADS Solverm to solve the model. The output results are imported in MATLABmf, and 

an error is calculated. The error value is sent back to the original program that contains 

constr. The parameters are altered again and the process continues. As mentioned, constr 

attempts to find a constrained minimum of the enor that is retumed from the function. 

6.5.1 Optimizaton of MR-1 Parameters 

The first stage of the optimization was to determine parameters with two qualities. 

The first quality was that they could be easily changed on the existing robots or using the 

existing design. The second was that the system response to changes in the parameters 

was unknown. For example reducing the mass of the end effector will always create a 

more stable system. As a result the end effector mas was not included in the 

optimization routine. After investigation, the following parameters were determined to 

meet the two criteria. 

Front and middle tire z position 

Middle tire x position 

Front tire x position 

Tire radius 

r Counter weight placed at the back of the vehicle 

X position of the counter weight. 

Counter weight placed in the chassis at the location of the centre tire 

These seven parameters were used in the optimization algorithm. The adjustment 

of the parameters was limited to ensure that the results could be incorporated into the 

current MR-I system. The position of the tires was limited to 12.5 cm, and the radius of 

the tire was Limited to f 1.25 cm. The counter weights have a maximum mass of 30 kg and 

the C.G. of the counter weight on the rear of the vehicle cm move a maximum of 

f 10 a in the x direction. No constraints were placed on the system. 
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The configuration of the vehicle involved the manipulator  am^ directly in front of 

the vehicle in the same configuration as expriment 1. The vehicle was accelerated, 

aiiowed to run at a constant velocity and then decelerated to a stop in the forward 

direction and then dnven backward wiih the same velocity profile. The acceleration and 

deceleration are similac to the values determined by the dynarnic expenments. 

The error for the simulations was determined as the absolute distance the end- 

effector is away fiom the datum of the configuration, multiplied by 100 and squared. 

As a result, less stable designs result in larger oscillations from the datum, and hence 

result in larger error values. As the design becomes more stable, the end-effector's 

magnitude of oscillation decreases, resulting in a reduced error. This is a valid error 

because it incorporates the effect from both the forward and backward movements of the 

mobile manipulator. 

The optimization was startad with the parameters that represent the current MR- I 

robot. The error associated with these parameters is 143.77. The optimization was 

performed and converged successfully with an error of 5.99, a reduction of 137.78. The 

optirnized change in the nominal parameter values is shown in Table 6.9. 

Table 6.9 indicates that the counter weights are not required in the optimized 

design. The movement of the tires and change in tire radius were al1 set to their limits. 

indicating that reduction in the radius of the tires and movement of the front and middle 

tires forward and upward results in a more stable design. The reduction in tire radius and 

movement of the tires upwards essentially lowers the C.G. of the system. Figure 6.23 

shows the output response for the original parameters and the optimized parameters. It 

1 Parameter 1 Change 1 
Front and Middle Tire z 
Front Tue x 
Middle Tue x 

0.025 
0.025 
0.025 

Tue Radius 
Middle Counter Weight 

Tpblc 6. I: Optimized parameter adjustments 

-0.0 12s 
O. 136 

Rear Counter Weipht 
Rear Counter Weight x 

0.035 
0.1 
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c m  be seen that the behaviour of the system remains similar, but the magnitude of the 

oscillations for the optimized design are significantly smaller. Figure 6.23 indicates that 

the optirnized design results in a ~ i g ~ c a n t l y  more stable design which reduces the 

osciilations in the system. 

The optimized design was mn for the four test cases used to determine the tuned 

system parameters. Figure 6.24 shows four plot of system response for the tuned case and 

the optimized parameten. It can be seen that with a road profile that has some variation 

in height, the optimized parameters significantly reduce the oscillations in the end 

effector. 

The second optimization performed on the simulation mode1 of MR-1 involved a 

more general simulation run and did not restrict the design parameten. The manipulator 

started in the same configuration as the fust optimization, but then rotated to the left by 

30" with respect to the chassis, resulting in the C.G. of the vehicle moving off the centre 

line. The systern was then driven over a bump and proceeded to make two tums, one to 

System Response 

Figure 6.23: Output response for original and optimized parameters 
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Configuration 1 - Forward 
0.031 A 

3 - Configuration 2 - Forward 
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Configuration 1 - Backward 

Configuration 2 - Backward 

O-O3 1 

-0.02 ' I 
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Figure 6.24: Output response for test cases 

the nght and one to the lefi. The tires were dnven with the velocity profiles shown in 

Figure 6.25. The velocity profile indicates the system accelerated to its full velocity, 

approximately 1 d s ,  in 2 seconds. The system continued at a constant velocity for 2 

seconds, and then the right side tires were decelerated to commence tuming. MR-1 tums 

by adjusting the power to the tires, essentially increasing or decreasing the speed of one 

side to cause the vehicle to turn. If the system is stationary, one set of tires will drive 

fonvard, and the other set will drive backward ailowing the vehicle to nirn while 

remaining in one position. Tuniing to the nght was performed for 2 seconds and the 

vehicle was aiiowed to settle at full velocity for another 2 seconds. The left side tires 
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Right Side Tire Velocity 

-u 

-2 O 2 4 6 8 I O  12 14 

Left Side Tire Velocity 

Figure 6.25: Optiniiration 2 velocity profile 

were then decelerated to commence turning to the left. The speed of the left side tires did 

not have to be reduced as much as the right side tires to accomplish the same degree of 

tun. This is because the C.G. of the vehicle is on the left side and hence the vehicle 

naturally wants to pull to the left. The system was again dlowed to settie for 2 seconds at 

full velocity More stopping in I second. An additional 4 seconds was simulated at the 

end to record the oscillations. 

The lateral (y) position of the end-effector for the origind parameten can be seen 

in Figure 6.26. Figure 6.26 indicates the tuming of the manipulator and vehicle. Prior to 

the vehicle moving forward at O seconds the manipulator iums 30" as indicated by the 

s h q  movement between -4 and -2 seconds. When the vehicle starts moving the system 

starts osciliating and pulling to the left due to the position of the manipulator C. G. The 

vehicle starts tuming to the right at 4 seconds. Once the vehicle has completed its tum the 

system oscillates back towards the lefi. This is due to the position of the manipulator and 

the rate of the tum. The system starts turning to the left at 8 seconds and finishes the tum 
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Figure 6.26: Lateral position of End-Effector 

at 10 seconds. The oscillation due to the Riming is not experienced when the vehicle tums 

to the left, this is again explained by the position of the manipulator and the rate of tum. 

The system begins to pull to the left again just pnor to braking. When the system stms 

braking the end effector dips down and to the left and oscillates. 

The system pararneters used in the second optimization were not resvicted to 

pararneters that could be easily altered on the existing system. The requirement for the 

pararneters in the second optimization was that the result of altering the parameter was 

unknown. Seven pararneters were chosen for the second optimization. The pararneters 

are : 

x position of the front tires 

x position of the middle tires 

x position of the rear tires 

tire radius 

tire stiffness 

tiredarnping 

x position of the manipulator a m  
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The tire stiffness and damping were included to simulate the effect of a suspension 

system. The z position of the tires was not included because the offset in the tires must 

remain to facilitate easier tuming of the vehicle. Currently the middle tire is 1.7 cm below 

the front and middle tires. This helps the vehicle turn about one point. The simulation 

does not account for ground clearance; as a result if the z position of the tires were . 

included as a parameter the optimization would simply raise the tires as much as possible 

to lower the C.G. of the vehicle. This is slightly different than the flint optimization, 

because in the first optimization the rear tire was fixed in its position due to the 

constraints of the motor, and the front and middle tires were permitted to move. 

The change in parameters was limited to prevent unreasonable vaiues. The x 

position of the tires was Limited to t 2.5 cm for each tire: the tire radius was limited to f. 

1.25 cm, and the position of the manipulator was limited to & 15 cm dong the chassis. 

The damping values were lirnited to a change of +3000 kg/s to -1600 kg/s. The stiffness 

values were essentialiy unlirnited allowing a change of +900,000 N/m to -50,000 N'nt. 

The error for the second optimization was calculated in the same manner as the 

error for the first optimization. The optimization was started with the tuned system 

parameten. and resulted in an error of 185.08. The optimization petforrned success full y 

and reduced the enor to 48.45, a reduction of 136.63. The optimized change in the 

parameter values is shown in Table 6.10. 

The position of the front tire was left essentially unchanged, however ail of the 

other panmeters were altered significantly. The middle and rear tires moved towards the 

rear of the vehicle by their maximum amounts, resulting in a longer wheel base on the 

vehicle. The tire radius was increased by its maximum value, a direct contradiction to the 

T d i e  6.2: Optimized parameter aïi~ùstrnentr - 2" optimization 

Parameter 
Front Tire x 
Middle Tire x 
Rear Tire x 

. Tire Radius 
Tire Stiffness 
Tire Dampinp 
Torso x 

Change 
I 

-0.000 1 
-0.02498 
-0.02500 
0.0 1250 
8963.8 1 
2988.1 
-0.1500 
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fust optimization where it was reduced by its maximum value. In the fiat optimization 

the tire radius was reduced to lower the C.G. of the system. In this optimization the tire 

radius was increased, creating a more stable system with respect to bumps. The tire 

stiffness increased by almost 9000 N/m or 15%, indicating that the use of a suspension to 

reduce st i fhss  would not be beneficial in this situation. However the damping was 

increased by almost 3000 kg/& indicating that a suspension to increase the damping 

would be beneficial. Finally, the torso was moved toward the rear of the vehicle by its 

maximum of 15 cm. This is a significant movement of the manipulator, which results in 

moving the C.G. of the manipulator closer to the vehicle. 

The output response of the original system and the optimized system are shown in 

Figure 6.27. Figure 6.27 demonstrates that the second optimization nin creates much 

more instability than the fust optimization run. The system experiences more extemal 

influences, as a result it is more difficult to optimize. However, the optimization routine 

succeeded in finding parameter values that improve the stability of the system. as seen in 

Figure 6.27. The optimized parameters result in a system with smaller oscillations for the 

bump, and both of the tums. 

System Response 

Figure 6.27: 2& Optimimtion and original output response 
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The optimization routine has k e n  shown to find parameter values that increase 

the stability of the system significantly. The optimization routine was applied to two 

different simulation mns, with two sets of parameters, and in both cases the stability was 

increased. It should be noted that the parameters have been optimized for two specific 

cases. Many more optimization investigations into the behaviour of the system under 

different influences must be perfomed to determine an overall set of optimized 

parameters for the system. 

6.6 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter presents the results of the real system expenment that were 

performed using MR-1. It was shown that MMA and D A D P  have the capability to 

produce complete mobile manipulator simulation models that produce results that closely 

match reai world systems. 

Static, quasi-static, and dynamic simulations were performed on the real system. 

The output results were compared to the simulation results. The static. quasi-static, and 

initial dynamic simulations al1 match the real system. 

A set of more comprehensive dynamic experiments was performed on the real 

system, during which digitally recorded data was obtained. Initially the simulaiion results 

did not closely match the dynamic expenment results. A full investigation into the 

simulation mode1 was performed and it was concluded that the road profile had a 

significant influence on the system response. A tuning aigorithm was implernented to 

tune the road profile and system parameters, so that the output response of the simulation 

matched the output of the experiments. The tuning procedure performed well, and a set of 

tuned system parameters was determined. 

Finaiîy, an optimization procedure was developed to optimize the system 

parameters in tems of stability. Two optimization nuis were performed. The first used 

parameters that could be altered on the existing MR-I systems. The second used 

parameters that would require a re-design of the current MR-1 system. Both optimization 

nuis found parameters that drasticaiiy improved the stability of the system. 



CHAPTER 7: 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

7.1 CONCLUSIONS 

This research investigated the dynamic simulation of mobile manipulators, 

resulting in a number of signifkant contributions to the area of multi-body dynamic 

simulation. 

A thorough step-by-step modeling and analysis procedure for complex mobile 

manipulators was developed. The procedure involves determining the problem 

formulation and model definition, followed by performing input data collection, internai 

verification, and a comprehensive simulation study. The procedure was implernented and 

tested on MR-1, a real mobile manipulator, using D A D P  a current commercial MBS 

package and MMA, a mobile manipulator user toolbox developed as part of this research. 

It was shown that MMA and DADSM have the capability to produce complete mobile 

manipulator simulation models that produce results that closely match real world 

systems. DADS' ability to model mobile manipulators removes the need for individuai 

projects to develop, verifj, and validate independent mobile manipulator simulations that 

are specific to one group of problems, i.e. stability, control, behaviour, or othen. 

The simulation study involved performing validation analysis, a two-phase 

comprehensive sensitivity andysis, and a stochastic output analysis. The srnsitivity 

analysis is useful for determining the behaviour of the system and should be used if a 

re-design of the system is required. Finally, static, quasi-static, and dpamic experiments 

were performed on the real MR-1 system, and simulated using DADSIhf. A tuning 

algorithm was successfully irnplernented to tune the mode1 parameters, so that the output 

response of the simulations matched the output of the experiments. The tuning procedure 

perfomed well, and a set of w e d  system parameters was determined. Once the 

simulation was completely validated an optimization procedure was developed to 

optimize the system parameters in tems of stability. Two optimization runs were 
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performed, both of which determined parameter values that drastically improve the 

stability of the system. 

The second significant contribution with respect to multi-body dynamic 

simulations is the development of MMA, a windows based mobile manipulator user 

interface module for the D A D P  solver. MMA quickly develops complete mobile 

manipulator models that are used in the D A D P  environment. MMA removes the tedious 

task of manually developing simulation models. MMA has removed sorne of the 

generality of the D A D P  user interface and presents the users with an interface 

specifically designed for mobile manipulators. This results in an interface that develops 

mobile manipulator models much faster and more convenient. If the user requires 

additional features the mode1 can be modified in the DADSrMenvironment. 

A procedure and test apparatus that determines the centre of gravity and moment 

of inertia for a range of complex components was developed and validated as an 

additionai aspect of this research. The apparatus was designed and calibrated to produce 

moment of inertia results with a higher accuracy than hand or compter cdculations. The 

intent of the experiment was accomplished and the apparatus predicts moment of inertia 

values to within 2.7% of the calculated values for known cornponents. The system has 

been cdibrated and a cdibration curve has been formulated to predict the percentage 

error. The calibration c w e  predicts the percentage error based on the moment of inertia 

to weight ratio of the test specimen. The percentage error fits an inverse exponentiül 

curve that plateaus at 2.7% error for large moment of inertia to weight ratios. The 

experirnent was used to determine the moment of inertia values for MR-1. 

7.2 FUTURE RESEARCH 

The research reported in this thesis foms the bais for a large amount of 

additional research. Currently, the majonty of research perfomed on mobile 

manipulators requûes the researcher to develop and validate simulation models from fust 

principles. This is a tirne consuming, tedious, and error prone task that generally results 
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in models that are specific to the application, preventing a wide range of research from 

king conducted on the same model. 

Currentiy, the main areas of research surrounding mobile manipulaton are 

stability, trajectory and motion planning, and control. This research has shown that vaiid 

mobile manipulator models cm be developed using commercial MBS packages. The 

combination of MMA and D A D P  allows the user to develop full, dynamic simulation 

models of mobile manipulatocs that can be used to investigate control methodoiogies with 

respect to stability, motion planning, trajectory planning, or generai behaviour. 

A direct application of this research is a comprehensive study that investigates the 

optimal parameters, for many different terrain profiles and inputs, to improve design 

system parameters significantly. 
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HoneywelJ Proxirnity Seasor with 2 m PVC Cable 

Catalogue # 922 AB3XM-A9N-L 

18 mm diameter Pre-leaded metal Cylindrical Sensor 
Confoms to CENELEC and IEC standards 
Sealed to IP67 
LED indicator standard 
Short circuit (DC). overload (DC), reverse polarity protection (DC) 
-25 C to 85 C temperature range 
Fdse pulse suppression (AC), line transient protection (AC) 
Sensing Range 6 mm 
Sensor Type 3- wire DC, 
Output Type NPN or N.O. 
Supply Voltage: 9.6 - 55 V 
Load Current min./max. 0-200 mA 
Leakage Currect, mm. JO pA 
Voltage Drop, max. 2.2V 
Current Consumption, max, 10 rnA 
Repeatability 33% 
Hysteresis 3 - 1 5 %  
Temperature Range -25 O C  to 85 O C  

BLK 

Circuit Diagrams of Pro-rimity Sensor 
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Moment of inertia values for the MR- I subsystems 
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MR-1 Simulation Parameten and Rankings 

I I I  



MN- I Prioriiy 2 Puranieters 



MN- 1 Priority 3 Pararnerers 
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MA TLAB Programs from Mass Ptopetîies ExpeBments 

C1ean.m 
%Cun/e fits the data to an inverse exponential curve. 
i=30; 
while i<=length(period); 

cleanl (i-29)=sum(period(i-29:i))MO; 
i=i+l ; 

end 
i=l ; 
while iclength(clean1); 

cleaner(i)=(clean 1 (i)+clean 1 (i+1))/2; 
i=i+l ; 
end 
cleaner=cleaner' 
x=curvefit('expon',[.08 .O2 1.78],[1 :length(cleaner)]',cleaner); 
t=[l :length(cleaner)]; 
y=expon(x, t); 
figure;plot([l :length(cleaner)J~cleaner,'r",[l :length(y)],y); 
pause 
y=expon(x,[l :1000]); 
figure;plot([l :length(cleaner)],cleaner,'r*',[l :length(y) J'y); 
grid 
tau=y(l ,1000) 

function y=expon(a,x) 
y=a(l )*exp(-a(2)'x)+a(3); 

%Determine the periods of oscillation for the required case 

file=input('Enter the name of the file to open: ','s') 
load (file) 
time=input('Enter the end tirne: '); 
osc=input('Enter the number of periods required: '); 
values=(0.0:0.00 t :tirne)'; 
temp=input('filename without extension: '); 
values(:,2)=temp(l :(time'1000+1),1); 
plot(vaiues(:,1),values(:,2)); 
pause 
j=3; 
i=l ; 
fullvolt=21 .O; 
while j<=(time81 W0+1); 
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if values(jt2)<fullvolt & values(j-l,2)>fullvolt & values(j-2,2)>fullvoit; 
f ilter(i, 1 )=vaIues(j, 1 ); 
filter(i12)=values(j,2); 
i=i+l ; 

end 
j=j+l; 

end 
j=1; 
i=1; 
while i<=(osc); 

period(i,l )=filter(j+2,1 )-filter(j,l); 
j=j+2; 
i=i+l ; 

end 
plot(period); 
pause 
%al1 the periods have been retrieved, now randomize them 
mixed(randperm(osc)', 1 )=period; 
plot(mixed); 
pause 
rn 1 =mean(mixed(l:20,1)) 
rn2=mean(mixed(31:70,1)) 
m3=mean(mixed(71 :oscl 1)) 
avg=(m 1 +m2+m3)/3 
avg2=mean(period) 
OhIoad platecyl2. mat 
%avgs=[avg avgZ] 
%plate,cyl2=[plate,cyl2' avgs); 
%plate-cyl2=plate_cy12' 
%save plate-cyl2.mat plate-cyl2 

%Fit the systems to a curve to deteimine Pertage Error vs. Moment of Inertia/Weight 

function y=system(a,tau) 
y=(Q.8*(tau(:,l) .A2).* a(3)n2 .*(a(l)+a(2)+tau(:,2))) ./(4*3.l4l5"2*a(4))-l.7~l237; 
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Parameter Tuning Algorithm 

global expzb texpb expz texp zout8b zout8 
%Form the vector of tuning parameters 
parx=(O.370 1 .O1 5 1.1 90 2.060 2.51 0 2.91 O 3.290 4.61 O]; 
pary=[-0.775483 -0.775483 -0.782733 -0.789733 -0.791 733 -0.785733 9.788583 -0.7409831; 
pars=(-0.001 0.001 56000.00 60000.00 21 00.00 2300.001; 
%load parameter.mat; 
o / ~ o O O ~ O O O o O O ~ O O O O O O O O O O O ~ O O O ~ O O ~ O ~ ~ 0 / 0 0 / ~ ~ ~ / O i ~ / O ~ . ; ~  O / O / O / ~ / O / O / O / ~ / ~ / ~ ~ / O / ~ / ~ / O ~ / O / ~ / O / O / O / O ~ / O / ~ / O / ~ / ~ / O / ~ / O / O / ~ ? O / O / O / ~ ~ O . O ~ O / O ~ O ~ O  

%Assign the values of tuning increments for each parameter 
for i=l :length(parx); 

regxO(i)=O.Ol ; 
regyO(i)=O.OOl ; 

end 
regs0=~.001 0.001 1000 1000 100 100]; 
0h%%%%%%0/o9/0%0h%0/o%%?/o0/o0/~"/~Yo9/o"/~0/~o/o"/~9/o"/~?/o4O%9/o"/o?/a~/o0/~9/o0/o?'o~?8~O9/o?Oo/oo~~O 
%Calculate the initial value of error 
[erm,em2]=nlfun8b(pam,pary,pars) 
[ermf,erm2fl=nlfun8(parx,pary,pars) 
0/~%%?/0%%0h%?/0%%%%%%%%~~0/o0/0?/o%0/~?/o0/~?'o%"/0?'o"/00/~"/~0/o0/~"/0~/o9'~~/o~/o~d?/o~~~ 
for k=1:20, 
for i=l :length(parx), 

'X Tuning' 
% [k,i,erm] 

erû=erm; 
regx=regxO; 

for teglp=l:3 
paix-1 =pam; 
if i=1, 

if pam-1 (i)-regx(i) < 0.31 9/a0h0~o%0/o%0h%% Vou may wanna change zero to another 
value 

pam-1 (i)=0.31 
else 

parx-1 (i)=pam_l (i)-regx(i); 
end 

elseif i -= 1 8 p a m l  (i)-regx(i) < parx-1 (i-1) 
p a m l  (i)=pam,l (i-1 )+.O000001 *parx_l (i-1 ); 

else 
pam-1 (i)=parx,l (i)-regx(i); 

end; 
O h  Calculate the error 
[er-1 ,ertempl]=nlfun8b(paix,t ,pary,pars); 

%%%9/0%%0h%%%%%%%%0/o0/~0/o0/o%0/o0h0/~0/oYo0/oS'a0/o?~%~/o~o%~L~~~~0/o?~~L0~~?/o~~?60~~ 
parxl =pant; 
if i = length(pam), 

if parxl (i)+regx(i) > 6 %Oh%%%%%%% You rnay want to change 10 to another value 
paml (i)=6; 

else 
parxl (i)=parxl (i)+regx(i); 

end 
elseif i -= length(pam) & pamt (i)+regx(i) > paml (i+l) 
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parxl (i)=parxl (i+l )-.O000001 *pam,l (i+l );; 
else 

parxl (i)=parxl (i)+regx(i); 
end; 
% Calculate the error 
[erl ,ertemp2]=nlfun8b(paotl ,pary,pars); 

O O O O 0 / O  0 / O  O O  O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O ~ / O O q O O O O O O O O O O ~ O ~ ~ O O ~ / O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / a ~ / o ~ / o ~ ~ O , ' ~ ~ ~  h / o / o h , o / o , o / o h h / a / o / o / o / o / o / o / o / o / o h h / o / o / a / o / o / o  / / / / / / ' / 
if erl < erû I e r 1  < erû 

if erl c er-1 
pam=paml; 
erm=erl ; 
eimZ=erternpZ; 

else 
parx=panc-1; 
erm=er,l; 
em2=ertempl; 

end 
break 

else 
regx=regx*.S; 

end 
end 

end 
9/0 Now, it is turn for pary parameters 
for i=l :length(pary), 

'Y Tuning' 
9'0 [k,i,erm] 

if erl e erû 1 er-1 < erû 
if erl < er-1 

pary=paryf; 
erm=erl ; 
emi2=ertemp2; 

else 
pary=pary-l; 
e rm=er-1; 
em2=ertempt ; 

end 
break 
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else 
regy=regy*S; 

end 
end 

end 
?/o Now, it is turn for system parameters 
for i=l :length(pars), 

'System Parameter Tuning' 
96 [k,i,erm2] 

erO=em2; 
regs=regsO; 
for reglp=t :3 
pars-t =pars; 
pars-1 (i)=pars,l (i)-regs(i) ; 

O/O Calculate the error 
[ertempl ,er,l]=nIfun8b(parx,parytpars-1); 

O/ O/ 0 O O O O O O O O a O O/ O/ O O O O O O a O O/ 0 O/ 0 O O/ 0 O/ 0 1  0 O; O/ 0, O/ O 01 O/ yoO1 0: 0: O/ 0: 0' 0: , o ~ o / o h / o / o h / o / o / o / o / o / o , o , o / o h / o / o / o / o / o / o , o / o , o / o / o ~ o / o , o / o / o ~ o , o , o / o / o ~ o . o  / o ~ o ~ o . o ~ o ~ o . o  

parsl =pars; 
parsl (i)=parsl (i)+regs(i); 

'10 Calculate the error 
[ertemp2,erl ]=nlf un8b(pamlpary,pars1 ); 

O 0 '0  O O O O O O 0 /0  O a O 0 /0  O O O O O O a O O O O O O / O  0 /0 /0  O / O  O 0 /0  0 / 0 / 0 / 0 1 0 : 0 1 ' O ~ Q : Q i  
/0 /0 /o /o /o  /o h / o  /o ,o/o/o/o /o ,o/o/o/o/o /o/o/o/o h /o /o  /oh ,o/o,o ,o/o ,O /O A3 ,O /O ao.0 ,O ! O 8 0  10.m 10 io  

if ert < er'û I er-1 c erO 
if erl < er-1 

pars=pars 1 ; 
erm2=erl; 
erm=erternp2; 

else 
pars=pars,l ; 
erm2=er-1; 
errn=ertempl ; 

end 
break 

else 
regs=regs*.5; 

end 
end 

end 
[emf,erm2fj=nlfun8(pam,pary1pars) 
end 

nWun8b.m 
function [errterr2]=nlfun8b(pao<,pary,pars) 

global expz texp expzb texpb zout8b zout8 
%input time rotation into dads 

!copy NonLintb-def Nontin8b.def 
test=[-l O -0.780233 
-3.3752 -0.780233 
0.4 -0.773433 
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1 .O5 -0.774233 
1.2 -0.780233 
2.0 -0.783233 
2.6 -0.783233 
2.8 -0.779233 
3.2 -0.776233 
3.6 -0,780533 
90 -0.791 933 
1 O0 -0.791 9331; 
test(3,l )=parx(l )-3.6752; 
test(4,l )=pam(2)-3.6752; 
test(5,l )=pam(3)-3.6752; 
test(6,l )=parx(4)-3.6752; 
test(7,l)=pam(S)-3.6752; 
test(8,l )=pam(6)-3.6752; 
test(9,t )=parx(7)-3.6752; 
test(1 O11)=pam(8)-3.6752; 
test(3,2)=pary(l); 
test(4,2)=pary(2); 
test(5,2)=pary(3); 
test(6,2)=pary(4); 
test(7,2)=pary(S); 
test(8,2)=pary(6); 
test(9,2)=pary(7); 
test(l0,2)=pary(8); 
test(l1,2)=pary(8); 
fid=fopen('Nonlin8b.defV, 'rt+'); 
fseek(fid,lSO,-1); 
count=fpnntf(fid,'%8.4f',pars(l)); 
fseek(fidJ72,-1); 
count=fprintf(fid,'%8.4f',pars(2)); 
fseek(fid.316,-1); 
count=fprintf(fid,'%8.1 f',pars(3)); 
fseek(fid,34t ,-1); 
count=fprintf(fidt1%8.1 f',pars(4)); 
fseek(fid,416,-1); 
cou nt=fprintf(fid,'0h8.2f',pan(S)); 
fseek(fid,441 ,-1); 
count=fpn'ntf(fid,'%8.2f',pars(6)); 
fseek(fid.43832,-1); 

for i=l :length(test(:, 1 )), 
count=fprintf(fid,'%f %f\n1,test(i,1),test(i,2)); 

end 
st=fclose(fid); 
%salve 
cd .. 

!dadsmodel -3 -nomenu <dformSb.txt 
cd nonlin8b 

!dadsJd.exe nonlin8b nonlin8b nonlin8b nonlin8b 
!dadsgraph -nomenu cdgraph8b.M 
fid=fopen('zout8b.dat1,'rt'); 

for i=1:6 
line=fgetl(f id); 

end 
fid2=fopen('zout8b.tmpf,'wt'); 
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while feoi(fii)=O 
line=fgetl(f id); 
count=fprintf(fid2,'%s\n',line): 

end 
st=fclose(fid); 
st=fclose(fid2); 
load zout8b.tmp 
zout8b=zout8b(34:iength(zout8b(:.1)),:); 
zout0b(:,l)=zout8b(:, 1)-3.3; 
~0~t8b(:,2)=~0ui8b(:,2)-~0ut8b(l ,2); 
znewb=intetpl (zoutBb(:,l ),zout8b(:,2),texpb) 

err=surn(((expzb(1:34)-znewb(l:34))'100) .A2) 

en2=sum(((expzb(31:47)-znewb(31:47))'100).A2) 
fid4=fopen('znew8b.at','ata); 
cou nt=f printf (f id4,'%st,'***"""' ); 
counbfprinff(fid4,'%Rn',znewb); 
st=fclose(f id4); 

fid3=fopen('record.txt9,'at'); 
cou nt=fprintf(f id3,'%~','*******~'); 
count=fprintf(fid3,'%f %f\n1,en,err2); 
cou nt=fprintf(f id3,'%2O. 1 2f %20.12f X20.l 2f\nt,pan,pary,pars); 
st=fclose(f id3); 



Design OptimWon Routine 

global zout coun 
coun=O; 
pO=zeros(l,7); 
VI&=[-0.00000025 -0.ûûûûûO25 -0.0000025 0.0 0.0 -0.0000001 25 -.000001]; 
vub=[O.W000025 0.00000025 0.00000025 .O00030 -000030 0.000000125.000001]; 
options=l ; 
p=constr('optsN,pO,options.vlblvub) 

function (err,g]=optshr(p) 
global zout coun 
coun=coun+l ; 
g=o; 
cd optl ; 
%change the parameters to a scale which can be recognized 
p2(1 )=p(1 )'1 00000; 
p2(2)=p(2)'100000; 
p2(3)=p(3)'100000; 
p2(4)=p(4)*1000000; 
p2(5)=p(5)*1000000; 
p2(6)=p(6)'100000; 
p2(7)=p(7)*100000; 
!copy optl t.def optl .def 
fid=fopen('Optl .def'.'rt+'); 
%fseek(fid,250,-1); 
S/ocount=fprintf(fid,'%8.Sf',p2(1)); 
%fseek(fid,273,-1); 
%count=fprintf(fid1'%8.5f'.p2(2)); 
'hfseek(fid,316,-1); 
?6count=fprintf(fid11%8.5f'.p2(3)); 
fseek(fid,360,-1); 
~ount=fprintf(fid,'%8.5f'~p2(1)); 
fseek(fid,384,-1); 
count=fprint(fid, '%8.5f ', p2(2)): 
fseek(fid,427,-1 ); 
count=fprinf(f id,'a/08Sf'~p2(3)); 
fseek(fid,588,-1); 
count=fprintf(fid,'%8.Sfs,p2(4)); 
fseek(fid,614,-1); 
~ount=fprintf(fid,'%8.5f'~p2(5)); 
fseek(fid,64û,-1); 
count=fprintf(fid,'%8.5f ,p2(6)); 
fseek(fid,693,-1); 
count=f#rintf(fid,'%8.5f ,p2(7)); 
st=fclose(f id); 
P 
P2 
cd .. 
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!dadsmodel -3 -nomenu cdform.txt 
cd optl ; 
!dads3d,exe optl optl optl optl 
!dadsgraph -nomenu cdgraph. txt 
fid=fopen('zout.dat','rt'); 
for i=l:6 

line=fgetl(fid); 
end 
fid2=fopen('zout.tmp','wt'); 
while feof(fid)=O 

line=fgetl(fid); 
count=fprintf(fid2,'%s\n1,1ine); 

end 
st=fclose(f id); 
st=fclose(f id2); 
load zout.tmp 
zout=zout(41 :length(zout(:,l )),:); 
zout(:,l)=z~ut(:, 1)-4.0; 
z0ut(:,2)=20ut(:,2)-z0ut(1,2); 
g=0; 
err=surn((abs(zout(:,2).'100)).~2) 
fid3=fopen('optrecord.Mt,'at'); 
while fid3~0 

fid3=fopen('optrecord.txt','at1); 
end 
~ount=fprinff(fid3,'~/as'~'*******~ ); 
count=fprintf(fid3,'%f\n',coun); 
count=fprintf(fid3,'%20.1 2f\n',err); 
count=fprintf(fid3,'%20.12fin',p); 
~ount=fprintf(fid3,'%s\n'~'*******' 1; 
count=fprintf(fid3,'%20.1 2Pint,p2); 
st=fclose(f id3); 
fid4=fopen('znew.txt','at'); 
while fid4<0 

fid4=fopen('znew.txt','atP); 
end 
count=fprinff(fid4,'%sP,"""**' 1; 
count=fprintf(fid4,'%An',coun); 
count=fprintf(fid4,'%f\n',zout); 
st=fclose(f id4); 
cd 
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Simuiaîion Pallameters 
Type of Analysis 
Length of Analysis 
Maximum Step Size 
Print Interval 
Solution Tolerance 
Integration Tolerance 

Cbassis Propedes 
Length 
Width 
Height 
Mass 
Centre of Gravicy 

Length 
Width 
Height 

Moment of Inertia 
About Length 
About Width 
About Height 

Position of Manipulator 
Length 
Width 
Height 

Numkr of Tires 
Tires 

D ynamic 
IO 
0,005 
0.05 
0.000 1 
0.000 1 
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Axle 1 Length 
Axle 1 Height 
Axle 2 Length 
Axle 2 Height 
Offset From Chassis 
Radius 
Rolling Resistance 
Friction 
Vertical Stiffness 
Damping 
Longitudinal Stiffness 
Longitudinal Damping 
Laterd Stiffness 
Lateral Dmping 

Manipulator and Gripper 
Manipulator Joints 
Gripper - Finger 1 Joints 
Gripper - Finger 2 Joints 

D-H Parameters 

Manipulator 
Joint 1 

Joint 6 
Gripper Fiager 1 

Joint 1 
Joint 2 

Gripper Finger 2 
Joint 1 
Joint 2 
Joint 3 

-- 

O 

0.2 
0.2 

Lengtb 

O 

0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

Oftset 

O 

Thetsi 

O 

-- 

0.5 

O 
O 

1 
1 
O 
O 

Twist 

-90 
O 
O 
O 
O 

Joint 2 
Joint 3 
Joint 4 
Joint 5 

O 
O 
O 

90 
O 
-90 
90 

O 
O 
O 
O 

O 

O 
45 

O 

90 
O 

1 80 
-45 
3 5  

-90 
O 

-45 
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ParaIIel Manipulator 
M W  Mode1 

Simulation Parameters 
Type of Analysis 
Length of Analysis 
Maximum Step Size 
Print Interval 
Solution Tolerance 
Integration Tolerance 

Chassis Properties 
Length 
Width 
Height 
Mass 
Centre of Gnvity 

Length 
Width 
Height 

Moment of Tnenia 
About Length 
About Width 
About Height 

Position of Mrinipulator # 1 
Length 
Wid th 
Height 

Position of Manipulator # 2 
L e n a  
Width 
Height 

Dy namic 
10 
0.005 
0.05 
0.000 1 
0.000 1 

2 
1 
0.5 
LOO 

1 .O 
0.0 
0.25 

1 O 
1 O 
1 O 

0.5 
0.0 
0.5 

1.5 
0.0 
0.5 
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Number of Tires 
Tires 

Arrie 1 Length 
M e  1 Height 
Axle 2 Length 
Axle 2 Height 
Gxle 3 Length 
Axle 3 Height 
Gxle 4 Length 
Axle 4 Height 
Offset From Chassis 
Radius 
Rolling Resistance 
Friction 
Vertical Stiffness 
Dmping 
Longitudinal Stiffness 
Longitudinal Damping 
Lateral Sti ffness 
Laterril Damping 

Manipulator and Gripper 
Manipulator Arm 1 Joints 
Gripper 1 - Finger 1 Joints 
Gripper 1 - Finger 2 Joints 
Manipulatar Arm 1 Joints 
Gripper 2 - Finger 1 Joints 
Gripper 2 - Finger 2 Joints 
Base Frame Rotated by 90' about x 
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D-H Parameten 
I 1 I Conne 

Manipuiator 1 
Joint 1 1.414 O 45 O 
Joint 2 1.414 O 90 O 
Joint 3 1.4 14 O -90 O 1 
Gripper 1 Finger 1 
Joint 1 0.2 O -450 O 
Joint 2 0.2 O 45 O 
Gripper 1 Finger 2 
Joint 1 0.2 O 45 O 
Joint 2 0.2 O -45 O 
Manipulator 2 1 
Joint 1 1.414 O 135 O 1 O 
Joint 3 1.414 O -90 O 1 0.707 
Joint 3 1.414 O 90 O 0.707 
Gripper 2 Finger 1 
Joint 1 0.2 O 45 O 
Joint 2 0.2 . O -45 O 
Gripper 2 Finger 2 
Joint 1 0.2 O -45 O 
Joint 2 0.2 O 45 O 

ctions 1 

Joint L 
Joint 2 

0.1 
0.1 

0.1 
0.1 

O 
O 

O 
O _ 0.1 0.1 0.1 O O O ]  

0.1 0.1 0.1 O O O 1 




